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: man, benevolent faced and white

But his eye was bright and clear.
Within his hand he held his sword,
In many an action tried—
Sword of the spirit==not of blood,

That turns the penitent to God,
Through him who bled and died.

indecision and fumbling
ready.

Of darkness, through the Saviour’s grace,
Had been his work of life.

|

their

established

the

and

expect.

Sabbath-school
at 10.30,

observation

A.M.
:
The Saperintendent’s bell gave forth a
halting, uncertain sound, as if it did not
expect to be obeyed ; and the result that
might have been anticipated actually happened. The children went on as if nothing of any consequence had happened.
They heard no decided tones; they did
nothing positive, and the din of young
voices went on as musically and loudly
as before. Again the bell tingled—a hesitating, half und ‘half ring, as though
apologizing for its interference, and yet

the merry buzz went steadily on.

1look-

ed for the hand that rang the bell, and

it

was not firm ; for the man who owned the

hand, and be was not firm.

The Scriptures

should

no place in class j but

It was in a prosperous New England
village.
The people were intelligent

as I took a seat of

His songs should

There is little use in reading

be

taught.

Stories of week day gossip and trifling have

BY PROF. G. E. FOSTER.

1

his

\| hension,

A SABBATH-SOHOOL AND WHATI
THOUGHT OF IT.

pastors,

places

all the verses. The children should do
the singing. The prayer must be for the
school and level to its needs and compre-

.

With legions of the blest.
. == Hillsdale Herald.

-ed something irom

From the moment he

looking for somethirg.

be ready.

*Mid loving friends—until God's voice

day schools at a fair average.

mischief.

hand on the bell, until dismission, there
should be no
absent-mindedness—no

God bless thee, soldier of the cross,
And give thee sweetest rest

__and moral, the churches well

work

A Superintendent should have his work

To turn the heathen from his ways

Bids thee forever to rejoice

haired.

Children must be kept on the go, and all

The holy veteran smiled serene,
"For his mission was not strife—

awake

Sab-

But he had no spring or snap in him, and
these are prime essentials.
In most
cases a school had better have a young
man for Superintendent. He is more in
accord with the spirit of the school, its
elasticity and vigor. Firmuoess and quick
method infuse themselves through the
Superintendent into the whole school.

His form decrepit—battle-scarred,
His footsteps slow—slow-beating heart—

wile

next

Comments:
The whole school partook
of the inanition and flabbiness of the
Superintendent. He was a gentle, good

I met an aged warrior
With features wan and sere;

and with

the

lusion and worse.

BY G. B. G.
8 Inepirel BR

almost

bath. This produeeda lively interlude.
31, 1879. :
Then an hymn was sung and all went
out. ~The Sunday-school had been a de-

THE SOLDIER
OF THE ROSS.
PL

week day

all the classes was either imminent or
actual, ’
The Superintendent and officers had
neglected during the hourto distribute or

if not.

~The Worning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

older

Either

in a way which undeniably
members. By the time for
hesitating bell had come, the
of the whole school was com-

year, if paid strictly . plete, and a general

1—$2.00 8 r

first thirty days. and

of the

class narrating an absorbing

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS:
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- po

others were

the gospel they were studying was a very
genial one, or the method of teaching it
injected a plenteous spray ofthe ludicrous. I caught the voice of a well conditioned middle aged lady in the Bible

Publisher,

&o., should be addressed, at Dover, N. IL

up."

all the

classes 1 found the same levity,

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
Rev.

\

All through

with

an

earnest,

drowsy
a listener as the

present

while at all times, a shade

which the
er fails to
to subdue
rendered

Judging from their looks the others
were pleased with the good man’s can-

writer;

of refinement,

superior presence of woman nevcast over any assembly, served
anything like coarseness,
and
the jokes and repartees not less

amusing

and

brilliant,

but

void

of

dor.

~The buzzing of the little ones became
painfully audible towards the close of the

all

prayer, and a general feeling of relief
was. apparent when

finally uttered.

the

‘‘ amen”

A PARSON IN THE BOARDING-HOUSE.

was

Then the spectacles were

adjusted, the long lines of.‘ hymn No.
2" were monotoned, and the dreary sing-

od

BY RAY THOMPSON.

Viewed from a social stand-point, the
inmates of our boarding-house presented
a spectacle of pure democracy. No one
of our number had arrived at middle-age,
none were married, and all were poor.

ing gone through with by the grown up
choir, after which the work upon the
lessons commenced.
:
Perhaps'it was this latter circumstance
I sat and watched the ‘different classes more than anything else, that inspired us
through the hour. Here and there wasa with a sensible and kindly regard for
group of pupils fairly attentive, for the each other, and enabled us to assume a
teacher was attentive, ahd kept her eyes “simplicity of manners, and a freedom of
and her questions and her references go- speech that can never be enjoyed in a
ing from one

to the

busy and interested.
classes

the case

was

other.

They were

But with

otherwise.

most

Little

heads bobbing about, little "hands in and

“out of eveyy kind of
their circumscribed
wagging about the
and laughing merry
frolic.

mischief possible in
sphere, little tongues
events of the week,
eyes full of fun and

‘The teacher's attention was taken

house where

there

are parlor

boarders

who receive carriage company.

In our little circle,

the dinner hour

land-

of the table-talk which

the reader ‘has

doubtless seen in print, was generally
lively enough to keep awake even so

an-

ago,” he continued, ** I used to preach

lady informed us that the Rev."Mr. Good-

a circuit, where, among other

law would take his meals with us during
his wife's visit to the sea-side, we experi-

habits, I acquired

the

on

migratory

enviable

one

of

making myself comfortable on any perch.”

NO. 53

EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
The very fact that General Grant is not
what men call eloquent is' much in his
fayor, especially when the few words
which he utters are enough to show that
he is nota solemn dunce, passing off
emptiness under the cloak of silence.—
National Baptist.

Take away from the world all that it
hag received from the incarnation of the
Son of God, even apart from the salvation
of a single soul, and you unravel a piece
of Gobelin tapestry, and leave what was a
beautiful picture a mass of loose and

columns of receipfs for Foreign Missions,
and sincerely hope that the next will be
longer, but we

are

quite

as

anxious

.to

seé the long white gaps in the other columns filled. Our Home Mission interests

need help.
where

Doors are opening before us

we might enter, to bless

the

peo-

ple and honor God, had we strength to .
£0 in and possess theé-land. We need not
crowd anybody, nor trespass on ground
already ' well occupied. If we would
strengthen the things that remain, we
must increase our efforts in this department of our work. Let us, in planning
for the next year, determine to make these
‘‘ waste places” in the Report blossom
with figuresas the months go by, and
many a heart will rejoice thereat.

enced a sense of disgust similar to that
‘* Ah, then you have seen life!” said
which youthful players feel when they Andrews, who sometimes mistook flip- tangled threads, which can never - be
gathered up again or woven into form.—
are told that a big boy is coming to spoil pancy for wit.
Christian Intelligencer.
their sport.
"4 Yes; and, if I am not mistaken, I see ]
THE MAINE FRAUD.
¢ A parson!” exclaimed Andrews who kit now,” answered Mr. Goodlaw, smiling
The
Maine
fraud is as much more danprofessed to be an admirer of Voltaire, straight into the young man’s face.
gerous to its [the Nation’s] life than the
** Good gracious! I'd rather have a piano
. Andrews colored visibly, and the Pdr- bombardment of Fort Sumtér as the atGiving as a Grace.
in the house.”
son continued, I am always pleased to tack is more insidious, and should be met
That sounds oddly enough.
How few of us
His right hand supporter, a young man see life, even when it is a little out of with a popular indignation as universal. have bestowed our
benefactions in such a way,
—
Christian
Union.
named Amos, who was accustomed to eat line with the course marked out by spirin such a spirit, that our giving has attained to
It is difficult; to conceive of a more out- the dignity of a“ grace” in us? And yet this
peas with a Knife, and to rest his elbows itual engineers. Instead of ealling no
on the table when he had done, re- man happy till he dies, I would call none rageous pied of political rascality than is clearly the Biblical ides. Paul speaks of the
that which has just been accomplished in
marked that ** for his part he didn’t care unhappy while his day lasts; fori there the State of Maine by Governor Garcelon great liberality of the “churches of Macedonia,”
and then exhorts the Corinthians that as they
how many parsons or pianos there were are wonderful instances of self-retrieval and his council.— Independent.
‘ abound in everything, in faith, and utterance,
in the house, provided the girls would in this glorious world of ours. The more
The true men of Maine need not be and knowledge, and in all diligence, and in
agree to let them alone.” |
animation and vivacity I see in young anxious ; the atmosphere of that State is love, that they abound in this grace also.”
|. At this point in the conversation, the people, the stronger is my hope that they too pure and bracing for rascality to en- Here Paul distinctly characterizes Christian
landlady interposed. ‘If we .were all will amountto something. Give me the Jjoy a protracted life.“ Such acts carry their giving as a Christian grace. Matters of beown retribution with them. They will
enemies to Mr. Goodlaw, she would tell vicious brute that kicks in the traces, ‘in cover their abettors with a weight of in- nevolence. have been pretty fully discussed of
late, in the Star, as to the measure of our gifts,
him so, and he, would doubtless choose preference to an animal without life dignation and disgust that will sink ‘them systematic
effort, &¢.
Now there are two parother company.”
=~
enoughto resent the sting of a gad-fly. out of the respect of every honest citizen. ties to be affected by our gifts,, We too often
Andrews declared that a clergyman Ihave seen wild horses subdued and —Zion's Herald.
consider but one. We give in view of blessing
We trust the Republicans will not be- those upon whom we bestow our gifts, And
out of his pulpit was more to be dreaded made to perform good service; but I
than a lion out of a menagerie; and that never knew a dull, sluggish beast to dis- have in the childish way suggested by so we should. ' But we should ‘not forget that
hasty advisers. The only dignified or rea- the act of giving, and every other act of life,
there ought to be a law against their run- {tinguish himself in harness.”
sonable thing for them to do is to submit has a reflex influence upon ‘the actor. If men
ning at large. *
Amos, who was never contented till he and bide theirtime. Nothing could be more
may commit sin in their prayers, so they may
“aVould you have Mr. Goodlaw com- had bored to the bottom of a (subject, surd than for them to set up a legislature in their giving. If praying and giving stand
of
their
own.
The State House is not in side by side in the sermonon the mount, why
pelled to dive in the church?’ asked Ma- turned to the speaker, and asked, ¢ What:
their possession.— Boston Baily Advertis- 1 not everywhere else? When will the church
ry, her woman's heart touched with pity would you do, sir, incase the kicke
rr.
learn not only that the‘ Lord is in his holy
;
at the thought of such shocking barbarity. should prove untamable?”
Gov. Garcelon and his Council could temple,” but that he always sits “ over against
“I would rather see him dine in the
. “I would have him kept constantly at
hardly have had a very merry Christmas
church than hear him preach at the din- work, operating on persons who can not Yesterday, and we trust that theeyidence the treasury” as well, observing mot only the
amount, but likewise the spirit, of our bestowtake a hint;” was the reply.
ner-table,” was the reply.
which they now have of the depfli of in- ment? And who of us have not learned that
When the laughter, occasioned by this dignation which their outrageous conduct. there is no blessing in giving grudgingly? nor
** Let's decide the Parson’s fate by balmay induce yen to stop in giving “ to keep up appearances ?¢
lot,” said Jenny, whose bright eyes sel- explanation, had subsided, Jenny brought has awakened
short where they are, and
of . Motive in giving is the strategic point to be
dom failed to discover a straight path out the subject to a conclusion by asking in courting any further trouble, toinstead
refer the guarded. This point was grandly illustrated in
her quick, pertinent way, whether there legal points to the Supreme Court Judgof all difficulties,
Tk
the case of the widow who cast in “ two mites,
“Did you ever know a woman to let really were any untamable horses, or es, and accept any bridge that may be which make a farthing,” and because of a betbuilt
for
them
to
pass
out
of
their present
slip an opportunity of voting?” asked met.
Yisgtacerl position.—N. Y. Times (the ter motive was- commended as having cast in
more than those who cast in of their abundAmos, appealing to the company in genThe Parson's honest cotintenance lit up
@é

with a hopeful smile, as he replied, ‘‘Rarey
found no horse that he could not conquer

hand that argued well for

his sincerity.

«1 trust we shall be excellent friends,”
was his quaint greeting to every one.
When we were all seated at the. table,
the new comer, in obedience

to

a

look

from the landlady, prepared to say grace.

Andrews glahced knowingly at his fellow-boarders, as if to

say,

‘Now

for

a

sermon.”
Far be it from us to indulge in an approach to a scoff at the' good people who

»

“26th.

:

MISSION WORK.

with kindness, and our most experienced
reformeys assert that no human being is

CONDUCTED

BY

REV.

G.

C. WATERMAN.

‘AS OTHERS SEE US.
progf against the magnetishi of an active
In
the
last
number of the Missionary
and concentrated sympathy. My idea is, |
Review,
we
find
a brief notice of the
that perfection-in sin is as impossible as
perfection in holiness. If, as ‘Cowper Foreidh Mission work of our own denomsays, the ladder of Christian experience ination, compiled; as we judge, from our
reaches from the abyss, up to heaven, I last Annual Report. After speaking of
am quite sure that no mortal man is at ei- the beginning of our own efforts, the
ther end of it. No, thank the Lord, we are writer says, ‘The growth of this work
all on the middle rounds;

and so

near to

each other that if the lowermost brethren
will reach up, and the topmost
ones reach
down, they can shake hands without dislocating their shoulders.”
*“ Has ‘he been preaching?” asked

Amos, when the Parson had departed.

‘It sounded like “it,” ‘said Andyews.
“But,” he added, ** if to-day’s sermon is a

specimen of his pulpit oratory, I think I
will attend his church next Sunday.”
So said we all; as, well-pleased with
the Parson's brief homily, we prepared to
rencw our toil.
Shatin

REV. J. PHILLIPS
BY MRS,

M.

AND SLAVERY.
M. H. NILLS.

Since the departure of our veteran
missionary,

Rev.

J.

Phillips,

to

the

“Better Land,” as I was looking over
his early correspondence, I was particularly impressed by his reference toa

painful dilemma caused by the complicity of his native land with the erime of
slavery. This reference wasin a letter

has been slow, and those

of this

church

most deeply interested in its foreign missions, are most ready to recognize its

lack of zeal and resolute purposein giving and praying and working for the
heathen.”
:
The present organization and management of our society, and its methods of
work are correctly and clearly described,

and the resaltsof its labors during the past
fairly presented. Of the ‘Bible’ School
Fund,” raised by Dr. J. I. Phillips, the
writer says, ‘It is a noble monument to
the zeal and energy of a returned missionary.” Some friendly and sensible suggestions are made ‘as to our methods,
especially concerning the policy of employing one man as Treasurer of all our
Benevolent Societies, and one man as

Fimancial

Secretary.

Chvistians® have taken and comtinue to
take in this most nefarious traffic ever,
engaged in by man. Itis some relief
to be able to add, that eertain Christian |
nations have washed their hands of the,
foul sin. But what am I to say for my

this we must press another question, viz. :

eountry, ‘land

of the

free,’

where

the

the

same

time dif-

fusing imformation, and living, practical
interest €arjmore widely in the churches,
developing vastly more praying and giving, and thus carrying forward the great
workof the church with many-fold efficiency? It is doubtful whether it would

be possible to dispense with all salaried
officersin- our work. Every body mus

have a head. There must be a center of
definite responsibility somewhere. We
have emdeavored to secure promptness
and efficiency in the management of our
labor, and groan, and sweat to satisfy business,at the least possible expense,and
the cupidity of iron-hearted task masters? | believe our success in this direction has
I assure you this is humiliating to me as justified our action. Very likely the expenses of administration may be still
an American.
But as a Christian, and
an American missionary to the heathen,
how can I open my mouth’ O God, thou

who didst hear the groanings of the pris-

oner in his chains, who didst behold, pity,
and relieve the cruel sufferings of thy
people,

Israel, be propitious, and send

salvation to the long

“ask a blessing” by shutting their. eyes,

trodden sons of Ham

and whispering in their plates. In alluding to the circumstance, we would merely

native.land!”

injured and

down-

in my own dear

further reduced.

growing stfdams of funds flowing from
treasuries.

this end we are working,
and we

Toward
believe

we are making progress every year.
THOSE,** WASTE

PLACES.” J

Of course you have seen them,

BE
OA.

: To study God's word well, we must
have the help of God's Spirit. **The only
the object'of his adoration, to whom he successful study of Scripture is the devove thanks in a voice which might have tional study of it.” Mix well all your
ih heard in the farthest corner of the thoughts @n the trath of God with prayer
to God.
room.

They will be, no doubt,

when all our pastors and church officers
take held of the work with earnestness
and steadfastness, 4hd keep regular and
the churches to the

with

the

OTa's

act

or

will

in

the

Star

of

last week, and as you turn the pages you
w

as-

When
We
pu

had a plan.
has

the case with a malignant foe.

In .

contested.

That plan is to~

save men.
In accomplishing that plan Ged»
has also seen fit to use human afencies. In.
various ways he has intended men to: be “ workers together with God.”
Preaching isappointed strictly in view of advaneing: this

plan.

So of prayer.

So of

Sabbath-school

teaching.
And the same 18 true of giving.
And here we strike the path in which Paul :
exhorted thé Corinthians to walk.
What a

grand climax he reaches!

* Aboundin faith,

in love, and in liberality.”

AHN these acts are

and utterance, in knowledge, and all diligence,
80

many

streams—swelling

currents

where

they * abound ”—sweeping: the world steadily»

many,

even

rejoice in the -long

Christian

minds,

* It is more

blessed to give than to receive.”
W. L. NOYES.
Foreign Missions—The

Next

It is doubtless generally

Remittance.

understood

among

our people, that remittances are made to India by our Foreign Mission Treasurer once in
three months—four times a year.
Each remittance is made to defray the expenses of the
mission—pay the salaries of the missionaries,
support the schools, sustain the native workers, &c., for the next succeeding quarter.
In order that the funds may reach India and
be available when due; viz., on the first of January, April, July and Octobe, they must be
sent on the 25th of Nov., Feb., May and Aug.
Any delay in making a remittance is sure to
embarrass the mission, even when the remittance is full.
2
The last remittance was, by the grace of
God, a full one, although it was about a week’
late. Onesgrand good point was gained for
which there has been not a little appropriate
thanksgiving, both public and private. Much of
my correspondence from the brethren and sisters since the announeément of that happy
event, has breathed forth a spirit of devout

gratitudeto God.

Everybedy seemed to feel

that theLord did come to our help when we undertook in earnest to do the right thing for the
mission.
And why shouldn’t they? Itis just

like Him to do such a thing.

Now let us, still

trusting in Him, go to work with right good
will to hold the: ground we have gained by
filling the next remittance up to the brim.
Let us also with the same help gain another
point by sending the full remittance next time
the very day it is due. Not quite two months
remain for the work.
The 25th .of Feb. will:
be here in just eight weeks from the date of .

this week’s Star and that is the day on which
the Bill of Exchange should be committed to.
the foreign mail.
The full amount necessary to pay all current
bills to that date is $3100.00.
Of this sum only $250.00 bave been received up to the date of

do it in.

We

0

into this sin<stricken world, and

this article.

will see them.

[1]

view of accomplishing that plan Christ came

of which

spoke

deposit our tithe in the

Ju

up our prayers to the throne.
From, the beginning God

as soon as you get a copy of the Register
for 1880. You will turn quickly. to the
tables of contributions from the churches
“J. F.”

as we

Casury,

quote as fol-

lows: «t The practicability of one
serving all the boards of a church
demonstrated, though the question
wisdom and success is by no means
placed beyond controversy. And with

to the boards, and at

ance.
Thus also of the ‘ woman which was a
sinner,” who washed and anointed the feet of
Jesus go devotedly, as he dined in the house of
Simon, the Pharisee.
The austere Pharisee
looked at her and saw only. a
sinner,” Jesus
looked at her—he saw her tears as tokens of
repentance.
He saw her broken box of oint-ment which to him signified a broken and contrite heart.
Down under the ruins of that sinful life, beyond the ken of a cold-eyed severity,
he saw a sweet and glowing angel spirit. If
her sin wns great, his pardon was adequate.
Her gift was an act of devotion.
* Dry asa
contribution-box ” is an old adage which ought
to be out-lived.
A tear, expressive of gladness °
or deep concern for souls, would be in keeping

on according to that plan. In. order to attain
| to the grace of giving we: need to feel, and
officer ought to feel, that when we: give we give to,
save men as truly as Christ died to save them ;.
is here as truly as we pray to save them; as truly as
of its | we do anything to save them. And herein we
shall apprebend the wondrous truth, sealed to

We

‘Can not the work of these boards be so
written in 1844, and is as follows:
«] am preparing a small work ea Geog- divided among a large number of the
raphy for our native children, ard in its | pastors and elders of a church, as to renpreparation I could but feel ashamed and; («der the duty of each a pleasure in the
blush for the Christian name when giv- exact line of his present work for the
ing an account of desolate Afriea,—com- | church, and needing no extra money compolled as in justice I was to tell the share | pensation, thus saving all these salaries

proud boast of liberty to all men, of’
sonage as one would find among a hun- equal rights to all, from the ruler to the |
dred clergymen at a Quafterly Meeting. beggar, is everywhere trampled upon, |
' When the landlady introduced him to and, at the same time, three millions of |
the company, he gave eich member of our fellow citizens are held in personal
the group an old-fashioned shake of the and intellectual bondage, eompelled to |

was welcomedas an occasion of most say that we prefer Mr. Goodlaw's manenjoyable companionship, The. conver-. ner of gazing heavenward as if he saw
sation, although not so profound as some

in

boarding-house with that intention. Years

offense,
:
Under such conditions, when our

soulful purpose to get a truth out of the
lesson and into each heart the teacher eral.
should work. If a teacher can not i
“‘Lhave knowh them to let slip opthis place,
get another. Order? Of 7 portunities of making
themselves ricourse, not a step without it. But order diculous, which is more to their credit,”
is to be mostly gained by interesting and was the reply. The keen ‘eyes of the
busying each one.
Let a reverent religsalar shot forth a merry glance that
ious tone dominate the school; else youn robbed the retort of personality and made’
The children will one feel inclined to pardon its roughness.
|"had better have none.
be safer at home and at least not learn
‘Meanwhile, Andrews had torn an envelope into slips which he distributed
irreverence.
The Superintendent should have his eye among the company.
¢ All who favor
on the school all the time. He can re- Mr. Goodlaw’s coming will please write
press or ercourage by his glance or the word * Parson,’ on their vote. Those
opposed to the arrangement will write |
smile, and the whole school feels the Master is at the helm.
¢ Proscribed,’ *’ he said; and immediately |
Religions
truth and moral growth scribbled something on his bit of paper, |
through it is the only sure principle of and dropped it into an empty goblet.
Now that the matter was brought to
Sabbath-school work ; if any other be
laid down and acted upon it will be dis- the test, it: began to assume a more serious aspect. A certain passage which
astrous.
Most of all would I protest against the says, + Ifasmuch as ye did it mot to the
spirit of frivolity and showiness which least of one of these, ye did it aot to me,”
obtains in too many schools. Girls and together with its memorable context, ochoys get too much the idea of attending curred to the chronicler of these proceed-

motto.

when,

swer to the landlady’s polite assurance
that he was to make himself quite at
home, he replied with unaffected simplicity, *¢ Certainly, Madam; ' one enters a

the exercises I saw the confusion arising the schools ** to see each other and have ings, causing him to write the word
from the central weakness.
| a good time,” and too many teachers un- | “Parson” on his slip and deposit it with
The Superintendent at last brought the wittingly lend opportunities for this very the others.
school into something like order. Then thing. The moreI think it over the more
An examination of the ballots showed
came a pause while he adjusted his spec- I am convinced that earnest religious that in eur household, the law of hospitacles and began to. look for a hymn, effort towards practical moral ends is the ‘tality was stronger than selfish prejudice.
Two little heads had nothing given them need. The ** Bread of Life” is to be dis- No one had been churlish enough to vote
to think of for full two minutes, and so, pensed as lovingly and pleasantly as posagainst the Parson, although Amos devery naturally, they devised something sible, but that and nothing less. Also clared that he would have written * Profor themselves. They fell again to talk- let us remember that this ¢* bread” is for scribed” had he knowa how to spell it.
ing and laughing.
every day—not Sunday only, and each However, we were too well acquainted
After the hymn was found and the un-. scholar should go from the school fur- with the speaker to believe him in earcertain bell again disturbed, the lines nished better for the week. The concert nest; and, feeling quite proud of our
were read all through in a serious mono- system leads to showiness. ~ Rivalry, per- generous decision, we rose from the
tone, after which a choir of older per- sonal and between the schools, is engen- breakfast-table, and went about our sevsons, seated in a gallery at the back of dered, and to ** beat” all others is often eral tasks.
At noon, the elected candidate made
the room, led in the singing. The chil- the motive spirit. If we have Sabbathdren did not see that the singing was es- school, and we must, let them be Chris- his appearance in our midst. He had all
pecially for them and so again fell to tian throughout, genially,
sunshinely the aspects of a man of books, united
with the rare tact of a scholar who knows
talking.
:
Christian.
.
/
In repose his
The prayer followed, a very good one
If we have concerts, and their utility is how to use his learning.
of its kind, But it had nothing especial “extremely doubtful, let them be as simple countenance wore that far-away expresto do with the Sabbath-school.
The as possible. Pushing little ‘* Tots” clad sion which so often characterizes men of
heathen, the sick, the absent, the sorrowin ‘white and ribbons to the front, is thoughtful pursuits; but when engaged
ful, the President and all in authority,
abominable, and hurtful in nine cases out in conversation, a genial smile shone upand many other needy objects were pray- of ten. As far as possible let exercises on his rugged features like sunlight on
ed for; and at the last (and the last was be carried out in numbers, and every- the face of a granite cliff. Although by
so long in coming), a word was uttered thing sensational and precocious avoided. no means ‘‘ a handsome man,”the Revas to our *‘ all rightly understanding the Simplicity and earnestness should be our erend Mr. Goodlaw was as notablé a per-

word about to be read.”

He won all hearts,

Fe

It is thus

what we have to do, and

.

apparent

toall, just

the time we have

®

:

to

Now let us in the name of the Lord, “go for-’
ward,”
E. N: FERNALD.

Lewiston, Dec. 20th.
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We may learn from this lesson,
1. That God is about us in our sleep.

Sabbath-Sehool Lesson.-Jan, 11.
QUESTIONS

AND

(For

NOTES

BY

PROF.

GOOD

II. That prompt obedience brings honor to God, and safety to us.
III. That intellectual kings are ‘as
to destroy
powerless as Herdd was,
Christ.
IV. That God will wide and defend
his own cause.

J. A. HOWE.

Questions see Lesson Papers.)

THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT.

- THE SABBATH.
Under the gospel dispensation God has
owned and blessed the first day of the
week as the Sabbath of his appointment.

DAILY READINGS.
Called out of Egypt. Hos. 11: 1-12.
‘The advent. John 1: 1-14,
At Nazareth. Luke 2: 39-52.
Weeping of Rachel. Jer. 31: 10-17.
Herod Antipas. Mark 6: 14-26.
Herod Agrippa. Acts 12: 1—4; 18: 24.
Flight into Egypt. Matt. 2: 13-23.

He blessed it. at the first, by the repeated

GOLDEN
TEXT:
Flee into Eqypt, and be
thou there until I bring thee word.
Matt.
0

«

)

Matt, 2: 13-23,

appearances of the .risen Saviour to his
| disciples on that day. He blessed it gloriously on the season of Pentecost. He
blessed it by the splendid and wonderful
revelations on this day to the beloved disciple on the Isle of Patmos. He has
blessed it peculiarly and gloriously from

‘that time to the present.

Notes and Hints.

And if it be said
blessed the seventh
been observed with
fervor, facts do not

“ When . they were departed.” The
Magi. The language must be forced, to

make the next incident occur long after
this. ** The angel.” ‘‘ An angel” is the
literal
rendering
here.
‘ Flee
nfo
Egypt.” Egypt was beyond the jurisdiction of Herod, and under

a Roman

Gov-

‘* And,” instead

of

* when” should be read here.
‘¢By
night.” To get away from Bethlehem
before Herod could
know that
the
wise men had eluded him, was necessary:
for tite safety of the child. To get away
unnoticed was equally necessary.
*¢ Untel the deathof Herod.” He died in the

year 4 B. C., according to the received

chronology. He died detested by every
one, and might more properly be called
¢ Herod

the

Cruel,”

than

* Herod

the

Great.”
* Tht it might be fulfilled.” No biblical writer uses ‘this phrase with such
freedom as Matthew. It usually means
with him, “in accordance with

a remark

in the prophets.”
Matthew ‘cites the
prophets just as we do our poets, whenever he finds the quotation apt. ‘* Spoken

of the

‘““by

Lord.”

the

Literally

The

Lord.”

original

‘ By

¢ through

the

the

reads,

prophet.”

prophet.”

God

moved the prophet to speak, and so God
spoke through him.
_
“Out of Egypt.” The passige cited
“relates to the deliverance of Israel from
Egypt. Itreads, “when Israel ‘was a
child then I loved him, and called my son

out of Egypt.” There is no evidence
_ that this had any original reference to
Christ, but the language fitly describes
the return of the holy family.
*¢ Mocked of the wise men.”
That they
had duped

him.

him,

outwitted

¢ Exceeding wroth.”

him,

The word salvation is used in two
senses. It frequently means nearly the

same as conversion. To be converted,
tobe saved, and to experience salvation
ard often used synonymously. Here salvation is a deliverance,

nica

violent,
0

ss

All the first human
Christ—the shepherds, the
the aged Simeon—had the
of having never seen him
his divinity. They adored,

baffled

As his cus-

Unserupalous, tyran-

Qlo

JESUS.

worshipers of
wise men,and
disadvantage
give proof of
though they
t life

1] 1]

That bey was capable of this act his vol
ry abundantly proves; for he killed at
different times in succession, the broth--er of his wife, her grandfather, the wife
herself, her mother, and his two sons.

Just before his death he gathered all the
chiefs of the nation at Jericho, had them
shut up in the circus, and ordered his

sister to put them to death assoon

as he

was dead, so that many would be made
to mourn his death. * From two years

-old and under.” We see the determina-'
ion of Herod that Christ should not estape. One is here reminded of the second psalm.
The number of children
slain has been thought to be not over.
thirty.

9

But since their day his. miracles and
words, and final sufferings, have been
before the world.
If, with such faint
evidence of kingship as a helpless infant,
they could worship, where is there an
apology for one who is the witness to
his life to refuse to tell of him to others,
or to ascribe praises to him,

or

present

him the offering of his best possessions?
They who would know Christ must do
what both the wise men and the shepherds:
did,—they must ge to him. The shepherds hastened to the manger. The wise

men remained not in Jerusalem, but
went also to the place where Jesus lay.
It is only by getting into nearness to him
that the world can fully know bim as
Saviour. Goethe, in his sonnet on ‘‘ The

“ Then was fulfilled.” Here find another instance of Matthew’s apt quotations, Church Window,” has a beautiful thought
which confirms the view before taken of on the coldness and inharfmony of the
his use of the term “ fulfilled.” ¢ Jere- stained window when seen from without,
my.”
Jeremiah. See. 31: 15, of his book. but of its beauty and lessons when seen
¢ In Rama.” A small town six miles from the interior:
north-west of Jerusalem.
“ Loek on it from the outer square,
“ Rachel weeping

for

her

children.”

The passage here quoted refers to the
carrying of captives to Babylon. Rachel is there used figuratively, for all the
‘mothers thus made sorrowful ; and so, in
a figure, she represents those of Bethle-

And it is only dark and dreary.

Nazareth was then a despised

place

be-

cause of the evil character of its citizens. It was about twenty miles from the
. Mediterranean. ‘It was probably built
. ou the side of a hill like the present city.
** Called
a Nazarene.” No place in any
of the prophets contains these words.

has been attributed to

The
use of the

Hebrew word

nezer,

sin or sinning as

not

from

se

much

THE WAY AKD THE WILL.

from

the effects of he

sins already commitjed. = The past is
cleared up and the/ present is pleasant.
As for the future, we feel as though we
will do the best we can, and a kind Saviour will again forgive us when we sin.
Such a salvation is not full enough. It
lacks essential elements, and yet it is, we

fear, as complete as many a Christian experiences.
Christ is recognized as a Saviour from
punishment, but scarcely at all as a Saviour from sin.
Forgiveness is exalted
above everything else and our redemption becomes a work done altogether out-

side.of ourselves instead of within the
very texture of our souls.

BY

A. A. MURCH.
—

I know two friends who
liké.

are very

They are of about

the

un-

same

age

(not very old), and each has considerable ability. One is always successful,
whatever hair-brained scheme he may
concoct. No matter how many laugh at
him at first, before

the

end

comes

they

find their mistake.
He is bound to succeed, 4nd has'no thought of anytbing differept.
The other, on the contrary, if I can
judge (and I know him well), is sure to
make, on the whole, a failure.

does succeed sometimes.

BY

REV.

there is deliverance. Who gave himself
for our sins that he might deliver us from
this present evil world according to the

D. WATERMAN,

III.
There are more

or

J
less

attending church labor.

of difficulties

will of God and our Father. (Gal. 1: 4.)
Who gave himself for us that he might

It is always un-

pleasant.| It is sometimes difficult to make
a definite point or charge. Every one
knows that a brother or sister is a stumbling block in the way, but can bring no
specificccharge, as a point of labor. In

redeem us from all {niquily, and purify
unto himself a peculiar people, zealous of

True,

he

At present, in-

deed,a superficial observer would notcall,
him on the whole, unsuccessful, but his

done that will make the case. clear.

Are blazing forth in majesty.”

Be thoin\like ‘the bird perched upon
some frail
thing, who, although he feels
loudly sings,

beneath

him,

yet

knowing full well that he

has wings.—Count
rin.
:

We raise ourselves

Agenor

de

Gaspa-

adoring

that

which is better than we are. It is the
one virtue of the soul which is always
tending upwards by its proper motion

branch,” in Isa. 40: 1. If the Jews —upward
said of Christ he shall be called nezer, it better.

to something higher, purer,

is im-

possible for an ordinary sane person to
have a faith such as will bring about

obedience, it is a dead faith, it has no sav:

events so miraculous.

ing power. If we would have our names
written in the book of life, we must give
a satisfactory warcant that through Christ
we shall yet attain a righteousness and
purity
belonging
essentially to ourselves, in which our own wills choose,

this faith by merely wishing for it. So it
isin willing, in regard to the attainment
of any desirable end. Ifone can will a
thing, and then has strength of mind
enough to keep his will at all times up to
the proper tension, which amounts to

If it is not by good works as a means,
it is certainly in ;ood works, or good
character us a co-cCition that we are
saved.

Obedience

and salvation

can no

‘more be separated to-day than at the very
beginning. Christ does not destroy but
restores.
‘‘ He that keepeth my com-

mandments he it is that loveth me.”
A realization of the very important place
occupied by good works is urgently demanded by the practical life of to-day.
How is it that morality so frequently
and successfully asserts a position

inde-

pendent of religion?
Largely we believe, because teachers of religion in magnifying the necessity and power of faith
have failed to keep constantly in view the

end, good works.

j

The forgivness of sin has
stant theme to the neglect

been the conof the con-

quering of sin.
As

a

consequence,

morality

by

has

been partially divorced from religion.
Those who try to live by® faith must
remedy this by recalling to mind what
the life of faith is. ‘* The just shall live
by faith.” - Faith is the means, just lives
the end. The estrangement of religion
and morals weakens both. What weakness of moral characteris found everywhere.
Sin, even

crime, is regarded

as excus-

able fault or deplorable misfortune. Respectability spreads itself over an emormous nestful of every conceivable sin.
A political character is remarkably pure

if he has never actually stolen anything,
and in business, speculation, monopolies,
corners, failures and even defalcations
are almost no reproach, especially when
successful.

‘True, such evils have always exited.
Perhaps they have been
more widespread and intense in the past than now.

But the past can also show more earnest
and constant

denunciation,

distinct line

dividing

‘and a more

such

corruption

from the professed followers of a pure
Master.

And if religious sentiment con-

to be worse.

We

Word of God, and

We

can not have

| perseverance, and which in most minds

and our own powei's execute, the right.

tinues to be easy on sin, the future is sure

by

man mind is so constructed thatit

gives enthusiasm,

success is

almost

fault in himself, he feels his defeat;

the best he can do is to
true soldier, to die in

struggle,
the

thick

closely

and

like a
of

the

of the world. (John 1: 29!) Hereis deeven
liverance, complete deliverance
now, not waiting till we are about to die,

But

there are difficulties attending church dis-

as most Christians seem to think ; deliver-

cipline, when there is a clear case of unchristian conduct. Generally not much
difficulty if the transgressor is poor. But
if he is rich, or occupies a prominent po-

righteousness or inward depravity; a
“clean heart,” a ¢ pure heart.” We have
only to believe the divine promise and

sition in society, no one wishes

to

ance not only from guilt but from all un-

come to Jesus just as we are, with entire
surrender of everything to him, just be-

bring

an accusation against him,
If the pastor callssthe attention

of the

and

deacons or committee of discipline to it,
he is told he is my neighbor, I do not
wish to offend him ; or, he is rich, and
pays well to support the meeting, we can’
not get along without him; or, he has a
great influence in the.place, it- won't do
to say anything about it; and so the
thing is lightly passed over. Now this
ought not so to be. No one should be allowed to escape discipline because he is
rich, or pays well, or occupies a prominent position in society. Church discipline, like the gospel, should be impartial.
*¢ First pure, then peaceable, without partiality, without hypocrisy.” It must be
that offenses will come, but the church

that they are not what

produces

cept in part; that they

are

‘sense, the

results

of. it,

it, ex-

rather, in a
coming events

casting shadows before ; that there is, indeed, an inter-action, the will helping

to

put one uponthe way, and the way beforehand making the real genuine will possible.
Our unsuccessful friend requires great

| courage.

He must fight, like the Spar-

tans at Thermopylae, or like the old
Guard at Waterloo, not for victory, but
for duty and honor. His labor will be

Rings and family circles should never
influetive the action of the church

in its

the

glorious

work

of sanctifying

power is wroughtiin us by the Holy.
Ghost whose" officid) work it is to accom-

plish this very thing in us. I believe the
time has come when those who ‘know
the exceeding greatness of his power Lo

us

ward

who

believe”

to

declare

the wonderful things he has wrought iu
us, only to glorify our blessed Lord and
to

encourage

others

who

may

nestly inquiring the way

be,ear-

to holiness

as

the writer was for years. Oh, how blessed

to be emptied of self and all things within us that antagonize the Spirit's work,

and to be * filled with all the fpllness of

God,” and “let the peace of ‘God that

passeth all understanding keep our hearts

and minds through Christ Jesus,” filled
with charity that thinketh no evil, that
never faileth, Let those who are walk-

ing in the way of holiness rise and testify
to the praise of God and the help of some
who are longing for deliverance.
EAN
fl 4h. ite. ath. ETRE

FIFTY CENTS A MEMBER—WHAT

oFITy

BY REV, E. CROWELL.

Reading the
Association”
thoughts and
easy it would
in our various

minutes of the ‘Central
has given rise to many
among the many, is how
be to have plenty of money
treasuries to carry on all our

denominational work.

Allowing for all

losses, absentees, non-residents, ete., we
have in our work some over 60,000 persons in our churches, who are known and
can be reached.
There can be none of

.

these too poor-to give the widow's mite.
Fifty cents a year from each of these will
give us $30,000—812,000 for each of our
mission societies and $6,000 for our educational interests.
much we received

I do
from

not know how
all sources for

our current expenses, but [ fear

a much

sm aller sum than this.

Since writing this, T notice the estimate
of Bro. Fernald, our Financial Secretary,
which is just this sum of $30,000. Can it

be done?

Take as a fair example

my

own Q. M.—-the Genesee, of New York.
This Q. M. has nine churches, four of

which ‘are credited with nothing. The’

largest and most healthy church is credited with 4 cts. a year per member. One
with 14 cts., one 22 cts., one with 34 cts.

discipline, or general management. of its | _and one with 62 cts. per resident member
affairs.

The church is a divine institu-

tion, ordained of God as the appointed
means of extending the Redeemer's kingdom on earth, and bringing lost men

to

the fold of Christ. And every member
should be influenced by this grand object

whom ye shine #s lights in the world,
the midst of 4 crooked

tion.” Phil. 2: 15.

and

perverse

in
na-

as per last year's Register. These are the
figures made by the treasurer, for the
sums contributed to the funds of the Association for current expenses.
They
-show a wide difference, from 4 cts to 62
cts. per resident member, and now we
ask for the cause of this difference. Is
there that difference in the financial condition of the people? I think not. I am
acquainted with the people and think
them very nearly alike in this respect.
‘The churches that give the 22 cts. and
the 62 cts. are in the country, the people
mostly farmers aud are apparently in
about the same financial condition. The

But no church can so other churches are in villages where

we

expect all benevolent objects to be better
supported than in the country. Now can
this be equalized and the whole made to

average the needed 50 cts. a member ?
I think it can be done easily. And if it
can be done in this Q. M.,

reason why it can not

1 can

see

no

be done in every

Q. M. in the State of New York.
And if
it can be done in New York, why
not

in every State where we have churches?
Our people plead poverty as much as any
and with as good reason, and yet I have
EXPERIENCE AND TESTIMONY.
good reason to believe it can be done
BY REY. AF.P, HUTCHINSON.
with ease in every church in our State.
No person is considered a Christian For example again; take the church that
She
has
without an experience, and the lowest gave 62 cts. per member.
‘more
than
once
doubled
this
amount
and
type of experience accepted by churches
on receiving persons to membership is will do it again if occasion requires. And
what she does, the same means will acpardon of sin, justification, and a new
heatt that loves God and prompts
to complish in every church I am acquainted
iS

US

A

his service. "To this precious blessing

miost Christians are prompted to testify.
They should do it. The glory of God and
tainly desirable that all should testify

How much easier and

up

with.

She raises this money

with ease.

No'hard begging and a sparse population to get it from, and yet, not once has

she failed to this
proportion since the
organization of the Association. Can other churches. do as much? 1 have ‘no

to the limit of their experience, ‘Whatever

doubt of it.

more satisfactory would his life-work . be
if he could. ‘have the enthusiastic persever-

that may be.

not like to tell and yet I think I could tell

ance of the successful man,—instead of
that which is so much like the dogged
stubbornness of the willing slave. Bat he
must find this joy in duty, and his réward

Scriptures ana experience far beyond par-

Why don’t they do it?

Ido

Evidently there is described in’ the why. Ido not believe it is because the
people have no money, nor is it because

Is it not for
in such words as
to sin and alive to God through the want of some systematic, perseverChrist our Lord,” free from sin,” ing effort on the part of somebody ‘and a
in a service which speaks love and means |
sed from all unrighteousness,” determination to make up our average to .
deserving.
oe ected in Jove,” and many more to the at least 50 cts. per resident member ?
(St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 14, 1879.)
import. It seems to me no one will ‘Then what a fund will we have. Then
claim that the ordinary experience of we can stop to shout a long, loud ‘shout,
Pride is like the beautiful acacia, that Christians measures up to this deséription but not till then. Let our centennial
lifts its head proudly above .its neighbor of the Spirit. Now I am sure very many year see this accomplished, fifty cents a
plants, forgetting that it, too,

like them,
:

0

our calamities and afflictions-that he that
loses anything and gets wisdom by it is a

.

him for or

which is almost success, merely to strug-

gle for it again.

Abel to the churches in Asia. From

| well-doing that Divine favor is received.

influence

the hope of encouraging others to receive
salvation move then to speak. It is cer-

"It may serve as a comfort to us in all

all

personal prejudice

against another.

like that of Sisyphus, obtaining something

the teachings of its many examples from
these we learn the one iesson that it is in

the wrong-doer or family connections
sometimes rendef church discipline exceedingly difficult. No one should let

battle with his face to the foe.
There is shine, that contiives at sin, or neglects a
a chance then that he will succzed against faithful dnd jmipartial administration of
his own forebodings, fur these may have discipline. The world looks on to see
been caused by something unhealthy in how Christians live, and who and what
his mind, and may not be trustworthy; the church tolerates, and is not slow to
but it is more probable that he will not cast reproach upon it, if men of corobtain any ostensible object, and will rupt lives are long retained in the fellowhave to be satisfied with that whichis the ship of the church. The wisdom from
only true success, viz., the deserving of above is first pure, then peaceable, etc. In
success. It seems that his forebodings, all things let us seek the glory of God.
in ordinary cases, really mean defeat, but

sin.

the

Lamb of God, which taketh away

tain. Bat if there is a worm gnawing at
one’s heart in such a way as to make him for which the church was established, and
feel that his success is not the will of | seek the purity, spirituality and peace of
providence, and is beyond lis powers of the church. The church should shine as a
attainment, he can not get up an artifi- light set in a conspicuous place, as a city
cial will which can command success. on a hill, which cin not be hid, and each
Whatever the reason may be, whether or memberuf the church should so live that it
not there is any moral or spiritual can be truthrally said of the body, “Among

must return to . the Aas its root in the dirt. —Bovee.
follow more

cer-

Behold the

good works. (Titus 2: 14.)

such a case the tares and wheat must
grow together, till some tangible act is

if there is a kind of faith in Christ that is
not constantly lifting us toward a perfect

ter.

¢¢ But enter once the holy portal—
‘What splendor bursts upon the eye!
There symbols, deeds, and forms immortal

‘pending

But

' many who neglect him as Lord and Mas.

And says its aspect-makes him weary.

the, branch

the desired obedience be attained.

Christ has been accepted as Saviour

Yon stupid man does view it there,

‘hem. Many were the Rachels there who
‘I'he majesty of Christ's character and the
refused to be comforted. splendor of his life require a near ap‘ When Herod was dead.” Ho died proach and a careful eye. More still,
in a few weeks after his vain attempt to they require the "deep sympathy of the
slay Christ. *‘ Appeareth in a dream.” ‘soul. Then, worshiping at his feet beAs in the first instance of his appearing comes a joyous service, and the silent
to Joseph.
* They are dead,”
d&e. listening to his word becomes the passion
¢¢ They,” may include Herod and his of the life. Py: Hurst, in 5. 8. Temes,
wicked son Antipater, who was killed
five days before his father.
As the sun-dial can not make known
“ Archelaus.”
On the death of Herod
the hour when the sun does not shine
his kingdom was divided among his three
upon it, so conscience is not a safe guide
sons, Archelaus, Philip and Herod Antipas. Archelaus was a cruel ruler, reign- to duty unless enlightened by. God’s
word.
ed nine years, then was banished by
Wit loses its respect with the good,
Augustus for his cruelty. “ Parts of
Galilee.” Galilee was in the northern when seen in company with malice; and
part of Palestine. It was. governed: by to smile at the jest which plants a thorn
Herod Antipas, a comparatively: mid in another's breast, is to become a principal in the mischief.
prince.
:

“ He cameanddweltin * * * Nozdbih, n

E

Look at the Jews, who have been

WORSHIPERS OF THE INFANT

tom was when he did not have his way.
He was a

C. D. DUDLEY.

The re-

quirements of Gol are not forntal, “but
to do justly, and love mercy and to walk
humbly” with him.
¢ The gospel of Christ is the power of
God unto salvation to every one that believeth,” in that it brings us to the full
and free and joyful performance of these
|
high duties.
i»

A better use of the word salvation is to
most intimate friends know that he is so,
make
it include the whole of the experi- and it will be obvious to° every one at
obstinate observers of the seventh day;
ence by which we are restored to the
but a curse rather than a blessing has
last. The secret of his failure, one might
image of God.
Forgiveness then beseemed to rest upon them. And the same
say, is that he expects to fail.
He isall
may be said of the few sects of Christians comes but a small part of the great work, ready to accept failure, instead of being
who have persisted in keeping the sev-' and conversion is but the Indispensable like his friend, all ready to improve upon
enth day. They are few in numbers, and beginning.
every chance for success. If he asks a
The chief end for each soul is the at- favor, in regard to some important things,
are always likely to be so, and their in- |
fluence for good in the world has been tainment of a complete excellence of its he asksit in a way that leads one to be- should not neglect to deal with wicked
very small. On the whole we have abun- own, in the control of every passion and lieve that it will be a greater favor to him members, and reclaim them if possible ; if
dant reason to be satisfied that in the faculty, in the performance of every duty, to deny him. One might think indeed, not, cast them out.
setting apart of the first day of the week in the possession of every finite virtue. that failure would be, in his eyes, the
But there are difficulties arising from
as the Sabbath, we have the. Divine ap- The whole work of Christ for man is greatest success.
a misapprehension of the Scriptures.
with
the
single
design
of
helping
him.
to
probation. This is ¢“ The Lord's Day,”
Now, supposing my prognostications
such an attainment. Now this evidently to be true, and that one of these friends Christ said to the accusers of the woman
which God hath blessed.
taken in crime, *‘ Let him that is without
Among the reasons for a strict and means the actual riddance of sin from the is to leave life at the last, as a deserving
sin first cast a stone at her;” and because
faithful observance of the Sabbath are character through the exercise of good victor, while the other will leave it as one - we are all imperfect some think no one
works.
:
who has been on a bootless search lays
the following :
The Master himself tells us that those ‘himself down in the wilderness to die,— should bring an accusation against an1. The express command and instituother. But these are not purallel cases.
tion of God.
: only shall enter the kingdom that de the supposing these to be the endings of the Christ was not, at that time, treating on
"2. The example of holy beings. The will of his Rather, and he says that ‘‘ the two lives, where is the explanation?
the discipline of the church. The PharVery few would say that the one had
first Sabbath was?kept by the Omnipotent pure in heart shall see God.”
isees sought to entangle him in his talk,
‘We
conclude,
then,
that
while
salvation
naturally greater genius or. greater perCreator and his holy angels.
¢ The
and make him an administrator of law.
morning stars sang together on that day, is from Christ and by our faith in him, it is severance than the other; and if a superi- | Christ was not a magistrate. In this re.not
a
work
wrought
outside
of
our
natority in these things should be adjudged
and all the sons of God: shouted for.
tres, but within them, rescuing us by to either, it would probably be to the un- spect he had no jurisdiction over the case.
joy.”
He stooped down and wre on the
making us right again.
successful man.
And yet, the other has
3. The Sabbath is'the
i
day on which
Salvation by Christ is also by obedi- not won success through ¢¢ brass,” but he ground as though he did not hear them,
the greatest events which ever occurred
ence.
The ten commandments are not has in every case labored and deserved. as much as to say, It is not my business,
in the history of our world are commemobsolete.
The will of God, as every- Has the result been due to the fact that to pronounce the sentence of the law. I
orated. The Creation of the world, and
am no judge in this matter, but your law
its redemption! What events have ever where expressed, is for our immediate the one has willed while the other has provides that the witness shall commence
practical
use.
We
must
constantly
aim
not
not? Many will say so. The successful
transpired on earth to be compared with
to rest in the joy of sins forgiven, but to man will undoubtedly say so, believing the stoning, and he, knowing their sins,
these? What events so worthy of being
| escape by obedience the further need, of it. ‘“ Where there is a will there is a said let him that is without sin execute
appropriately commemorated ?
forgiveness.
Salvation and obedience way.” That is generally true; but is it the law. And convicted in their con4. ‘A proper observange of the Sabbath
are perfected together; while the one is the will that finds and uses the way, or is sciences they went out. Jesus said to the
is followed by the most important beneimperfect, the other is, and they advance it the existerice of the way that makes. woman, * Has no man condemned thee?”
fits,—to individuals, to society in general,
to be stoned, ** neither do I, go and sin no
together.
the willing possible ?
and to the world : benefits not only spirmore”. Church discipline should never be
Still all is by faith in Christ, since only
Christ told ‘us that we could literally
itnal but temporal, relating both to this
by such faith could we have been extri- and specifically remove mountains by our. used to stone the transgressor, but to reworld and that which is to come. — Prof.
cated from our ruined condition, and faith. We believe that he spake truth in claim him, and clear the church from re-’
Pond in Golden Rule.
only by its continued power in us can saying so; but we also know that the hu- proach. Personal feelings for or against
Py
>

tion.

ernor. The land contained many Jews.
According to tradition Christ stayed at
Matarea, in the vicinity of Leontopolis in
the Dalta, where there was, at a later
period, a Jewish temple. The distance
from Bethlehem was from 150 to 200
miles.,
“ When he arose.”

that God would have
day as much if it had
equal strictness and
justify this assump-

WORK AND SALVATION.
BY REV,
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and keep his commandments.”

groan for deliverance. Letsuch be assured

OHURCH DISOIPLINE.

The whole duty of man is to * fear God

Lge

8 Department.

8.

Cmaniediog

be-

is easy to see how the word might
come changed to ** Nazarene."

A

gainer by the loss.—L'Estrange

don, and. justification

they are unwilling to give.

Christians and many readers of the Star
are painfully aware they have never

member, and then see what of it.

| ' dea
—

reached this blessed state, but still find

a

warfare going on in their breasts, many
evil propensities remaining there which

hinder them from serving the Lord as they
| desire to do. They are in bondage and

S005
>

Whether the minister feels the congre-

gatign or not, the congregation feels the
minister.

Often the horse knows the rid-

er better than the rider knows

the

horse.

— Phillips Brooks.
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Rev. A. Palmer died at’ Horton, Bremer County, lowa, Dec. 6, 1879, aged for-

__ty-four years and four

months.

AN ARGUMENT.

Bro.

York, came to Iowa when a young man
and settled in Richland Township, Delaware County. Here he was married to
Miss Chloe Larrabee. Iu the winter of

Then SConrégerto our fainting

- & Clayton Q. M. laboring as pastor with
Buffalo

Grove and Prairie Creek churches. He also preached one-half of the time one year
to the Marble Rock church.
For the last three years he has been laboring with the Horton and Tripoli
churches in the Cedar Valley Q. M., where
death,

which was caused by falling from a staging while assisting in repairing the inside of their church.
He lived twelve hours after the fall,

great agony, although

signed.

tranquil

in

and

re-

Bro. P. loved the denomination

of his choice, was a good pastor and
evangelist, earnest and strictly dbnscientious and devoted to his’ work. He
leaves a wife, one daughter and other
relatives .to mourn.
Funeral services
held at the Madison church, when a discourse was delivered by the writer to a
14: 2, “In my Father's house

were

which

are many
his

remains

deposited in the cemetery beside

loss,

taken

away

from

us

in the midst of his usefulness and when

On

¥

account

with

his

Cincinnati,

he

passed

where

AWny, never once

wavering

tive

lecturer coming into. my house in Princeton; I found
that this-was the very youth, | persons. His lectures, in-whole-orin-abstract, appeared in leading newspapers,
now grown to‘manhood, I had conversed
with on profound subjects in Andover. and his fame spread over all America;
What influence. 1 may. have had on Mr. and, continuing his Monday addresses in
but I am

pleased jo

notice that on intuition and several other
subjects, he is promulgating to thousands
the same views I had
been thinking out
in my study, and propounding to my students, in Belfast and Princeton,
From scattered

notices, I

gather

that

HEE.

two

SREENE—

The Bible is on its mission of light acd
love ‘in many lands. ‘ In Spain three colporters circulated 25381 copies in one year.
In Brazil eighteen colporters were employed ror portions of the last year, and the
Bible and parts thereof distributed numbered 3845. In Sweden the circulation of
New Testaments and Psalms amounted to
7652 coples. Austria, despite the opposition

of

government,

has

received,

under

the direction of American missionaries,
3992 Bibles and parts thereof. In Italy,
chiefly in and near Rome, the distribution
lias heen 1177 Bibles and portions.
In
Egypt, in the department of Thelaid, 2418
copies of Scripture were sold in twelve
months.
So the work goes on in all Christian and pagan countries, in all languages

and dialects.

Bible printing by the Amer-

ican and the British and Foreign Bible societies, for different nations and races in
théir own tongue, is a business almost too
immense for comprehension.
Simply the
translation of the Scriptures into 230 different languages and dialects is an imperishable monument

to

modern

missionary

scholarship and zeal.— Boston Transcript.
Church vacancies and ministerial enforced vacations are not a cheering subject to
think about. But about this time
&f the
year there are likely to be many pastoral
changes.
Some of these changes will be,

for all concerned,

advantageous:

others

{too many of them!) will be made with
heart-sickening sorrows and losses.—Advance.
The Connecticut State Bible Society,
- since May, 1878, has canvassed fifty-five
towns, visited 82,825 families, sold 10,491
copies of the Bible, and given away 2,244
copies.
There were found 5,859 families
who did not attend public worship, and
- 16,446 Protestant children of school age
who

did not go to any Sunday-school.

The New London, Conn,, First CongreZitlonal Society proposes to build a $12,)00 chapel, and has secured most of the
money.
‘The Mount Vernon church, Boston, sus
tains a Chinese school in that city; thirtyfive pupils are in attendance, whose ages
range from. twelve to forty years.
. It is one of the principles of the United
Presbyterian church of Scotland not to accept’

money

for

try.

He now

lectures

in

the

principal

cities from. the Atlantic to the Pacific,

re-

ceiving from $150 to $200 a lecture, and
always drawing large and approving audience.

In a number of American cities,

especially in the Middle States and in the
West, there are

little

knots

some of them

very

noisy,

‘Cook is found

to be

the

of

infidels,

and

Joseph

man

to

meet

them and counteract their influence.

Sev-

eral of the secular, and a few even of the

years at

Yale College, and two years at Harvard,

religious newspapers, have ridiculed him,
and tried to put him down; but this has
only made him more known, and increased

graduating at the latter

first in

his audience, who find him

teacher, Dr. Taylor, was two

in 1865,

philosophy and rhetoric of his class. He
then joined Andover Theological Semi-

nary, went through
the regular threo
years’ course there, and lingered a year

longer at that place, pondering deeply the
relationsof science

and

religion,

which

and genuine man.

to

Some

be

a true

scientific scio-

lists have thrown out doubts as to the

ac-

curacy of his knowledge, but have not
been uble to detect him in any misstatement of fact; and as to his theories, they
are at least as good as theirs, and for de-

sacred uses from unclean

hands. They decline to take for God, and,
as his agent or minister, money that, as
far.as they can see, has not béen honestly
made. = When the great Glasgow Bank
failare took place here some of the direct.

ors were members of the United Presbyte-

rian congregations of the city, and one or
more of them were large givers—almost
the support, I am told, of their particular
churches, When, by the judgment of the
civil ‘courts, they were declared to have
been guilty of systematic fraud for some
years back, their liberal donations weve all
returned to them, although it more than
crippled the congregations who did it.
This fact was told me not by any of them-:|
selves, but by a learned clergyman of the
Established Church of Scotland, who bore
. honorable testimony to their devotion to
. prineiple, and‘théir own profession.—Glasgow Letter,
;

other lesseminent
men of the Scottish
school. He spoke from time to time at
religious meetings, and was for one year
the pastor of a Conggegational church,but
never sought a settlement.
In September, 1871,

he” went

for two years,

undér

abroad,

special

and

studied

directions

from Tholuck, at Halle, Berlin, and

delberg ; and received a mighty

Hei-

influence

from Julius Muller of Halle, Dorner of
Berlin, Kum, Fischer of Heidelberg, and

Hermann Lotze of Gottingen.
He then
traveled for atime in Italy, Egypt, Syria,
Greece,

Turkey,

Switzerland,

France,

England, and Scotland.
Returning to
the United States in 1873, he took up his
residence iii Boston, and became a lecturer in New England on the subject to
which his studies had been so long directed, the relations of religion and

science.

For a time he lectured at Amherst
lege, and while doing so, he was

Col-

invited

to conduct noon meetings in Boston. I
mention these incidents to show that Mr.
Cook did not take up the work which he
has accomplished as a trade, or by accident, or from impulse ; but that for

years

he had been preparing for it, and prepared for it, by an overruling guidance.
I regard Joseph Cook as a heaven-ordained man. He comes at the fit time—
that is, at the. time he is needed. He
starts in the appropiate place—that is,
Lin New Englan , where both truth and
error are more keenly discussed than in
any other part of the United States, or
perhaps in wuny other country in the
world. All the people read newspapers;
in the cities a daily newspaper; the more
intelligent have a favorite magazine, and
they are ready to discuss all popular
(questions, political and theological. Every town, almost every village, has its

fense he is able

to

fall

back

on

be tempted icto sensationalism,

Whatever

Joseph
may

people

Cook
have

is

say

an

got

to

the

of

rock

speakers

contrary,

original

some

Lotze,

the

American

man.
his

He

impulse

from Dr. Park, but he follows, certainly he
copies, no one. I have to add that no sensible

man

trying
own.

will

make a fool of

himself

by

to copy one who has a way of his
He is a unity. throughout—body,

soul, and mind all act together

the effect.

to produce

He has none of the small ylie-

torical mannerism so cultivated in American colleges, and which has kept so much

of American eloquence from being natural ;
a mannerism which consists of a few formal attitudes supposed

subject—as

the

to be suited to the

pointing

upward

when a

mountain is named, and downward when
# vale is referred to; of an intonation de-

rived from the teacher, and the same for
the whole class or college; and a select
set of exclamations which impress the
hearers with the irresistible conviction
that there is no earnestness in the speaker,
Professor Cook throws himself entirely into his subject.
His bodily frame evidently
takes a part, and moves in accordance with
his theme.
One of his lectures which I
have had the pleasure of hearing consists
in a dialogue between man and his conscience. We see that the speaker is absorbed in the discussion; we are constrained to listen, and we become intensely inter-

ested as we

do so.

and thunders,

the topic

a

lightens

vivid

light -on

by an expression, or comparison

or striking

a presumptuous

bolt from Heaven.
cuss the most
sophic themes
he arrests his
ness, then by

tion, and

In others he

throwing

error

as by a

He is not afraid to dis-

abstract, scientific, or philobefore a popular audience;
hearers first by his earnestthe clearness of his exposi-

fixes the

the earnestness

whole

in the

mind

by

of his moral purpose.

The preludes with which Professor Cook
introduces his lectures is a happy device,
course of lectures in the winter;
these
as it relieves a hard subject, and gives him
are often mere vapid rhetoric, but still an opportunity of rebuking evils as they
they start topics for talk if not’ for spring up, and of guiding public sentiment,
His lectures,
thought.*
More important
still,
he much as journalists do.
comes forth in Boston, which is undoubt- ‘however, will be his permanent means of
edly the most literary city in America, usefulness. I have before me five goodly
and one of the great literary cities of the volumes of these. It is needless to give a

world. Iam not sure that even KEdinburgh can match it, now that London is
drawing towards it and gathering up the
intellectual youth of Scotland. 1t has a
character of its own in several respects.
I'have here to speak only of its religious
character. Half-a-century ago its Orthodoxy had sunk into Unitarianism—a reac-

tien against a formal Puritanism—led

by

Channing, who adorned his bald systern
by his high personal character and the

eloquence of his style. People could not
long be satisfied by a negation, and Par-

kerism

followed;

and a convulsive

life

was thrown into the skeleton -of natural
religion by an a prior: speculation, derived from’ the pretentious philosophies
of Germany, in which the Absolute took
the place of God,

and

the place of the Bible.

untested, intuition

The movement

culminated in Ralph Waldo Emerson, a
feebler but a more loveable Thomas Carlyle— the one coming out of a decaying
Puritanism, the other out

Covenanterism.

Bat

of a

those

mount to heaven in a balloon

who

decaying

have

laid out for decent

burial.

died,

of works that are so clearly writ-

ten, and so accessible
Presbyterian.
* I. had

occasion, not

to

all.— Catholic

long ago, to

address a

body of State teachers at a convention in New

England.
I had seated myself on the platform
ready to speak, when a teacher came up to me,
and said, *¢ Let us settle the question of freewill
and
predestination.”
TI told him that we
would have to settle this (leslie at a future
time; and, in case we should never meet again
on earth, I took him engaged to meet me in
heaven, where we would see things in a clearer light. Immediately on this gentleman leave
ing, another teacher came up, and desired to
know what I thought of annihilation being the
punishment of the wicked.
At this instant the
chairman called on me to begin my address and
we lost the oppportunity of discussing and deciding the questions,
®
bg

a

“ SOMETHING GIVES WAY.”
the purpose

of

ina town in New
a school-house for

starting a Sabbath

school,

would
soon<

again,
.
“1 tell you, Aunt Polly, it is of no use.
Once for all I say you can not have the

and

is

Meanwhile

there is a marked revival of Evangelism,

she persevered, and

school-house

some months ago.

asked

him

again and

for any such purpose.”

THE

in his thoughts
to

show

But perhaps the rich-

est of all his thoughts is the
which he uses the anchor as a

one in
symbol

of hope. The figure itself is strikingly
apt, and all literature and art follow St.
Paul in the use of this symbol—the world
over, the anchor stands for hope.
The
manner in which this figure is introduced
by St. Paul adds much to its force; it is
almost, if not quite, a picture which the

text brings before us.

He

we might have a strong

says:

‘¢ That

consolation

who

have fled for refuge to lay hold upon the
hope set before us ; which kope we have as

an anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast, and which entereth into that within

the veil whither the forerunner is for us entered,even Jesus.” The ‘fleeing for refuge
tolay hold upon” suggests the picture of a
ship trembling in overwhelming waves
and her crew flying to their last resources,

the anchor.
But this vividness of figure
is, if posdible,surpassedin the illumination
of the whole passage by a method which
is peculiarly
Pauline—the
prefacing
and closing the statement with an appeal to our best emotions. It is begun
with the assurance of *¢ a strong consolation ; ‘‘it is closed with the sweeter assur{ance that our anchor, dropped within the
veil, holds surely because it grasps there
¢ the

forerunner,

even

Jesus.,"—7The

Methodist.
S--B-b °
0-0-0

FULL

OF ALL

b

SUBTILTY.

There are certain victories which are
worse than defeat. The Christian wins
by openness, frankness, guilelessness,
purity and fidelity. The
worldling
‘achieves success through concealment,
craft,

guile,

and

plotting.

Too

often

these unholy elements are introduced
and applied in connection with the cause
and work of God. But these things in
the Church are elements not of strength
but of weakness, not of prosperity but of
decay. They lead notto success but to
ruin. The more human guile and policy,
the less divine blessing and prosperity.
He makes a poor exchange who wins a
coveted object at

the

expense of Chris-

tian reputation
and
moral power.
Shrewdness and craft and trickery may
serve the purpose of the

pettifogger and

the schemer; and a reputation of this
kind may put him in the path of wealth
and advancement, but in the honest dignity of Christian manhood lies the
strength of the child of God. He follows
a Leader ‘who did no sin, neither was
guile found in his mouth,”
He is com-

manded to be as wise as a serpent and as
harmless as a dove; but he is taught to
alk in uprightness before God and the
world. He has renounced the hidden
things of dishonesty, not ‘walking in
craftiness,

nor

handling

the

Word

of

and executive committees

in

their devo-

tion to their own specific causes to magnify them beyond their real or relative importance, and even to thriisc other claims

aside in pressing their specialties. ¢‘This
one thing I do,” is certainly a good motto
for any Christian man, but it ought not to
bécome the motive of a one-sided inspiration. Ministers and congregations and
private Christians, too, need a little caution in the pursuit of their favorite benevolences, to the exclusion of others

are equally good and urgent.

which

PUTED GD.
0

RELIGIOUS IDIOTS.
Dr. Seguin, the great authority on all that
relates to idiocy, regarded this unhappy
condition as a state of prolonged childhood,
in which
the graces of infancy have departed, while the feeble development of

When we

babe playing with his fingers and

see the
his toes,

grasping at the sunbeam that falis on his
cradle, trying feebly to walk, but unable to
stand steadily, we are amused, interested ;
it is natural, it is childlike.
Suppose that
when

five or ten

years aré passed

we see

the child, and- he is still where he was;
still playing with his fingers, still amused
with the sunbeam,

and still

feebly

totter-

ing. We start back in horror, exclaiming :
* The child isan idiot.” For we know
that progress, growth, is ‘the condition of
health, bodily and mental.
:
Are there not among us religious idiots ;

L persons whose spiritual growth has stopped in their infancy, who have never
We

meet

a young

convert;

his

views of the truth are immature; his faith
is but feeble;
he has to struggle against
temptation without.
Often his struggles
are vain and

he yields

to temptation;

his

devotions are fitful and irregular; for devotion is not yet a habit with him; he has
to force himself toward it with an effort.
But all these things do not discourage us;.
rather they arouse our ‘sympathy, our affection, our prayers.
Years pass on; we meet the same con-

«I think I am going to get it,” said Aunt
Polly.
;
¢] should like to know how, il' I do not

vert.
In his capacity
for business, there
has been a growth;
he can make
more

give you the key.”

But as to his religious nature, there has
heen no progress;
his knowledge of the
Lord’s Word
has not enlarged; his faith

«I think that
lock it.”

:

he Lord

is going

to un-

Relists
in
the Southern
Presbyterian
church, preached for twelve days in Unity
church, North Carolina. As a result, thirty-one persons have been added:to the
church.
'
os
The Jews of New York city are somewhat divided on the question of allowing
the sexes to worship in the same pews.
The first Protestant church in the Tyrol
was consecrated on the 2d of November at
Innsbruck.

GREATNESS

most solid of structures,
ally at a cost of $30,000.

OF TRIFLES.

business,

servants, fidelity
things make up
same truth applies
best paintings are
tails as the blades

liberality

to

water,

and

to employers. These
the discipleship. The
to many things. The
those where such deof grass, the leaves of

the trees, the lines upon

the

similar minute points are most perfectly
delineated. Artistic excellency consists
chiefly in fe complete accuracy which
the slothful or the ignorant worker can
not or will not accomplish. The great
Italian

sculptor,

Michael

Angelo,

was

once visited by an acquaintance, who remarked, on entering his studio, ‘* Why,
you have done nothing to that figuresince
I was here last.” *‘Yes,” was the reply;
¢ I have softened this expression, touched
off that projection, and made other improvements.”
¢ Oh!” said the visitor,
‘¢ those are mere trifles.” ¢ True,” answered Michael Angelo, * but remember

that trifles make perfection; and perfection is no trifle.” In like manner the
highest forms of devotion to Christ consist in fidelity to aphatent trifles. For
only heartfelt love and
abiding recollection of him as an ever beloved object,
will enable his disciples to maintain
throughout each day, in word and company, in busy occupation and before his
enemies, the duty of honoring him thus
continuously and in the whole details of*
life.— London Record.

GAME.

sociables,” and has outwitted

pastor

and

ning net,

church

has

people in many places. Many, many unwary feet have been caught in that cunchurch

after

money than he could;

his mind has grown.

annu-

Sir Gilbert Scott, and

A correspondent writes

to

the

been led captive at the devil's will. Here
is an individual example from among

hundreds, to show what kind of fruitthese

London

Christian :—*¢ It will interest many of your
readers to be reminded of the good work

which is being carried on by Mr. Salter, of

the City Mission, among the foreign sailors
visiting the port of London from all parts
of the globe.
He has made himself thoroughly acquainted with some of the Asiatic languages, and has for above sixteen
years been actively engaged in Gospel
work among Hindoos, Malays, Africans,
and

Portuguese,

visiting

the ships

when

they arrive in the docks.
I had the pleasure of accompanying him on Saturday

week to three large merchant vessels lying
in Victoria Docks, and the interest the

dear fellows displayed in listening to the
words of the Book, and in receiving copies of the Gospel in their own tongues, was
wonderful.”
It is said that there are 357 Roman Catholic religious houses in Great Britain.
A postal card does not cost much,

is real

benevolence

and it

to thousands to send

an item of church news to a religious jour-

nal.
Pastoral changes, revivals, dedications and other news is always appreciated. Try it.—Baptist Weekly.
The Rabbi of the Jewish synagogue at
Strasburg has become a convert to Christianity.
Grace Methodist church in Washington,
Del., has just paid a debt of $67,000.
The

largest subscription was $12,500,the smallest

$1.

who

subscribed $1,000 each.

There

A number

were

nineteen

members

of clerical and lay delegates,
Baptist

in Philadelphia, have organized
city mission for Philadelphia.

The devil has been playing a sharp and
successful game by means of ‘‘ church

and

nished by the late
has cost £120,000.

representing the various

*4+-0

A SHARP

is repaired

The new Episcopal cathedral at Edinburgh was dedicated Oct. 30th. Two hundred clergymen were present, including a
large number of bishops. The edifice is in
the Early English style, from designs fur-

The best fidelity to Christ is shown in a
daily vigilant service to him in trifles, in
efforts to honor him in humble, inconspicuous services, sympathy with man and
beast, honesty in

43

St. Peter's church, at Rome, one of the

churches

a Baptist

Recently $5,000 were paid into the Treas-

ury of the American Baptist Publication
Society, for the Bible work of the Society.
Sonie vears
the vicinity of

ago, a clergyman, then in
Lockout Mountain, noticed

a colored

who gave promise of intel-

boy

lectual ability and Christian usefulness;
sending him first to Howard, and then to

certain guilty deacon admitted that Le
first made the acquaintance of his para-

Chicago, he enabled him to obtain that educatiou which is so important a weapon in
Christian warfare. To-day this mountain:
lad, the Rev. S. P. Smith, is laying the
foundations for new churches in the national capital. And this leads me to say

mour at a church sociable at his own
house. While old and young were playing an old-fashioned game, the deacon, as
a forfeit,was sentencedto kiss Mrs. C
—.

in which a little money will go farther than
in helping colored students to enter the
ministry.— Washington Cor. of Congregationalist.

church sociables bring forth. The Christian at Work tells -the story as follows:
¢ In a recent murder trial at Vermont,

a

He lays all his troubles to that kiss.

Aft-

er his

that

arrest,

he

stated

that

until

that I know

of no branch of religious work

ADVERTISEMENTS.

fatal forfeit he had beén true in thought
as well as in deed to his wife.” The devil

will rejoice to have sociables and festivals

take the place of prayer meetings. He
will attend them all without invitation.
1f the churches do his work for him he:

HALF A CENTURY OLD,

will not object.— Evangelical Messenger.

God deceitfully ; but by manifestation of
4+ S00
0+
truth commending himself to every man’s
HELP
HIM.
conscience before God. He who does
A
hundred
years
ago
or more there
this shall find victories even in the midst
of defeats. Though he fall he shall rise ‘were very few good roads in Scotland,
again. And when the head of the crook- and it was the custom of farmers to carry
ed sprpent is bruised, and the last traces grain to the mill in sacks, laid on the
of his wriggling trail are wiped from the back of the horse. An old man with the
universeof God, the
guileless and the weight of years on his shoulders was goupright, the faithful aud the sincere, shall ing to mill with a sack of grain laid upon
stand faultless in the presence of their his horse. He was my grandfather. As
he went along Dobbin tumbled and the
King.— Christian.
sack fell to the ground. He ‘could not
lift it up again.
:
.
AT HOME AND ABROAD.
By and by he saw a gentleman coming
Domestic and foreign missions are often on horseback across the fields, and he
contrasted in a spirit of ungenerous and thought *‘ perhaps he will help me,” but
indiscriminate rivalry. Sometimes they when he recognized the nobleman who
are set up against each other as if they lived in a castle near by, he was afraid to
He did not need to ask him,
were antagonists, and at other times they ask him,
are favored or opposed according to the for he was a true nobleman and one of
ignorance, the whims, and the prejudices God’s own, and as soon as he saw the
of their partisans. Possibly this uufor- good old man’s plight, he dismounted and
tunate clashing of opinions may be foster- said: ¢ Here, John, let me help you,”
ed by the zeal and the rivalry of their re- and between them they laid the sack on
spective official representatives. -It is the back of the horse, and then the old
quite natural for secretaries and treasurers man, who was a gentleman, too, although

grown?

ang

A Christian woman
York desired to obtain

St. Paul is very rich

_ The Rey. Dr. Nall, one of the best evan-

—-O
"ror

about hope, as we had occasion

body and mind remain.

but was refused by a skeptical trustee. Still

er or later to come down to earth. The
young men of Haryard College, led by
their able president,have more taste for
the new physical science, with its developments than for a visionary metaphysics.
As I remarked some time ago in a literary organ, Unitarianism had

summary

is just as weak; his self-denying benevolence is no larger;
itis just as hard for
him to deny himself as it was; he has gained no powerof pleading with the souls of
I have
found out from experience that
men; he is just as much the victim of
when I keep ou praying, something always temptation.
His benefactions are just
gives way!
ey ‘what they were.
He guve then a dollar
| And the next -time she came, the hard with a struggle; and with the same strogheart of the infidel gavé way and she regle he gives a dollar now. It is just as
ceived the key. More than this, when oth- hard for him to forgive injuries; justas
ers opposed the school, he sustained her, hard to withstand the solicitations of fashwd great good was done for perishing ion; just as hard to forego worldly pleassouls,
:
:
; ure, to repress anger and passion. What
‘ Something - gives way.” Sometimes it shall we say, what can we do, but start
is a man’s will, and sometimes it is the
back and exclaim, ¢ A religious idiot!”
man himself. Sometimes there is a revoluHave you grown?
Are you growing?
tion, and sometimes there is a funeral.
Are you gainipg victories? Is your presWhen God's Spirit inspires a prayer in a be- ent light so clear and bright that you look
lieving
Christian’s © heart,
omnipotence
back on the period of your conversion as
stands ready to answer it. ‘ Something
but the dawn? If not, then must not yours
gives way.”
be regarded as a case of religious idio<
Paper
cy ?— National Baptist.
Bah Shh de uo

THE ANOHOR HOPE.

zZ

RELIGIOUS MISOELLANY.)

¢¢ May be he will," said the infidel, ¢¢ but
I can tell you this, he will not get the key
from me,”
;
‘“ Well, I .am going to pray over it, and

coun-

on which so many
have struck.

sons and three daughters, to mourn for
him.
Mgrs. G. H. BEALL.
EE

Boston, he was invited, on the other days

of the week, to lecture all over the

principles from Sir William Hamilton and

growing

children,

In

the audience there were at times 200 ministers, many teachers, and other educated

a

cold in his zealous work for the saving of
Souls.
He leaves
a wife (with whom he has

spent 62 years), and

in these

in

peacefully
or

its

What

who holds so high a place in Germany.
None of his detractors will be able to put
him down, and he has too much good
sense and principle to allow himself to

of

children

over

continued to be the theme of his thoughts
and his study for the next ten years.
At this stage he received much impulse
from Professor Park, who requires every
student to reason out and to defend his
opinions; and many sound philosophic

- the infirmities of age he left this place
year ago to reside

rule

ple which is often crowded to excess.

It was not till 1 had been settled for some
time in America, that, on the then famous

cal

Rev. Wm. Moses died Oct. 26, at Cincinnati, Ohio, in the 87th year of his age.
The deceased was born in Connecticut in
the year 1793. Moving to New York
State, he became a follower of the Lord,
and was ordaiged to the ministry in the
year 1814.
lle preached and labored
fuithfully for 35 years. He moved from
New York to Ripon, Wisconsin, where
he spent about 20 years.

not

days when Darwinism, Spencerism, and
Evolutionalism are taught in our journals,

he was born (in 1838) and reared and
so much needed.
We ask the prayers of still lives, in his leisure days, in that reion in whichthe loveliest of American
the brethren for the bereaved family in
akes, Lake Champlain and Lake George,
their great aflliction.
R.NorTON.
lie embosomed among magnificent mountains. He was trained for college at
ee
———
Phillips Academy, under the great classi-

REV. WM. MOSES-

does

But the question arises,

are our young men to believe

hearts we say,

ond this life the sunny upland lie

Cook I do not know,

three infant children who had preceded
him to the other world.
Fo
A good man has fallen. The church,
the.denomination and the world have met
with a great

teaching.

schools, and colleges? To my knowledge
this question is as anxiously put by UniOh, Laud of the Hereafter! can it be,
tarian parents of the old school, who
When to our sacred keeping we commit
cling firmly to the great truths of natuAll our best treasuresso confidingly,
ral religion, and to the Bible as a teacher
Our dead, our hepes, our aspirations lit
of morality, as it is by the Orthodox.
With queachless fire, that immortality.
And thy fair plains are all a myth, a cheat?
Such was the staté of thought and feel+ —(ood Company.
‘| ing, of belief and unbelief, of apprehension and of desire, when Joseph Cook
came to Boston without any flourish of
«
JOSEPH 000K
trumpets preceding him. Numbers were
President McCosh, of Princeton, has prepared to welcome him as soon as they
this to say of Rev. Joseph Cook, the Bos- knew what the man was and what he
ton Monday
Lecturer, in an article in the was aiming at. “Orthodox ministers, not
Catholje Presbyterian :
i
very well able themselves to wrestle with
In
the course of a tour in the United the new forms of infidelity, rejoiced in
States, in the summer of 1866, when I the appearance of one who had as much
was a professor in Queen’s College, power of eloquence as Parker, and vastly
Belfast, I paid a visit to the famous The- more acquaintance with philosophy than
ological Seminary at Andover. The pro- the mystic Emerson, and who seemed to
fessors told me that there was a young know what truth and what error there
are in these doctrines of development and
man in their institution anxiousto see me,
and politely apologized for troubling me heredity. - The best of the Unitarians, not
with such request. I answered that I knowing whither their sons were driftspent a large portion of my life in inter- ing, were pleased to find one who could
keep them from open infidelity. Young
course with young men, and asked them
at once to introduce me to him. I found men, tired of old rationalism, which they
that he was pondering in an intelligent saw to be very irrational, delighted to
and earnest manner the deepest prob- listen to one who evidently spoke boldly
lems in philosophy, and the living ques- and sincerely, and could talk to them of
tions of the day; and I left him with the these theories about evoldtion and the
conviction, ‘which I expressed to several origin of species and the nature of man.
persons, that with the exception of their The consequence was, his audiences inHe tirst lectgreat man, Dr. Park, I had not met at creased from year to year.
ured in the Meignaon in 1875. The atthat graduation season at Andover; where
the ablest of the Congregational body do tendance at noon on Mondays was so
congregate, a more noteworthy man than large that his meetings had to be transthis stalwart youth. For years I did not ferred to Park Street Church in October,
hear more of him. I had forgotten his 1876; and finally, in 1876-7, in 1877-8
name, and could not inquire about him. and 1879, to the enormous Tremont Tem-

solemn and sad congregation; from John
mansions,” ete, after

that Orthodoxy

Where these shall all be ours, again to try,
The bright ascent toward the perfect day.”

der the labors of Sister Ruby Bixby, and
united with the Madison Freewill Baptist
church. At the September term of the
Delaware and Clayton Quarterly Meeting, 1871, he received license to preach
the gospel and at the February term, 1873,
he was ordained to the work of the ministry. Bro. Palmer was an earnest and successful laborer in the cause of his Master.
The first four years of his ministry were
spent within the bounds of the Delaware

it

does for Evangelism—simply taking care

Remorseless circumstances rush and slay,
“

1866, he and his wife were converted un-

he was laboring at the time of his

‘NOW cares as little for Unitarianism as

As, one by one, along life’s flinty way,
The hope of youth fade in the heat and’ die,
And of our Yiime the aspirations high’

Palther was born in the State of New

the Delhi, Uniontown, Mt. Hope,

and the Congregational and Episcopal
churches have as much thoughtfulness
and culture as the Unitarians. Harvard

he did wear homespun, took off his bonnet, and said: ‘‘ Please, your lordship,

how shall I thank you for all this
ness?”

‘Very

easily,

John,”

Is a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds,~Whooping
Cough,

Taylor

and

all Lung

dis-l

eases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his

physicians, to die with Consumption.

Under these cir-f
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‘‘ the next time you see a poor man needing your help as much as you were needing my help just now, help him and that
will be thanking me.”"—Dr, W. M.
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OAUSE OF UNBELIEF.
‘We do not say that there are no

hanest

doubters of Christian truth, or that there
are no skeptics who
are good men.
But we do say that more religious skepticism arises from moral obliquity than
from all other causes. And if reputedly
honest doubters will recall the period
when they began to dissent from Christian
truth, they will probably remember that
it was not the time when they were most
faithful to the light they had, or most

sold by all druggists at $1 per package, or six
packages for §5, or will be sent free by mail on re- .
ceipt of the money » addressing
;
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich

A¥~Sold in Dover, by W. H. Vickery, Lothrops
& Pinkham and by druggists everywhere. George
C. Goodwin

& Co., wholesale agents, Boston,
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ELASTIC TRUSS
TITS

ATEN

obedient to their convictions to God and
man. The unbelief which may be honest
now, may not have been honest at its initial stages. Jt may have begun in some
conscious sin, which gave a false bias to
the mind ;: and though, in after years, the
sin may have been outgrown or abandoned its evil fruit,the unbelief, still remains.
No man, while he is loyal to the truth,

while he is true to himself, true to his
moral nature, true to the voice of God in
his soul, can fall into any dangerous
skepticism. The fact thatsuch skepticism
is usually found in association with posi‘tive vices, compares with the 3 riper]
genesis of it, to induce the beliefhthat it is
not or has not always been honest; that it
began and grew in practical disloyalty to
the truth, in conscious violation of known

obligations.— Northwestern Advocate.
The
after

while the BALL in the
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story is told of a clergyman—that,
preaching

an

interesting

sermon

on

the ¢¢ Recognition of friends in heaven,” he
was accosted by a hearer, who said: “1
liked ‘that sermon, and I now wish you
would preach another on the recognizing
of people in this world. I have been attending your church three years, and not
five persons in the congregation have so

much as bowed to me in all that time.”
°
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TAUGHT BY EXPERIENCE.
Three years ago Rev. J. W. Dunjie,
then pastor of a Freewill Baptist church
in Richmond, Va., identified himself with
a movement then undertaken in the South
to divide the colored vote between the:
two political parties.
In accordance with

31, 1879.

Editor.

All communications designed for publication
all

should be addressed to the Editor,

and

on business, remittances of money,

&c., should

letters

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

be

|

How many of our patrons are reading
about their own country these long winter
evenings? There is a national inspiration to be gained from considering the

lives of Washington and Madison, Franklin and Jefferson, which is not gained

by

merely mentioning their names. These
worthies become tiresome in the extreme
until we begin to know something about
them, when their lives

become

a living

force, and add to our knowledge and appreciation of our country,and enable us to
understand sympathizingly the spirit of
our own institutions. We may read all
histories and have all knowledge. yet we
are a vanity as Americans unless we are
versed in the story of the right and wrong
which has peculiarly characterized us as
a people.
re

THERE is a good editorial on individual
duty in the Swunday-School Times, and
one of its best sentences is that

the

most

individual of men ¢ have not spent

their

time in wicked-self-examination or moody
introspection.” Most of us are
ready

his changed views he published an address, which was about equally divided
‘between detipyncing the party thathad up
to that time been the firm champion of
his race, and urging his people to follow
him in espousing the Southern cause.
His statement was thought to be so important that it. was printed by’ the Richmond Whig, and also issued by the National Democratic Committee as a campaign document.
Many Southern papers
at that time spoke highly of Mr. Dunjie,
as a man whose opinions where worthy
of consideration,

and

whose

representa-

tions were trustworthy. . We invite such
papers to a further censideration of what
actual experience has led him to say. In
an open letter explaining his'reksons for
embracing the view§that he did, andalso
detailing his experience since, he: says
[the letter is written from Perry Co.,
Ala., under date of Aug. 21, 1879, and is
addressed to the Treasurer ofthe Freewill
Baptist Home Mission Society, to whom
he addressed his document ine1876] :
In order to find out with more accuracy
the true condition of affairs, I moved from

Virginia

into the

very

heart

South, where I have been for

of

the

nearly

two

years watching every movement with the
closest attention as to the conduct,

plans,

and intentions of the white people in the
to acknowledge the vast power there may South.
be in even a humble individual existence,
In order to arrive at a just conclusion,
but ‘ too often faith is weakened by a, I have conversed with colored men of
dull acceptance, as though it were a every grade, from the preacher down to
the most humble laborer in his cabin.
truism, of that which ought to be a con- This investigation has covered a wide
stant vivilying influence upon one’s own: section of country, including
North and
life. Not until we know all that God South Carolina, (Georgia, Alabama, FloriMississippi. And I
knows ean we estimate to the full the da, Louisiana, and
have only heard one sad, sad story of
power and the sacredness of some one crime, murder, assassination, and cruel
life which may seem the humblest in the wrong. And from what I have seen and
world. If every Christian, save a single heard, I am forced to. the conclusion,
believer, were this very day to perish that I was wrong and that yon was right
And I do hereby frankly retract
from the face of the earth, God could re- in 1876.
every word I said in my letter to you on
new his church as easily as he cares for it the 21st of August, 1876, which expressnow.”
Sl
ed a single sentence in favor of the Dem>>
ocratic party of the South or country.
AX incident is mentioned in the CongreMr. Dunjie, in explaining the reasons
gationalist concerning a church-member for his taking the position that he did in
who had lost all he had and failed. A 1876, refers to the terrible sufferings of
brother went around and from a few his people from the persecution of South‘members collected $1,600
with which to ern whites, and to the perplexity that he
set the former up in mmincggain This felt in desiring to know the best course to

is indicative of the right sort

of fellow-

ship, isitnot? Ifthe churches as such
are out-done by the secular mutual aid
societies, they certainly have lost a good
part of their primitive virtue. Behold
how these brethren love one another, is a

common expression among Christians in
the prayer-meeting: but is there not a
practical side to this love as well as the
sentimental side? Thorough-going, mutual helpfulness will make the )ight of the
church so shine that it cannot be hid.’
Bear ye one another’s burdens, and so
fulfill the law of Christ.
As long as prayer-meetings are ‘sectional only a section of the people will take a
wholesome interest in them. If the emo-

tional feature is held up as the ideal, the
more subdued natures will be repelled ;
nor will the predominance of the didactic
element satisfy those who go to worship
-wather than to be taught. The whole
~guestion narrows itself down to the sim«ple one, whether the type of the prayer-

meeting which satisfied our fathers and
- mothers even a generation since is the
type adapted to the’ changes which have
- fast overtaken every-day life among us.
The single fact of the influxof people into
-cities and villages and the efflux of city

~notions into the rural districts, has largely
«modified life in every other respect, and
‘ought it not also to affect the outward
”

forms of worship? One reason why the
proportion of non-church-goers is. becoming so large is because the churches do
not keep spiritually abreast of the times.
0-0 a
BahoO Gna

:

i

i
:

TAKE the subject of polities out of the
newspapers and out of the general talk of
the community, and an unendurable gap
would be left in American life. Political
partisanship has only been exceeded by
religious fanaticsim in the exhibition of
that hate which degrad2s a man below
the level of the beast. And yet what
has aided more in the development of the

race than religidn and

politics?

We

shall soon be in the Leat of another presidential contest, and the greatest™ danger

menacing the country in its progress

and

consummation is that honesty and integ-

rity of character will be wanting in its
We are free to say, almanagement.

persist in misunder-

though some may

standing us, that the ascendency of either
of the prominent parties is not to be so
"much desired, as that knavery ard trickery shall not be embodied in those who
have charge of the elections. There is
nothing which gives unscrupulous men
such an admirable opportunity to make
use of bribery and other like methods to

influence voters and legislators as for the

great body of wholesome-minded citizens
to be indifferent

in

regard

to politics.

Let the good and true men‘of the country
make unprejudiced inquiry into, and give
sincere thought to, the political tendencies

and dangers of the time, and we shall

"have no fearsas to the continuance of our

pursue.

Headds:

f

In this condition of darkness and doubt,
the leading white men of the South eame

to the leading colored men and offered to
‘make full

STAR,

and

manly

reconciliation

be-

"be 80 awake to the necessity of special

watchfulness during the coming campaign

that even althe college
cumbersome
machinery of
can not involve the
the elector

country in serious -difficulty. With such

deliberate villainy as that in Maine star36 in the face it is time for honest

Y

vict,

they

make

one

less

colored

vote.

But this is not all. In all of these States
they have passed laws by which they hire
out these people,—those convicted,—to
men who work them under contract from
the States. Asa rule the contractors are
men of the most brutal nature, who treat
these colored people more cruelly, if possible, than they. were treated

of

slavery.

They

are

in the

days

whipped,

half

starved, half clothed, worked in all kinds
of weather,and on the slighest pretext shot

down and no notice taken of

the deed.

number of cases have come to my

A

notice

of late where several have been whipped
to death. I can assert without fear of
successful contradiction, that to-day there

are thousands of colored persons in the
penitentiaries of the Southern States who
have

never

committed

any

crime;

and

who are deprived of their liberties, in
violation of the constitution of the United
States. Thus we have no .guaranty
here for life or liberty.
The school privileges for colored children are then referred to, and

while

say-

ing nothing against these schools in some
of the large cities, Mr. Dunjie states that
in the country the situation is the worst
possible.
In the portion of Alabama
from which he wrote there had been no
school for colored children fori¢wo years,

and it was his firm belief that “in

a few

years more there will be no provisions
for the education of colored children in
the South.”
Speaking of the practice of cheating
colored people by their employers, who
pay them for labor in household goods,
he sdys:
:
I have just looked over a large number
of little account books held by these colored men. One of these men [the name
and residence are given] was charged $1
a yard for common flannel, worth about
20 cents; the same man was char
15
cents for common prints, 15 cents for dark
sugar, 20 cents
for common
yellow

cotton.

Another

man

living

was charged $6.00 for a

near

piece

me

of goods

selling at the stores for $1.50.

Is an * exodus” of people thus abused
a strangething? ‘If they had the means,”
says Mr. D., ““over a hundred thousand
colored people would leave the South this
fall.”
The writer of this letter did not dare to
make public his statements while living
in the South. He affirms that it would
have cost him his life to have done so.
Having recently come to Pennsylvania
(he is now the pastor of a Freewill Baptist church

in

Harrisburg),

he

makes

known his experience, a part of which we

claring that they would put down

which actuated him in
which govern him now,

all

op-

have recorded.

Concerning

the

motives

1876, or those
we do not at-

position to the rights of the colored race,
that murder and wrong of every kind
tempt to express any opinion. Bul we
should stop.
Now every good man in the country, firmly believe that the condition of his
both North and South, desires to see a people in the South; and of all who are
better feeling existing between the two identified with them, is quite as bad as he
races in the South. I for one accepted
these propositions as being Christian and represents it to be.
The Star is not a political paper, but it
right.
But let me say to you
that there is not one drop of Democratic ‘is enough concerned in ¢‘ President-makblood in my veins, and never can be. I ing” to believe that the paramount issue
was held by that party in slavery for in the next campaign should be the just
twenty-seven years of my life; and I
know the same party would hold me and and equal rights of all citizens before the
laws. To say that that condition exists
my race in slavery to-day if they could.
My letter to ol of Aug. 21, 1876, was
in the South to-day is to say what is deused by the
National Democratic Com- nied by as black a record of intimidation,
mittee as a Campaign Document, without
my knowledge or consent. It was not in | assassination and murder as can be found
any sense written for that purpose. I in any country claiming to be ** free.”
wrote it purely because I then believed
0+
that it would be bést to divide the colored
ENCOURAGEMENT.
vote between the two parties as a base of
There are a good many Ways of being
settlement, and a means of putting an end
‘to the wholesale slanghter of the colored encouraged, but only one way which outpeople then going on all over the South- lasts all the others, which way becomes
ern States, leaving out Virginia, as none
of these murders
have ever occurred in plainer and more plain as the others one
after another are blocked up. This is
that State.
:
Have they [the Southern people] kept simply the recognizing of the power not of
their pledges to the colored men and to ourselves which works for righteousness.
the country? All fair minded men must When we are brought to that place where
say they have not. It makes one’s blood
boilto recall even a few of the black we may discern the ‘‘ sweet reasonablecrimes which the South has committed ness” of this doctrine, then we can con_against the colored citizens, and against tentedly face the facts of discouragement.
the Republican
p rty of that section. In
The facts of discouragement are inciall the States further South than Virginia
dental
; the universal laws are permanent.
hundreds of our’ people have been shot
down as if they aad been beasts of prey. Those who have come very near to these
laws attest to their wonderful signifiIn fact the Southerner, who can kill and
maltreat the most colored men, has been
cauce. Is there poverty to face? Conand is now regarded as the best man in sider the richness of poverty as made plain
the South, and is always elected by his
in the life of prophet and sage who have
friends to the highest office in the gift of
the people. Witness the murder of Dix- lived glad lives and whose light yetshines
on in Mississippi. It never was a crime to brighten the dark places of the earth.
here in the eyes of public sentiment for a And so we might go through the common
white man to kill a colored man.
In fact,
discouragernents of life and find an everthe liberty of the colored people of the
lasting law of goodness set over against
South is a most miserable farce.
We can
not vote our sentiments at the polls: we each transient loss.
are treated with every brutal indignity | vu ~Butwe may go one step- farther. Theknown to arrogance and wrong. ‘I bave law of even this’ over-abundant compen-

made

a most careful canva®

of these

matters; and | have not been able to find
a single

case,

in

all

the

thousands

of

murders of colored men by white men,
since the war, where a single white man
has been punished. 1 firmly believe that the
Democratic party of the South is united
in its efforts to crush the colored race,
a)
whole legislation of the South,
sibce 1865, has aimed to reduce the race
to a condition even worse than slavery itself.

Mr. Dunjie then refersto the case

of a

colored candidate for the State Senate in
Alabama, in a district where the colored

voters outnumber the Whites six to one,
who without any shadow of doubt was
elected over his white opponent by a majority of 3500 votes, but the colored man

was

‘counted out” aud his

opponent

seated. Mr. Dunjie continues:
- There is no law for the protection

colored people in the South.

of

The jails,

which, if a colored man is guilty

of the

31, 1879.
of

stoutly opposed, the introduction of the

which number about 400 are men. All of
these have been provided with places and
one of the superintendents, Perry, reports
that the present demand for laborers is in
excess of the supply. The correspondent

cards
when they were first sent out,
whose faithful pastors, nevertheless, insisted on their use; and those churches

gone to Indiana from N orth Caroliva,

further states that at Terre

Haute,

Perry

was met by a' number of farmers and
others in search of laborers, who engaged
from North Carolina, and he has an order
from the Quaker farmers of Rockville, in
Parke Co., for fifty families more.
We

do not have any sympathy with those who
are almost ready to say out loud that the
colored man is not much better off than
he was in slavery times. As preposterous
as this idea seems, yet it is virtually expressed by some, There is no one but
must admit that it is a blessed good thing
that underground railroads are not now
the only precarious pathway to freedom
from their persecutors to the colored people. However, among others, there is
one growing evil in the treatment of negroes by the Southern people which needs
serious looking after, and that is the large"
numbers who are sentenced to long periods of imprisonment,
often for slight
crimes, and then let out to contractors.
In many cases this is really a species of
slavery.
2

-BRIEF

Let us therefore be witty.
You get fifty-three papers this year: something that does n’t happen every year.
The Universalist frankly allows that Rev.
Mr. Purington
“has
fully discarded the
Universalist faith and returned to the belief in
endless punishment both as sound and
ing doctrine.”
House

was

as

sav:

really occupied,” says

a

chronicler of that time, * during the administration of John Quincy Adams, in the selection
of his successor.”
We have been going from
bad to worse, for both House and Senate are
now engaged in that kind of business.
The printed

minutes of the last annual

ed by the Executive Boards, i. e., two\ fifths for F.

Missions,

two-fifths

for

H.

Missions, one-fifth for the Ed. Society.
We certainly need as much money for
Home Mission as we do for foreign work,
and we

necd

half as

much,

to aid

our

young men into the ministry as we need
for either Mission.
The estimates for the year as approved
by the Executive Boards and published in
my annual report are as follows, viz. :

F. M. I.M.

Ed.Soc.

Salaries of Missionaries........ 6253.33

Total.

Home

850.00

ses (estimated) ...858.00
Balance due on
act.

erations. A good degree
to have attended them.

of prosperity

seems

Mr. Higginson believes that writers in the
present day, as compared with those of a few
generations ago, ** have a stricter sense of tle
literal significance of a quotation mark.” Both
accuracy and truthfulness are concerned in the
cultivation of this ‘* stricter sense.” Quotation
marks ought not to be impeachable.
In a country where education is not compulsory, and where the ignorant are continually
coming in,and where the suffrage is practically
free, there is a good deal in this re-statement
of an obvious fact in an article on *‘ Equality”
in the Junuary Atlantic:
—* There is no higher authority any where than the will of the
majority, no matter what the majority i$, ia

[intellect or morals.
Fifty-one ignorant men
have u natural right to legislate for the/one hunas against forty-nine intelligent men.”

A successful canvasser for the Star writes
as follows :—* Our people are ready in every
-ehurch to. subscribe for the Stdr whenever
they are solicited to do so in x suitable way.
I
have never solicited persons to subscribe but

what I have had some success. In some cases,
a few words fitly spoken will bring the name
and money. [ said to a brother, * You need
the paper in your family.”
Well, said he,
here is the money.
Let all readers of the Star
recommend it to others.’

Brominational Helos,
Benevolent Societies.

-.

MISSION CARDS AND ESTIMATES
FOR 1880.

There has been a little unavoidable delay in the distribution of the mission
cards for the coming year, but it is still
expected that they will be out in season
for use in the churches on the first Sunday in January. A package will be
mailed this week to every pastor in the
denomination—with
the exception
of
those in the State of Michigan.: By request of the Secretary of the State Society
of Mich. the cards will

be

sent

to

him,

and he will distribute them to the churches, according to arrangements recently
made with him.
The cards are identical in principle
with those sent out the last three yeurs,
while differing from them slightly in
form and size. Like the cards of the
last two years they are in two parts
which can be easily separated,—one part
to be held by the collector after it is
signed, and the other part, which is in-

tended for a mission tract, to be kept by

PeNSeS.susasassn. 725.24
Freedmen’s
MISSION. «votes
usin vias 4000.00

Assisting young

CR eene

5000.00

12,000.00 12,000.00 6,000.00 30,000.00,

Surely this can not be‘a heavy burden
upon a denomination of Christian men
and women, numbering upwards
of
seventy-seven thousand church members.
Let us all bring in all the ** tithes,”

and the ** windows of heaven” will surely open.
Lewiston, Dec. 29.

E, N. FERNALD.

ror.

Bates College.
IL
It will not do to let the college fall
back from its present condition. The
Centennial year is at hand. It is the time

for the Freewill Baptists of New England

to take such action, by raising a * Centenary Fund” for the college, as shall secure to them the full and permanent benefit of the generous gifts of Mr. Bates and
‘others. T presume it is a low estimate,
that at least $100,000 besides

that

given

paratively easy for each member to give
$1.00 towards such a Centenary Fund. No
doubt if Dr. Cheney were to call on these

friends individually they would respond
cordially. But it is so natural for us to
shirk personal responsibility, to think the

college will get along somebow,

or that

the duty of helping

to

it belongs

men that we wait for a personal

rich

appeal.

How many times you have heard it said,

if you have not said

it yourself,

‘ Dr.

towards $50,000.

ance. If we wish things temporal, our
souls will also grow temporal. The
doctrine of rewards and punishments is

the outward husk covering this
truth.
|

inner

Hence we come back to the sentiment
that true encouragement

consisty

in

be-

holding truth, and that truth shall make
us free; free from the bondage of not
havingas well as that of having, which
is, indeed, the ultimate freedom.

go

THE Washington

;

if your church or - your

* leading

mem-

bers” object to the use of the mission

cards, and do not be discouraged by their

objections.

Objections are very common

in this world against new things so called,

however good they are.
Most good
things have to fight their way into favor,
and the better they

are,

sometimes,

the

sharper the fight: You probably haven't

yet accomplished much “worth ddthg in
correspondent of any department of your church work
without some opposition.

Treat all such

However, I would glad-

ly give the little I can afford,
that others would

do

the

if I knew
same.”

But

that Dr. Cheney should call personally
on each one of us is impracticable. It
would / be expensive and would tuke
much time, even years.

I think the same

result can be reached by

some

simple

and inexpensive organization, and thus
Dr. Cheney be left free to devote his time
in awakening an interest in the college
among the more wealthy, But in order
to raise this needed amount by small
sums, every member

must

feel

his

own

silver

is

mine,

and

the

only the amount he has entrusted to them.

kind-

To come back to
my proposition, that
the needed amount che raised by some
simple and inexpensivé arrangement.

pose

to

do

the

best thing

rl

consti-

Let him bring the

needs and claims of the college and Theological school before his people, and en-

courage them to make their :contributions average at least a dollar a member.
Wherever a church is without a pastor,

one of the deacons or some one else can
perform this service. Will it not be well
for a time to be appointed on which all
the churches shall take united action, and,

expression

towards

the

college

tn

which

I

of $35,000? With $35,000 thus freely
given, it will not be difficult to raise the
remaining $15,000 needed to make up the
$50,000. It occurs to me that an appropriate time would be the Sabbath and the
week following the day appointed for
prayer for Colleges.
;
One thing is certain. If we are to suc-

ceegl in raising the amount, it will not do

for us to throw off personal responsibility. We must not depend upon rich church
members. No doubt many will say,
I

have already contributed to the college

once, twice, thrice. Is there to be no
end?" My brethren, my sisters, do you
desire that there should be an end? Do
you want your prosperity to cease? As
long as you have prosperity, as long as
God continues your stewardship, you mast
continue to give. Do you want your only college in New England to be dwarfed
and unable to take its appropriate place
among New England colleges? Or do
you want it to fulfill the: promise of its
beginning, which has been so wonderful ?
Some, perhaps, have never given anythin
to gthe college. All the more rea-

son why they should give now.

Perhaps

there has never been a time when the
money could be used to better advantage
;

and perform it in God’s time.

of Hosts,"

and he holds his stewards responsible

for

Meanwhile

my brethren, my sisters, ‘whose

means

are not large, God's time for us is now’
May we not all regard itas a privilege
to make this general Freewill offering of
$35,000 a Centenary Fund for Bates College and Theological School?
NEW ENGLANDER.
:
E E ————

a

th on cm———

Oentral Association Notes.
It was our privilege to be present at
the last session of the Jefferson (N.Y.)

Quarterly

Meeting,

held at Keenville,

Dec. 19—21st.. On our way to the Q. M.
we visited, and preached one evening at

the Philadelphia, N. Y., church. Philadelphia is a smart, thriving village of
about 500 inhabitants. It is situated at
a Railroad junction and seems destined
to become a place of considerable importance. We have there a small church,
but no place of worship. We have never
met a more fully consecrated and determined people than the little band at Philadelphia. They have quite a sum al-

ready, towards a place of worship and
could build a house equal to, their present needs, if the,
pastor could be found
to gather and
lead them.
We were

pleased to find the Woman's Mission

Society doing efficient work. Where is
the man for the Philadelphia’ church?

On Friday evening we found ourselves
at Keenville, whither J. J. Allen,

on Friday evening.

‘The

pur-

ly will go far to silence opposition to
a good cause. I could name churches that

tute himself an agent.

can do.

opposition.

resolute

lars as it contains members.
Let the pastor of each church

the only acting pastor in the

gold is mine; saith the Lord

earnest,

church can easily be made as many dol-

individual responsibility, ard do his part
undeterred by the smallness of what he

opposition with charity, but ia God's
name, push the cause, opposition or no
An

not members of the church, who will
give, so that the contribution of each

Bates College, and they will surely see it

of them at all, and

little or nothing about them, or their utilitysa
To all such pastors let me say, as a
fellow-worker,—Do not
be surprised

‘there

able circumstances, and it would be com-

and another, have never made

trial

community

than now.

and will never ‘really - satisfy unless the
soul is first content without that appear-

know

every

are many in the Freewill Baptist Society,

With a fund of $300,000 the college
side the denomination. It is an important consideration in this connection, that will be on a sure foundation, but in view
we:own what we pay for in a different of the increasing demands which will be
sense from what we do that which is giv- constantly made upon it, and the gloen to us. Since Bates College is a de- rious possibilities before it, we can not
nominational institution, the Freewill consider an. endowment of $300,000 as
Baptists must not depend for its support more than the foundation. Do you not,
upon those outside their own number. then, see what opportunities for giving
$25,000 given by 25,000 Freewill Bap- will be always open to men of means?
tists would be immensely more valuable When Mr. Bates made his fiest gift, how
to the college and to the denomination, much faith it required to give so much
towards a new enterprise. It is much
than the same amount given by one man,
easier
for the most of us to walk by sight
since it secures to the college the love
than
by
faith, and when the college has
and interest and prayers of 25,000 friends
shown,
by
what it has done, what it can
instead of one, and it gives to each of
do, the rich will be willing to give, to enthese friends a sense of proprietorship
dow new professorships and scholarships,
which he could not obtain by the gift of a
to build a Library building, to increase the
niillion of dollars from any one else.
Library fund, to enlarge the cabinets, to
The question arises, then, Can the necfurnish
apparatus for illustrating the sci| essary sum be raised?
ences, etc. ‘‘ He that hath, to bim it shall’
In a recent editorial there was an allusion to the large amount raised by our be given.” When the college shall have
Methodist brethren, on stheir centennial |; gained age and success, and thus the
confidence of men of prosperity, they will
anniversary. The Methodists are numer
ous and have many wealthy members feel justified in giving without stint. The
who give generously, but they raise large fact that the older institutions are consums for
Christian work
in
small stantly receiving generous donations and
amounts, each member giving a little. bequests should not make us envious, but
The Roman Catholics have more . poor should be un encouragement to us. We
members than any other body, but think may look forward to the time when our
of the immense sums that are collected own college will also be receiving large
for their church work, every member benefactions, and its sphere of usefulness
be indefinitely enlarged,
giving a little.
:
But before that, its foundation must be
There are many of our churches where
ensured. The rich may have a duty to
neurly all the members are in comfort-

large number of pastors, for one reason
any

and, besides, in

by Mr. Bates have come from friends out-

desire friends? They are ours. The incident of their appearance is sensuous

churches

haps it will be impossible to give half a
dollar. But on the other hand there are
others who can give more than a dollar,

feel sure exists, by a substantial offering .

Cheney will be sure to get the money.”
How can Dr. Cheney raise any money if
everybody takes that position?
ven any one who would give a small
sum
if Dr. Cheney called on him, may
very naturally be deterred from sending
him the same sum, reasoning thus, 1
may be the only one, and my dollar or
my five dollars will amount
nothing

their

over 500

$1.00 is not much, yet there are many
who will not find it easy, to whom per-

churches

725 00

Contingent Ex.

eR

England

the hearty good will of the New England

Expen.

men in the min. -

There are in New

churches containing about; 85,000 mem-bers.
If each member gives $1.00, the
amount raised will be $85,000.
Now

at once, in this way, give

Native Schools. ...3000.00
House Allow-

con-

ference of the Nova Scotia Free Baptists present a detailed account of their denomination
al standing and report of their benevolent op-

dred,

\

To all our pastors let me suggest thata
special effort be made this year to secure
subscriptions on the cards for the three
Benevolent Societies in the ratio suggest-

NOTES.

Shakespeare said * brevity’s the soulof wit.”

‘“ The

now could not be induced to give them up,
somo of the strongest and most conscientious opposers having doubled their subscriptions upon them since their introduction.

ith him to provide for sixty families

-the- signer.
I have no fear that any pastor who
sation does not touch the bottom. Each
as given them anything like a fair trial
purpose of the soul is sure to be fulfilled, in his church will discontinue their use.
and that in its own way. Do we desire Many of such pastors have already writriches? The character of a money-man ten me for them for use the first Sunday in
is growing to be our character, whether the year,—the most of whom I must ask
we have the actual dollars or not. Do we} to accept this article in reply. But a

the New York Times telegraphs to that
matches, one ear of corn, he is disfran- journal that the negro exodus from North
vhised forever. Thus any bad’ white Carolina to Indiana is under the general
man may trump up false charges against superintendency of two colored men who
.
.
the most respectable colored man in the k
community, snd present them to the
| 2¢ conducting the emigration with an
grand jury, and they always find a true earnestness and: ability that is highly
bill: the party is brought before the courts creditable. Thus far 665 persons have

theft of one cent, one chicken, oie box of

DECEMBER

)

where he rarely escapes the sentence of
guilty, no matter what the evidence is,
and be or she'is sent to the State's prison,
for from one to ten years. Whites are
never vonvicted for such offenses.
' Now the South has a two-told plan in
this thing. First, every one they con-

tween the two races: and made the most
sacred pledges to the colored men, de-

gangs and penitentiaries are being
form of government. Tt is for the voters chain
filled with our people all over the Soath.
to
country
broad
our
of
section
every
“in
The Southern States have passed laws by

wen to be awake.

MORNING
.

Star.

DECEMBER

G. F. MOSHER,
A

3

preceded us.

M.,

Q.

had

A sermon was preached
On Saturday

morn-

ing the Q. M. met for business and chose

Rev. J. J. Allen olerk and

treasurer,

The reports from the churches—or rather
the entire absence of reports—show the
Q. M. to be in a low condition. Only

one church reported by letter and not

a ‘good

Davis has accepted
Island church and
revival effort with
~ Rev. C. J. Chase

A Christmas service was held at the Free
Baptist church in Lawrence
on Christmas
night, conducted by

the

pastor,

Rev.

A.

L.

Houghton, and a chorus of about forty voices.
The object of this service. is to give a distinct
religious

the people again, aud in the evening they

service the Sunday-school gathered in the ves-

weeks.

tries, where a well ladened Christmas tree was
the center of interest, and all the little folks
were happy.
Two persons were baptized last

followed Christ in baptism. Thirteen Baptists
who had been ¢ boarding away {rom home”

a

like

would

church at Keenville

The

Brown,

Mr.

Rev.

by

addressed

were

Thisis a good and strong church.

pastor.

connection

Female

His

winter.

during the present

assisted, by

nights.

were

A

few

seeking;

Some who have sought

some

he lay in his own dear

meetings together

Lord’s

Christ

in Hamlet, and is expected
Yearly Meeting this winter.

gratefully

are

done the work

of praise, testimonies

Ghost,

of

have

and

Prayers,

sermons

and

inspired

we

commenced

songs

were

by

a

with

our

similar

venerable

Rev. A. G. Brande has

orate of the Johnstown

aud

-

Illinois,

good acceptance.

Bro.

J. B. Sweet

supplies

Bro. Robinson adds, “¢ deaths,
for Mineral.
removals and worldiness weaken our forces
and thin our ranks. We need a good evangelist, but more than that we need a stronger
faith in God, and more works.”

;
in

Minnesota.

Shirey

took

vite all Christians in the

tend them, and they be
permitted to feap an
have
Our people
abundant harvest of souls,

attend
:

church, and his post.

Last fall the Burns church spent about ons
hundred dollars in repairing and be2ucifying
the house of worship.
The congre< ations are
good there, and the brethren are praying for
the outporing of God’s spirit. Bro. Robinson,
the pastor, is preaching also at Liberty church.
The religious interest there is low.
Rev. M.
B. Felt is preaching for Kewanee church to

of fellowship.

and co-operate with us.”

pas-

office address is Lima Center.

aged Bro. James Libby, we hope to see the
glory of God in the salvation of many, if not all
who dwell hereabouts. We most cordially in-

vicinity, to

the

Rodgers is now pastor

E

Bro.

Hills writes}

to learn in a recent note from
things are moving on well with

“ Am
may

glad
at-

May the Lord of the harvest

the vineyard,

Master. ‘The Lord was surely with us.
Next session with the Greenwood church,
commencing the 2nd Friday in Feb., 1880.

. ments soon.

Waterville

Christian

more

Q.

M.

send

ministers,

faithful

Rev.

L.

reinforce-

of culture

incréasing interest in the F. Baptist church

Sa.

Western.

at

Berwick, under the labors of Rev. J. Rand,

aching
pastor, The church has been greatly
quickened, backsliders have been reclaimed,
and several unconverted have manifested a desire to engage in the services of Christ.
¥

New Hampshire.

party”? on a recent evening, which

left $15.00,
|

meant to say that his

was

the first series ofF'. B. revival meetings, and
not the first ¥. B. service, ever held in the

There were

three more

the Bessemer church Dec.

‘Co. (Tenn.)

session with the Chimney
at Bessemer

21,

accessions
and

efforts

being made to erect a house of worship.

to
are

\

for

all’ present witneseing

Cincinnati,

Cr

O.

he

52t20

pre

vy

WANTED

,

commentary

on

the entire hi

in

Posmesmmm———
01 Vol.) ever published.
Price, $3.75.
BRADLEY, GARRETSON & C0., 66 N, 4th 8t., Phil’a., Pa.

Casewi’s Mglinda Pills a Sure Cure for
Co STIPATION.
These pills are purely vegetable, being made of
the resinoids,

or

active

principles

of

those

plants which investigation has proved to be the
most reliable and specific for all diseases of the
Liver and Riliary organs. For family use they are
unsurpassed ; safe
and
sure
in
their work, with
%
out causing
pain or uneasiness
in the bowels,
or interfering with
diet. They are 0!
tance to every in.
subject

76 East Ninth St.,

to

Head

ache,

ness, Piles, Rhenmatic and Neu
ralgic Pains, Dis:
eable
Breath, Pains and Soreness in all parts of the body, Sallow and Eruptive
Skin, Indigestion, Jaundice, Biliousness, Colds,
Suppressions, etc. Send 25 cents by mail and
a box. For sale by all druggists, CASWELL
Co., Boston, Proprietors.
X
v3

NEW YORK.

Gold, Crystal, Lace, Perfumed & Chromo
Clinton
Cards, name in Gold and Jet, 10c.

Bros., Clintonville, Ct.

Noein! |
—
—

BE

The reduction here announced in the price of The Sunday School Times
puts that paper within the reach of every Sunday-school in the land. It now becomes,
unquestionably, the cheapest weekly paper of its size and character in the United
States,

It gives 832 large pages (11x16 inches) of reading. matter a year, or over

eight pages for a cent 4%its lowest club rate.
each member

other
than
rate
Now

It costs less than two cents a week for

of a club of twenty or more persons.

Schools that have been taking

publications because the club rates of The Sunday School Times
they could afford, will not be slow to appreciate these new prices.
heretofore for a club of less than thirty copies has been $1.90 for
the price for twenty copies, or over, is $1.00 for each paper. The

were higher
The lowest
each paper.
reduction is

a bold one, and even the present large circulation does not warrant it, but the change
is desirable for the due extension of its field, and the necessary increased circulation
is sure to come.

Lower prices do not mean

a poorer paper, or less of it,—on the

contrary, it«is purposed to make the paper better than ever before in all of ¥s
departments.
in a package to one address; $1.5 each. Twenty copies or more ina package to one
address, $1.00 each. These prices include postage, which is prepaid by the publisher.
Subscriptions will be taken for any portion of a year at yearly rates. While the
papers for a club must be sent in a package to one address,
the publisher deeires to
have for reference the names

of all the subscribers.

-Ile, therefore, requires that

each club subscription be accompanicd with a list of the names and addresses of
the persons who are to use the paper.
Superintendents will remember that they can try the paper in their schools for a
portion of a year at the yearly rate. Twenty teachers can be supplied for three
months for five dollars. Why not begin now?
Any reader of this advertisement, wno has never beena subscriber to The
Sunday School Times, can receive it on trial every week for three months for
. twenty-five cents. Send also for a free specimen of The Scholars’ Quarterly,a fortyfour-page scholars’ lesson help, containing a colored map, beautiful illustrative
pictures, and a great variety of valuable lesson matter. Address,
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The “ Vidi” Polyautegraphic

articles produce

Instant Fac Similes

25.65
11.87
14.00
10.74
23.50
3.00
126.91

R. DEERING,

gif

Keep this for reference.

:

Treas,

of MS, Circulars, Notices, Cards, Invithtions,!Law Papers, Reports, Lessons, Music,
|
raphy in delicate exactness, with ordinary materials(except
Drawings, ete , ete., Rivaling
Pho
ink), and in the hands of a child at the
first trial.
Those who wish to Use or Sell

The

Married

MS-Multiplier,

Will not waste thoir time and stick up their kettles and kitchens * mussing” with

crnde

Recipes, but will send at once for the Most Perfect Thing

Possible

which

In Providence, R. I.,Dec.24, by Rev. A. L. Gerrish,
Mr. Martin V. B. Searle, of Providence, and Mrs,
Lydia E. Kinney, of Willimantic, Conn.
In Tamworth, N, H,, Dec. 18, by Rev. J. Runnels,
Myr. William C. Lord, of T., and Miss Annie E. Ells, of
Madison.
In Camden, Me., Dee, 23, 1879, by Rev. E, G. Eastman, Mr. F. 8. Rhodes, of Camden, and Miss Lottie J.
Arie, of Matinicus.
In Deerfield, Nov. 80, by Rev. O. Pitts at the bride’s
residence,
Mri Edward Marden, and Mrs. Susan T.
3
Whittier, both ~f*D.
In Atkinson, Dec. 20, by Rev.B. 8, Gerry, Mr. Frank
P. Tewksbury and Mrs. Rose Wingate, both of A.
In Hartland, Me., Dec. 25, by Rev. A. T. Bowman,
Mr. Frank Merrow and Miss Minerva L. Dunlap, both
of Pittstield, Me.
:

Best and Cheapest

is, without dispute, the

made, at the Least

Newspaper
Cost—

“VIDI” POLYAUTOGRAPHIC GABINET:

(To be patented—With Duplicate Slides, Drawer, Ink, Washer, Dryer, Instructions, &c.)
Double Postal, 75¢.; 2 pp. Ladies’ Note, $1.25; 2 pp. Com’l Note, $2.50; 2 pp. letter, $4;
2 pp. Law Cap, $5; 2pp. R. R. Folio, §12.
For Introduction, the First Order from any place, at Dealers’ Disconut, 25 ¥ ct. Retail Cash Or-

ders free by Mail.

CHEAP
A

FOR

Fascinating

POLYAUTOGRAPHIC

CHILDREN,

Stimulus

TABLETS, 5x3 Inches,

(uncased) at One Cent per square Inch.

“Vidi”?

in

YOUTH,

AND

Penmanship

25 .cents;

65x}

SCHOOLS!

and

Composition:

50 cents.

Any size or shape desired

POLYAUTOGRAPH

CO.

'47 Beekman St., Yew York.
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Q. M.—Held its last

Top

mencing Dec. 5, and was held

In his report of the meetings

Rev. C.J. Chuse

nearly

HAWKINS

Ohio.

town.

Rev. C. W. Griffin was visited by a: ¢ pound

urday,

the cause might be strengthend.

Who will make the venture?”

* and consecrated lives, are needed everywhere.
_ For several weeks past there has been an

Street,

Here are the New Rates.—From one to four copies, $2 each. From five
to nine copies, in a package to one address, $1.50 each: From tento nineteen copies,

Me. State F.B. H. M. Society.
Maine St Lewiston 24,39 Ch Houlton 14.26
PenobscotY M 19.50 M Central Y M 6.15
Cumberland Q M 5.75 Ch E Otisfield 5.62
Ch Portland 10.00 Ch Kittery Point4.00
1st Hodsdon ch 2.74 Dexter Ch 8.00
Ch Pittsfield Village 5.00 Bowdoin Q M 18.50
Wade 1.00
ED
Mrs Hannah Hobson 2.00 Mrs
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ww,

CHURCH & CO.,

Fourth

And 805 Broadway, New York.

& MAIN, Publishers.

24tf

A Libby. Lewiston, Maine

CRAWFORD Q. M.—Heid its last term -with
the Salem ehurch, Dec. 12—14. The weather
being unfavorable our delegations were small.

Givenis holding the fort at W. Waterville.

. laborers in the

for

BIGLOW

v3 Randolgn Street,
CHICAGO.

Express.
Rev E W Porter, Lowell, Mass

Jk
Lod

W,

@uarteely Peetings,
The churches were not all represented. Ministers present, Bros. J.S. Manning and A.
Losee. Had a very excellent meeting. on Sat-

There is a great demand

JOHN

66

Every
Sunday School proposing an Entertainmen
at Christmas Time, should examine the
above.

*
*

*

SanFor-

for music lovers.
Price, 25 cents;
Subscription,
$1.50 a year with premium.
f
Aa-Be sure to send for the Holiday VISITOR,
and have it sent to musical friends.
Address

Sent on receipt of 10 cents; $7.50 per 100,
by y Mail.

7 lta

LL Harton Hampton, NH
Jas Boyd, Pittsfield, Me
(2)
E W Porter, Lowell, Mess
Ames, E Wakefield, N H
:
C A Bickford, Farmington,
NH
“KE B Fuller, Huntington, Vi
* A Pierce, Ridgeville, Ind
M Carlton, Warren, Ill
Saubern, Fairbanks, Iowa

musical . topics.

X-mas songs by Sullivan, Danks, Root
and
ders: popular song *‘ The Day When Yowll

BY DR. J. H. VINCENT.

NY

Wm Garrett,
Waierloo, Iowa
Rev J Woodman, Jackson, N H
F E Briggs,
No Gray, Me
Rev J C Robinson,
Cornwall, 111
H Lockhart, No Danville, Vt
J G Harvey, Box 622. Portsmonth, N H
A M Freeman, No Tunbridge, Vt
F A Janes, White Rock, Kas
Mrs Mar; Barnes, Haze) Green, Towa
Dea SM
y, Buffalo Grove, Towa
Rev David Jewell, Volga City, Iowa
“+ N W Bixby. Edgewood, Iowa
*. BR 8 Gerry, Dexter, Me
* R Norton, Masonville, Towa -

on

‘Tet Me.” Piano Music by 8. G. Pratt, and a lovely
Woodland C «m” by Schneider.
Aq rare treat

CHRISTMAS SERVICE No. 2.

Forwarded.

BY MAIL.
Rev A G Brande, Lima Cen, Wis
=i Jas Ashley. E (khart, Ind
“J
J Hall, Biddeford, Me
* GM Park, Ft Fairfield, Me
*° RJ Russell, Highgate,Vt
*, B 8 Moody, So Limington, Me
“8 W Cowell, Newport Cen, Vt
* J Runnells, Tamworth I W,
* WW Russell, Mortons Corners,
“ A H Milliken, W Derby,Vt
“ RE Cook, Creek Cen
“ D Brown,ELeon. NY
A F Murphy, Atkinson, 111
G E Hopkins, No Foster, RI
Rev MA
Quimby, Belinont,
N-H
* @ 8S Brown, Odessa,
NY
* - Geo Donnocker, Indian Falls,

writers

Baptist

their meeting houses in this region and they
to be occupied. We need more labor
ought
bestowed upon this
portion of the field, and if
others now idle would. thrust, themselves into

;

Books

foremost

chureh, but expects to unite with us aud take
In him the
charge of one of our churches.
denomination gains a strong man.

dro. 8. that
the church,

The Lord grant that much prosperity

ofa Regular

of the

Handsomely Illustrated Poem by Rexford, and
full page group of “Great Tone Poets.”
The

DOUBLE
THE USUAL QUANTITY,
At the old price, $4 per 100, by Mail.

Miss Mary Siverison, Kearney, Buffalo Co, Neb

entered on

en

(to whom all contributions
Benevolent Societies should
52t

T P Moultun, Newell, Iowa

Wisconsin,

place on Sabbath, Nov. 9. Broj Hills was the
only officiating minister present{
Bro. J. W.
Conery, of the evangelical Assogiation, assisted in the opening exercises and
give the hand

Lord

meeting at Maguire Hill church, to continue
where

of

first Sabbath in January.”

In this church referred to, only one

The ordinagfon services of Rev.

evi-

the

confined

this county, for that would be a mistake, for
A Free Baptist church was organized at
within the last two years we have been gaining
Houston, Dec. 13, of 35 members.
The most
ground slowly. Tt is certain we have bad a large
of these are young Christians, and all are earamount
of prejudice to overcome, besides a
nest workers.
Houston has been one of the
good deal of ignorance to wink at, but there
many
railroad
towns
inthe West with but
seems to dawn a brighter day, and let us pray
very little Christian influence about it, and
God it may approach rapidly. I shall probably
now that the gospel of Christ is preached to
close my labors in this place the last Sunday in |
them every Sabbath it finds many earnest lisMarch next, and am now ready to negotiate
terners. What is needed in this State just
with some church with a view of settling as
now is a few consecrated young ministars who
pastor the first Sabbath in April next.”
are willing to enter these destitute places and
For two or three years the brethren in Som~
build up churches.
Ministers who are here
erset and Bedford Co’s. have been without
are overworked and often compelled to refuse
preaching.
In July last Bro. N. J. Shirey beurgent invitations to enter new and promising
took himself to this destitute field and applied
fields. Will not .some of the theological stuhimself to the work of looking after the lost
dents who are expecting to complete their
sheep.
The blessing of the Lord attended his
studies another spring, consider the demand of
labors and the long scattered ones came togeththis field, and the duties we are under, to culer and renewedly engaged in the work of the
tivate it?
By request, Rev.J. W. Hills held
Muster.
Houston Q. M. held its
The Winona &
meetings
through two weeks,
there
was
December session with the church at Houston.
a new interest awakened in the community,
It was a time of deep interest. Rev. J. B.
a gain of confidence that had been lost by the
Palmer, State missionary, and Rev. Geo. Rodgregular means of grace and « revival spirit to
ers, of Union, Wis., were present and did the
some extent,
Bro.
preaching in an acceptable manner.

The church at times was

Holy

spiritual . in-

Rev. Dr. Phillips (whose death was mentioned
in the last Star) in the presence of one of our
Free Baptist ministers, and he wanted to
know if he was back to America again?
It
would not need a wise, man to know that he

been quickened, revived and spiritually blessed. The general impression made, has been
of a salutary and saving character. The church
with its pastor, have been workers together
with God, hence encouraging and happy re-

sults have followed.

he

Towa.
Any Bro. desiring to correspond can
address our H. M. Agent, Rev. J. H. Moxom,
Cedar Falls, Iowa, or J. C. Myers, Fairbanks,
lowa.
I commence my labors at Toledo the

gcriber. In the church at South Chatham,
one copy is taken. In the church at Deerfield,
one copy.
“ The other day I happened to speak about

worship has been nearly filled at each evening
meeting, and increasingly interesting to “the

large number

will

to bear the winds and storms and bad roads

, copy is taken, and that by the writer, while in
the church at Middlebury, there is not a sub-

¢‘ We have just closed a
meeting of seven days,

A

work

will go to Horton to take our lamented Bro.
Palmer's place? There is plenty of work and
support for four good men in this region of
country now.
But they must be true, good
men and brave; men who are willing and able

not to seem, or in reality to be, unchristian
toward other evangelical churches.
I think
that one reason for this lack may arise from
the fact that only a few copies of the Star are

Rev, J. 8. Burgess writes from Oak Hill,

close of the service.

my

important field when I am gone? ~ And who

inational, as we would like to see. We believe
that it is possible to be denominational, and

Eastern.

The Holiday VISITOR is the most attractive ever printed. Contains original articles from a doz-

AGENTS For the Pictorial Bible Commentator.
and Maps.
|, 018 Pages, 475 Illustrations
rem g—
e most complete and comprehensive

J S Allen—F P Augir—L E Bates—O Coughenour—
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E Cleveland—TE Clapp—E Crowell-R P Cather—R
Cntts—O W Chesley—J J Charles—Mrs R C Cumins
—8 A Currier—R Cooley—8 Curtis—! Chamberlin—E
E Chamberlin—J Cook—J M Cilley—C T Deering—L
Dexter—M T Dyer—F E Davison- R Deering—W
Peadman—ST
Dodge—H K Crain—C M Emery—J
Dillon—E B Fuller—Mrs Asa Fletcher—B F Fox—I
Byati~3 G Goodwin—N Gammon—W H Gifford—I,
Gilman—J Gray—C A Green—J G Hull—J Hatfield—J
E Hicks—L Hulse—A G Hill—0 C Hills—ET Hurd—W
Hayden—J Holbreok—J
Hoke—D
J Haynes—H A
Hutchinson—M A Hilton—W H Hagar-BF Jefferson
—L G Jordan—L Hadley—H
J Hall—=J Knight—P
Keith—Mrs A ¢ Kenney—~D Jackson—C 8 Loomis—
Mrs J 8 Lambert—H P Lanprey—B F McKenney—C
B Mills—J W Martin—E Manson—Moore’s Club Agency—dJ H Moxom
—L 8 Murch—J 8 Neal—J Nichols—E
Niles--~Mrs J A McKenzie—Mrs A C Newman—-E
Owen—H 8 Otis—Oakland Wis—F A Palmer—E W
Porter—P
Phillips—T E Peden—M
W. Quin'—/
nackenbush—S8 Savage—A M Ricker—O Rogers—A 8
ice—H A Randall—B F Rollins—F R Randull—J C
Robinson—( H Stoddart—D Smith—L W Starbird—J
C Steele—H Stanchtield -G A Slayton—F A Stanford—
J A Sutton—Wm Small-C H Smith—N Sparks—J
Thissell—A Sargent—A F Wing—N Woodworth—dJ D
Waldron—C Whipple—A W Woodward—H GWheeler—A H Whitaker—A M Janitz-Mrs H C Wyman—
B Gleasou—H Gilman

portance to me is, who will take this great and

slider has been reclaimed, and several are inquiring the way of life.
;
“We arein hopes that the festivities of Christ-

Binisters and Churches.

house

(or have tried to),

mostly to one place. - Now the question of im-

terest seems not to abate, but rather to in‘crease.
As a result of our meetings one back-

. is hopeful. The Sabbath-school is interesting, and increasing in numbers.
A TRUSTEE.

The

of two men

work there, yet

that in-

nothing

For two years I have

and I now find I must give it up.
My health
and strength are failing under the load. I
have accepied a call from the church at Toledo
in this State.
Although I shall have hard

Cor.

terest for the salvation of souls. In this part
of the State, our churches are not so denom.

Hill.

church

on my heart and hands.

mas night will uot take from our

with ourchurch at Oak

soon after I came here that the

was no one else to care for the converts and
preach the Word. So I added an afternoon appointment at Lester to my work. = The precjous revival at South Halzeton resulted in the
organization of another church and that was
also added to the already heavy burden resting

r+

Poland, as follows:
very good religious

I found

.

doing

" CHURCH'S MUSICAL VISITOR."

Money Letters Received.

I

1879.

Price $4 per hundred; Single copies 5 eents.

Genus Annis Nb.

A.G. Brande, Lima Center, Wiscensin,
C.Carr, Morganfield, Kv.
J. Woedman, Jackson, N. H.,
C.M.Emery,Alton, N. H,

REV. E. N. FERNALD
from the churches for our
be sent) Lewiston, Me.

leave this
with ‘the

week ago last Sunday night.
I commenced a
series of meetings with the church in Chatham.
At our monthly meeting on the day previous,
there seemed to be a revival interest among the

though small,

The

death

came here, T expected to labor only

ners, under date of Dec. 24, as follows :—* One

did not read the Star.
“ Do not think we are

and

Notices.

Post-Office Addresses.
Rev.
Rev,
**
*

bad no pastor. There had been a revival there
under the labors of Bro. Totman and there

Pennsylvania,

taken.

corpse.

Palmer’s

Oelwein and Fairbanks churches. But

to ascertain the number who are out of the S.
8., also with a view to secure their attendance.
Town S. 8. Associations are being organized
through the county.”
-

us,
the
the
T.

face

When

town,gnder the direction ofthe towns, S. Asso.

membership, and during our meetings

cure,

BIGLOW & MAIN'S

1y28

Q. M. at South Apalach in, Jan, 23-25,
;
G.W. MAYHEW, Clerk.
OAKLAND Q.M. with the [Tighland church, Jan, 9—
11. Rev, E. O. Dickinson wil preach the opening sermon, Ftiday evening. The Q.M. was expected to be
held with the Salem church, but circumstances are
such that we are obliged to make the change.
E. O. DICKINSON, Clerk.

Palmer

Lester

:

¥.H. PECKHAM, Clerk.

lurge and interesting field of labor.

Sabbath

W. H. Peck writes from Academy

a

Bro.

heart that I inform you that [ am to

school continues with unabated interest, and a
census is being taken of the inhabitants of the

Rev.

likenesses of

after

SEND 5 GENTS FOR

78 Nassau

* OWEGO

of Fairbanks, and I believe that there are others who will come to Christ, It is with a sad

to labor in the

received.

home

with

CO:

ROCKINGHAM
Q. M. with the Washington Street
hureh, in Dover, Jan. 21,22,
J. FULLONTON, Clerk,
WHITESTOWN (N.Y.) Q. M. with the Ames church,
beginning January 8, at 7, P.M, Opening sermon by
A.T. Worden.
P. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
wo
Q. M. with te, Washington church, J:m.
'HESTER DICKEY, Clerk.
WHEELOCK Q. M. with Lyndon Center church, Jan.
23-25.
W.L. NOYES, Clerk.
YORK COUNTY Q. M. will be held with the Springvale church, Feb. 4,5.
P.SMITH, Clerk.
HOULTON Q. M. at Danfortn, Me., Jan. 16-18,

haye made a deep impression upon the citizens

Rev. T. A. Stevens writes from West Oneon=
ta:—* We acknowledge the receipt of a donation at this place Dec. , 18, of something over
$100, and Christmas eve the addition of fine

presents was

Bro.

DAVIDSON

Quarterly Meeting

again.
And the very last words he spoke at
the close of the meeting were prophetic of his
sudden death. Just one week from that night,

Rev. J. L. Box

J. H. Durkee, Cor. Sec.

North Parsonsfield, which,

',

we think the last evening that

FREE

Hotices andy Appointments,

from

was with us, that we should never see his

confessed their faults and four or

the work.

as follows

Address

St., New York.

were quite unfavorable to the success of the
work, yet there were eight. souls saved and
much good done in the community. Little did

good singers and earnest workers.
Rev. A. A.
Myers, of Hillsdale, is assiséing Bro. Spencer

who

days,

who

PRESCRIPTION

dients.

the conversion of souls and the revival of the
church.
Although the weather and going

for two weeks, is expected here for the week.
The singing of Bro. Knapp has greatly aided in

fact, that a majority of the scholars,

'

0

writes

Troches” are a mild remedy yet

For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, Loss
of Manhood, and all disorders brought on by indiscretion or excess. Anv druggist has the ingre-

ed his good sermons and earnest prayers tegether with the united efforts of Christians to

York.

backsliders

‘have entered the last five terms, are in attendance this winter, or expect to return
in the spring, is proof of his ability and
fidelity. Several members of the school
have been converted, others are inquiring.
Mr. Millett is pastor of the church at

seven

right time, to-

Christ

.

28,

the

of the Stagstead Q. M.

preaching three

and

N ELEGANT PRESENT. ~The New Floral Autograph Album, wilt-cover,
48 Rages, with
andsome engravings of Birds, Ferns, crolls, &c.,
all for 15¢, postpaid, stamps taken. A £'ts wanted.
Bocemsdes & Co., West
aven, Ct.
452

very efficacious.

Oelwein: ** The Lord has been gracious to us
at Fairbanks and poured out his spirit upop us.

day Dec. 21, five arose for prayers. Dr. Ball,
who has assisted Bro. Bryant at East Concord

The

Bronchial

Towa.

and, we trust,

five began to seek and serve the Lord.

F. Millett continues as principal.

FOK ALLAYING HOARSENESS and Irritation .
of the throat it is daily proved that *“ Brown’s

the

:

Rev. H. J. Brown

have found

reputa-

Most of its early friends are not with
but the management has passed into’
hands of those who intend to sustain
school and makedt a success. Rev.

Jesus. Dec.

interest in

at the

attended with some success.

Former friends and ex-students of this
Institation ask: What of the school an

directed

consin.

The third week of revival effort in Attica was

Parsonsfield Seminary.

dently

Crawford’s
of Bro. Roys.

in Hatley,

New

work

its prospects?

into

vanced age is still able to exhort sinners to
repentance and strengthen young Christians
with words of cheer, instruction and encouragement, and Rev. J. M. Kayser, the successful pastor of the church in Winneconne, Wis-

a

We found a
large, strong and growing
church here in Compton under the charge of
Bro. Lyster. Our church in Coaticook has no
pastor. Thisis a growing town,a point of
vital importance to us.”

At the last session of the McDonough
(N. Y.)Q. M. a Woman's Missionary Soformed. This makes five
ciety was
Quarterly Meetings that have organized
in this work, and more we hope are to be
heard from soon. We can easily organize the entire Association before next
Sept. if every one will lift in the matter.

the

¢ The

Here we met our

a growing

help supply the demand

tion inthis vicinity is above reproach.

filled with

has

welfare of his people

devel-

in such

This church

ministers

field, viz., the venerable Jeremiah Carpenter,
who is still with them and though at a very ad-

Missions receivéd attention, and plans

is the right man, coming

Every one of them would be
opment.
strong in five years, if they only bad men
to build them up. We were greatly
pleased with our visit. The people are
very intelfigent, very kind and listened to
the preaching with marked attention. * We
commend this Q. M. to the attention of any
preacher who may be out of employment.
We were glad to form the acquaintance of
Rev. 8. H. Ducolon, of Keenville. Bro.
D. has at various times assisted pastors
in revival work with good success. He

glad to engage
be ld
wou

efficient

Bro. Palmer, of Horton, came down Novi 17
and staid with us two weeks. The, Lord bless-

These church-

es are all capable of growth and

To God be all the glory,

has sent two very

Bro. O. Roys

Bro. Allen is doing what he

can, butisin feeble health.

pleadings

before

Boston Office; 43 Milk Street,
Principal Office, 251 Broadway, N. XY.

Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

Miss Laura” Maines is holding interesting
revival meetings with the Lansing church.

this Q. M. our churches must literally
disband and die. The brethren themselves feel this. Some of the churches
are already too low to “call” a man.
Some one must go uncalled, save as the
gospel commission calls him, and take up

this work.

the

bad cases

DR. J. A. SHERMAN,

~~

ton, who has been in the field fifty-five years,
traveling and preaching through these provinces, and during which time he has seen many
conversions
and baptized
more
than one
thousand persons.
Blessing and prosperity attend the labors of Bro. Randall, at Bulwer,

work in

of the

hold

take

ditions.

the

and

Thirty were hopefully converted,
and

Michigan.

fad as we expected to find, is not just
what they need and they will probably
build a better one soon. To say this Q.
‘M. is in need of pastors, is to draw it entirely too mild. It is becoming extinet for
want of them. Unless some good men
and true shall

M.:

tis illustrated with photographic

mailed to those who send 10 cents.

FOR

jc Six beautiful Carols by the best
writers of Sacred Song.
Better than
ever for Sunday Schools, Choirs and the
Home Circle.

"united with the church, making forty-three ad-

awaits
:

impetus,

selves,

extremely

One pair of boots or shoes saved every year
by using Lyon’s Patent Metalic Heel Stiffeners.
:
-

veneruble father in the ministry, Eld. A. Moul-

so

not

the

concerning

Stanstead Q.

were laid for organization.

doing.

though

house of worship,

are

good amount was raised for Miss
support, through

salary of $1000 a year and would be richer in all that contributes to Christian
Their

writes

mission cause received a new

This church is able
occur as a necessity.
to employ talent that can command a

byso

Cowell

last session of the

with some other

development

After

Vermont.

Rev. 8. W.

church, and yet the church and Society at
Keenville controll among its membership
well toward two hundred thousand dollars. As an example of the weak helping
the strong this church might allow its
pastor to devote some of his time to other
churches, but such a thing should never

growth and

day.

Sabbath by the pastor, and others
ing baptism.

. not
We are inclined to think they do
rightly estimate their own strength, especially in the matter of financial ability?
We heard some talking of employing a

pastor in

tothe

Clerk.

Business Hotuces.

with the Columbia church, in Meigs Co., commeneing Nov. 21, and continued over two

On Sunday morning the writer spoke to

recognition

D. STILLWELL,

the pastoral care of the Big
is at present engaged in a
that church.
held a protracted meeting

(liristma$ SelectionS

church,

until

com-

Saturday

We
night following. .It was a good meeting.
were visited by Rev. W. B. Woolsey, of Liberty Q. M. The religious services were continued through the ensuing week by Bro, WoolWe fegl sure
sey and Bro. Blazer, the pastor.
;
that much good was done,
Friday
Tenn.,
Point,
Cedar
Next session at

before the 2nd Sunday in March, 1880.
. A. HEADRICK, Clerk.

reer

of the covenant meeting a Woman's
Missionary Society was organized. In
the evening a sermon was preached by
the Rev. Mr. Brown, an itinerant preacher of the Close Baptist denomination.

and

n

prise, called a pound
party,
sound pounding ¢ it was.”

at
oy
CO.’S

pi

since, with good
ennett, of the Ithaca church, was granted a
e
resultd
= Bro. Bates, the veteran ¥. B. minis- ‘license to preach the gospel for one year,
had
been olding meetings of late with the
ter of
Marion, is actively engaged in revival efchurch in Spencer, and meeting with good
forts this winter as usual, and the. Lord is ess success.
tablishing the work of his hands. Rev. C. R.
Next session’ at Forest, Feb. 13—15.

in

> X-Mas
CHURCH
&

Dr. J. A. Sherman, in consequence of the demand for his ersonal services, will be at his Bos.
ton office on
ednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays,
and in New York on’ Saturdays, Mondays and
Tuesdays of each week, till further notice.
|,
HIS
BOOK on Rupture gives the most reliable
proofs from distinguished professional gentlemen,
clergymen and merchants, of his successtul practice, and popularity therefrom throughout this
country and the West Indies.
* The afilicted should read it and inform them-

Fn

Bro. E. N. Fernald, of Maine, visited the Mar-

the work. Thursday evening, Dec. 18th, about
ninety of the church and friends made us a sur-

meeting was held preceded by a sermon by Rev. J. J. Allen. At the close

M, Yeas with us and added much to the interthe meeting,
serving faithfully
in
est 0
lace of him who ‘was absent, Bro.
W. E.

labors.

A

anew

their

a

started

and
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Rupture.

Q. M. present; the Rey.F. B. Moulton, bein

and Maineville churches are well pleased with

ADVERTISEMENTS

,

200

their new pastor, Bro. Hulse, and feel hopeful

engaged in a revival meeting, did not attend.
Rev. J. B. Gidney, of the Rock & Dane Q.

in

pod

Blanchester

engaged

i

covenant

M.

Q.

the

afternoon

church with prospects of success.

holding a protracted

is now

dana

:

mon was preached.
In the

ser-

another

attended to,

ness had been.

the Newton

of Blanchester,

hi

After the few itemsof busi-

in future.

effort with

onton,

Fr

turns”, butit is;to be hoped the present
clerk will attend to that duty faithfully

SAUK CoUuNTY (Wis)
. M.—Held its last
session with the ehurch in rairie du Sac, Dee.
12-14.
Fve churches
were
represented,
Rev. W. W. Lee was the only minister of our

Rev. J. D. Wuldon writes concerning the
interest in Amesbury: ¢ The church in Amesbury is coming upon higher ground. . Our congregation has more than doubled since we
commenced our labors in May last. We have
one thousand dollars subscribed towards our
debt, with a good prospect'of the remainder.

to over

all Checks and Money Orders payable to CHICHESTER RI
solicited.
ign Countries,
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* No re-

Register

M. is stated in the

8im-
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Bro. Whitaker, assisted by Bro. A. M.

® Massachusetts.

This Q.

more than three by delegation.

"®

Martha

Poetry,

had

whether

a

no 'definite

notion

as

to

sand-martin was fish, flesh or

fowl ; but she had picked up the word with
-

A WANDERER
Z

FYROM THE

FOLD.

a
5

Londoner's
Ls

rural

as es,

-

.

and supposed it wust mean something
sandy.
Perhaps it was as well that just

BY CELIA SANFORD.

I heard the Shepherd’s eall, his voice I knew ;

at that moment she was not tantalizéd by

The tender accents sweet and soft and low
Fell op my beart and thrilled it through and
* through,

the thought of the cool, breezy life of the
bird she had named.
*“ Oh, dear!

No stranger's voice had ever moved me so,
Had ever changed my heart and will,
As did his voice so calm and still.
1

relish for

I wish

I was

dead,”

she

| said presently ; but a sudden sharp pain
through the temples reminded her of the
nearyossibility of death ; and, with a shiver she turned her wishes into, *I wish I

‘Where pride and thoughtless folly once had
dwelt,
:
And guilt and fear and ‘doubt, love reigned

was a better girl; I wish I had learnt my
Bible, or something ; I wish—O, I wish—
there was anybody in all the world to
care whether I was dead or
alive!”

supreme.
With heart subdued, low at his feet I knelt
And, weeping, gave my life, my all to him.
Then duty’s thorny path seemed blest,

Then she stopped suddenly; her throat
seemed to dry up, and with a terrified
sense of faliing down unknown depths,

Each lifted cross seemed burdenless.
Alas! the tempter came, as long before
He fo our parents came, with artful smiles
And syren voice and words of specious lore;

she sank upon the floor. Poor Martha
had a fever.
.
‘With skill he practiced all his wiles,
To poison with his venomed dart
Many days and nights Martha lay ‘unThe loyalty of my poor heart.
\ conscious.
When she awoke she was in
Once more I heard his voice, but did not heed ; a white bed, cool and soft, with an unaccountable fragrance of strawberries in the
The open door I would not enter in,
air.
For from the shelter of the fold I strayed,
From living waters and from pastures green,
“1 suppose its heaven,” she thought,
From paths of safety and of peace,
Lured by the freedom of the wilderness.

‘““or else a dream.
Anyhow, I'll
still, less missus’ hell should rifg.”

But some one said,

No sacrifice, no binding vows for me,
No priestly
To do or not
To seek my
To follow

up, dear?”

tithes, or burdens hard to bear;
to do I would be free,
gains or pleasures
here or there,
out my heart’s desires

freedom

proved

bondage

worse

Mine eyes I turned toward the distant fields,
Where h® my Shepherd, gently led his
flock.
One look, one longing cry, he heard, and o’er
the hills
a
' He cane; my misery he did not mock,
But called my name, just as of old,

And bore me fainting to the fold.
shelter
blow,

vo.

My

from

the

stormy

winds

that’

-

roe>o

THE NEW YEAR.
BY

EMMA

F.

WYMAN.

All

the changing seasons, the spring-time
green
And the soft blue summer sky,
All its autumn blows and its winter snows
Have passed, with the old year, by.

All its good and ill is past;

soon

Have been given when we could,
If it leaves us sad or has madéus glad,

‘We shall call the old year good.

i Family Girdle.
“Who

come

round.

See,” she continued

to Martha, ‘only just look
friends have brought you.”
"|

she'll

« Tisn't me,” said Martha,

what
‘I

got any friends.”

your

haven't
<

w¢ Well, that’s pretty,” said another
voice—so cheery and so thin, it téminded
grown

older.

‘ Not any

friends!” the voice went on, * when they
have been and sent you this?”
¢¢ This,” being put close to her, was

so

exceedingly fragrant that Martha opened
her eyes, and found out where the strawberry odor had come from. It was a
round, deep basket

of

‘British Queens,”

which a slight, pale woman, in a widow's
cap, was holding towards her.
“Don’t you know what to do with
them, dearie?” said the motherly body,
whose clean precision of dress somehow
told Martha. that she was a hospital
nurse.
j
¢¢ Oh yes,” said Martha, with
¢ but

I never

a sigh of

melted
saw

in her.

such

mon3

“ Yes,” said the widow, looking pleas-

When the year shall pass, if our love and help

©

of trouble in it, said, “Ah, she’s a little
light-headed still, poor dear. - But

mouth;
sters.

But the added sum of the year to come
May be better than the last,

;

She spoke the last sentence aloud, and
the motherly voice, this time with a shade

delight as the first one

All its wasted time, all its finished work,

.

afraid to-day.”

hiding-place from tempest cold and heat!

By the blest streams where living waters
flow,
\
:
Will-I abide, and him obey,
‘Who sought me whend went astray.

a gentle,

the way I should fancy they would talk in
heaven; its very nice. I wonder I was

her of Tom’s

. The fold, my rock of refuge, safe retreat,
Blest

The voice was

“Yes,” she thought again, *¢ that’s just

than

chains,
The wilderness proved sadly dark and drear,
The easy road was full of snares and gins,
My gains were loss, my heart oppressed with
fear.
‘Wretched, and lost in deep despair,
1 cried for help, but none was near.

‘‘ Won't you wake

motherly voice; such a voice as had
never addressed Martha since she could
remember.
:

Nor help to keep the Altar’s fires.
Alas!

keep

ed; ‘ they wanted them to be first-rate,
and there’s been plenty of time to get
them. . To-day is the first day the doctor
said you might have them.”
“But such béluties!” said Martha
again,” ¢ They must be rich people that

| sent them.”
«Rich

NO FRIENDS.
cares?” asked Martha

Hutch-

enough,” said the widow, with

a curious smile. And Martha feasted in
silence, only now and then begging her

ings, setting down one dirty dish and tak-

two companions to take one ‘‘ to make

ing up another. ‘Nobody ever did for
me, I was bundled off to service before
I was ten years old, because mother was
dead and aunt wanted me out of the way.

them seem real.”
»
When she had finished the widow said,
“You don’t know me, do you?” I'm

Tom's mother.
You remember little
:
Then I was knocked about from pillar to Tom ?”
“Oh yes,” said Martha, with a glance
~ post—out of one place and into another ;
might have broken my leg any day, and
nobody would have minded. That’s what
I always say—who cares?”
:
“God cares,” said the grave, weak voice

of little Tom, the errand boy—a sickly,
frail little fellow, who somehow contrived
to make will and skill supply the place of
strength, and so succeeded in the object
of his ambition and ¢¢ kept his place.” ’
“God?” said Martha; ‘“ how do you
mean, Tom?”

‘Why he must care, you know. Don’t
you care about things when you’ve made
them yourself? ”
“ Sometimes I do and sometimes I
don’t,” said Martha.
‘Depends upon
what they are.”
‘But if you could make
something
alive, you would get fond of that wouldn’t
you

?

7

:

“I suppose so. But whagyubbish you
can talk, Tom, when you once give your
mind to it.”
* Was it rubbish—all of it?

said Tom,

not resenting the assertion.
He was
rather accustomed to finding himself
out of his own depth, as waéll as other
people’s.
:
* Rubbish?

Martha.

I should

think

so,”

¢* But have you done your mas-

ters boots ?
j

said

Tie

“ Oh no! I forgot. I'll do them now.
- I suppose master would care for me if I

didn’t,” said Tom,
| roguish laugh.
“Care?

Yes;

running off with a
just

as

they

would

about the clock if it stopped. Just about
as much feeling for the one as for the
other.”
;
in
Martha was in a dismal

mood; there

was no doubt aboutghat.

She was tired,

“and it was very hot, and Martha's kitchen

was not exactly the place one would have
chosen to cool one’s self in.

An

uncom-

~ fortable, sorish feeling over the eyes made
her glad to sit down and rest them by a

of compunetion at the empty basket;

* I

wish I had gaved him a strawberry.”
¢¢ He's had his share, I fancy,”

said the

widow, smiling.
is
« How? ” said Martha.
‘In giving them to you. He bought
them—his brother and he—on purpose for
you.
They've been saving up ever since
you've been ill.”
“ But—how—ever—did—they—get the
money ” said Martha.
‘¢ Oh, went messages and held horses,
and things, in their meal times,” said the

widow.
‘
‘ How good of them!
Oh, how good
of them!” said Martha, crying a little between weakness and pleasure.
* Yes, they are good children, especialIt was his thought.”
] ly Tom.
A little dew of mother’s pride and joy
moistened the widow's eyes. The good
nurse objected to tears on principle; but
as she said afterwards, ¢* she had not the
heart

to

interfere,”

when

Martha,

raising herself, drew the widow
her,

and

said,

half

towards

‘ Will you be my friend,

indeed? I've never had one in all my
life.
Nobody cared for me since mother
died.”
‘¢ Somebody cares now, then,” said the
widow, with her voice still as clear and

cheery as a little bird's; ‘ you shall be
to me instead of my daughter that died,
if you like. She would have been just
about your age. It used to remind me

of her when Tom was telling me about
you.”

i

‘* God bless you!”

the wall, rubbed off the coloring ;
} got up, saying:
;

wever them footmen
ed

I can’t think.

stand bein

Bother

d feels like a sand-martin.” #
on

it, my

. BITING AT THE BARE HOOK.

tremendous oaths.

At length I turned to

him, and standing beside his boat, said :
“Sir, I am unacquainted with your
business. - What kind of fish are these?”

“They are codfish,” replied he.

Bat when the widow had gone, and the

** How long are you usually out, in order to obtain your load?”
:
‘Two or three weeks,” he answered.
- *“ At what price. do you sell them ?”
He informed me.
‘ Well, have you had hard work to obtain a living in this way?”
“Yes, hard work,” said he.
* With what do you bait these fish ?”

** With clams.”
“Did you ever catch mackerelP”
“Yes.”

Pray modestly, as to the things

your

salvation;

intensely

for

a worthy couple who treated her as their

at the age

of eight years.

Two years

later she was seized with typhoid fever,
and on recovery found herself deprived of
sight by the loss of the remaining eye.
She was afterwards removed to the Per-

itself, that you may ever behold God,
love God.
Practice in life whatever you
pray for, and God will give it you more
abundantly.

illustrated, and contains much matter that will
aid in home decoration.and be of benefitto the

sportsman.

The

battle was only begun.. Soon, however,
her daily duty became agreeable, and her
evenings were frequently taken up with
the study of books. The poets were ber.
delight, especially Bryant's ** Thanatop-

She took great pleasure in perforating

THE KEYS OF 8ECT; or, The Church of the
New Testament compared with the
Sects of
Modern Christendom.
By Julian
M"Sturtevant, D.D., LL.D., Ex-President of Iliinois
College, and author of * Economics, or the
Science of Wealth.”
Boston: Lee & Shep-

ard,

New York:

12mo. pp. 413

Charles

T.

($1.75).

This book is devoted to an inquiry

whether

Christian church exists in accordance with
t's idea respecting it. ‘The author be-

the leaves of her Scrap book after the
that it does not, The three propositions
Braille system of points, with favorite se- on which the inquiry is based, and which have
lections from popular authors. This ex- been held more or less tenaciously by a majoriertion was more than repaid by the ty of those who, in diffsrent ages,” have borne
thoughtof doipg the work and being able the Christian name, as undoubtedly sanctioned
by the Founder of Christianity, are
to read for herself, without the help of
1. That Jesus himself constituted the twelve
others, although proffered services were apostles.and their successors in the apostolic
office, a self-perpetuating corporation ‘empowinvariably received in a thankful spirit. ered to govern the church universal to the end

her

many

friends

was

Laura

the will of God and was frequertly in

canary bird which had been a source of
much delight to her. ‘‘ Birdie” had
learned to hop on his mistress's hand at a
distance of two or three feet from his
cage, and would flood the room with

melody.

It is needless to add the charge

is faithfully kept, while the once fond
owner sleeps peacefully.-—Boston Traveler.

After a somewhat lengthy consideration

of

these propositions, the author finds that they
are not sustained by the authority of Jesus,
since Christ meant ** to give iniversal prevalence and powerto that theocracy by which
the Jewish people and the world were trained
for his reception,” and since they involve the
“keeping of the ordinanced\in a perpetual apos-

tolic corporation—a

doctrine

that

would

be

utterly subversive of that theocracy.

As bear.

ing on this part of the discussion, the

doctrine

of the primary apostleship of St. Peter, the
‘ perpetual succession” and the * holy Catholic church” is considered.

Passing to the second partof the discussion,
* The Transition

Church,”

the

rise

of

hier-

‘archy, the Reformation and its influence and
the question of religious liberty. are studied,

and 1n conclusion, under the general head of
The
Church of Modern Christendom,” the
origin of modern sects is pointed out, the
remedy against them-—Jor they are believed to
be anti-Christian—is sought, and “The Church

of the Future” is described, which

the author

believes will be

catholicity,

one

of

spiritual

resting for its basis on the doctrine

of forgive-

ness.of sins through faith in Christ, the multitudes who adopt it forming a world-wide
fraternity, engaged in a never-ceasing endeavor to save all the lost.
The author does not believe in sects. He

claims that they have

come

about

through

a

misconception, on the part of the early Christians themselves, of the Saviour’s idea. He

writes with force and clearness, and his

argu-.

meant is entitled to great consideration.
Doubtless there is hardly a devout Christian but
would be glad to see the walls of division

thrown down between the sects of

Christen-

dom, if he could be sutisfied that the result
would be in accordance with the divine will.
, Without doubt the spirit of a bad sectarianism is
weakening.
The bonds of Christian brotherhood are yearly stronger and more inclusive.

But we fear that the faith which believes

in a

complete and unsectarian unity among professed Christians does not make due allowance
for human nature as it is, even when leavened
by the spirit of the Gospel,
———

Hore MILLS; or, Between Friend and

Sweet

heart.
By Amanda M. Douglas, suthor of
** From Hand to Mouth,” etc. Same
publishers, &ec. 12mo, pp. 372. (81.60).
[For

sale by KE. J. Lane & Co.

Miss Douglas

writes to a purpose.

She

not

merely entertains, but she furnishes food for
thought, so that after the pleasant

of the.story is past,

there are

impression

questions

sug-

are side issues in the story with

very

pointed

references to some of the most injurious custoths of society.
For instance, it was not

Fred Lawrence, the highly educated, polished,
artistic young man

who

succeeded

in business and over

the wreck

fraud and dishonesty

started

his

father

produced

the

mills

by

anew

upon a sure foundation. It wus the self-reliant, practical mill-hand, who was able to rise
to the demand of circumstances, and seize the
position which in return for his foresight and
ability should repay bim in wealth and

honor,

family accommo-

date themselves to their changed circumstances, Only by suffering could Irene rise above

she was fifteen years of age. Upon her
return to her native place she found many
kind and hospitable friends. Being ambitious to support herself respectably, she
began the study of music to fit herself for
a teacher, in which science she soon gave
tokens of proficiency. Sickness, however,

undue importance was given to wealth, sud
false distinctions drawn between the workingclass and those possessing capital.
We like
these books of republican and equality-seeking
tendencies. One great danger to the people of
our country arises from the Aristocracy of

returned, and she bada severe attack of
typhoid, which so impaired her hearing

that she was obliged to abandon her
sical pursuits.

mu-

Nothing daunted, and as-

sisted by her friends, she made an

appli-

some anglers on a bridge. He was poor
and dejected. At last, approaching a
basket filled with wholesome-looking fish,
he sighed :
$
‘If now I had these, I would be happy.
I could sell them at a fair price,

appropriation to enable her to return to
the Perkins Institution and learn to run a
sewing-machine.
The
request
was
promptly complied with, and the indomitable girl was soon making headway in
her new avocation. Persons who are.

the

blessed with sight can little imagine

difficulties which the poor girl had to surmount. But there are men and women
to whom defeat is only a powerful incen-

buy

me food and lodgings.”
I will give you just as many, and just
a good fish,” said the

owner,

who

had

chanced to overhear his words, *“if you
will do me a trifling favor.”
** And whut is that P” asked the other.

of Maine for an | " “Onlyto

cation to the Governor

and

tend this line

till I come

of an

angel,

mission to the Divine behest.

sub;

turned he had

caught

u

large

number.

Counting out from them as many as were

in the basket, and presenting them to the
young man, the old fisherman said :

00-0-4
-b

God is sometimes

pleased

to take

all

human means from us, that he may’ how
forth thé wonders of his

power in nr

work, and her efforts were rewarded with
about $25 a month in good times, and in

dull seasons about one-quarter that sum.
When she received her first pay she was

is left, our great Comforter ten becomes
visible.

proved

an

expert

at her

the prejudiep of her social education where

wealth, which claims that a man’s

possessions

not the man bimself is that by which he is to
be judged, and equally dangerous is that other
element, the poor working people who, feeling

that something is wrong, blindly and ignorant.

ly seek to right the wrongs #Risfancied .injus-

tice. There may be doubt as to whether the
experiment of co-operation triéd at Hope
Mills ean remedy the evil. Every plan is at

the ‘dreams of ambitious and energetic manhood

to stay at home and comfort those two delicate

series,”

published

by

It is a book.

about Alpine adventures, and

is

written

and

edited by Mr. Wm. H. Rideing, who is him.
self a traveler of some experience, There are

some most absorbing

chapters

in the book,.

that giving the account of Mr. Whymper’s
contest with the Matterhorn, ending in his
party reaching the summit at what a cost!
being extremely thrilling. The other feats of
Whymper, of Tyndall, and of the members: of

the Alpine Club, slong with the descriptions

on ** The Coming

Era.”

W. W.

Story,

eminent sculptor, also has a poem,

Remember?” * Equality” is the

|

the’

* Do

you.

subject of an

anonymous paper, which is admirable for its
fine blending of thoughtfulness
and humor.
*“ The Bonanza Farms of the West” describes
the vast scale on which farming is done on the

prairies of the West.
‘ Reminiscences of
Washington” is the first of a series of articles

that can not fail to be popular, on pelitical and
social life in Washington for the past thirty
years, by a gentleman who knows the capital
- very accurately. Mrs. Harriet Prescott Spofford has a poem, * Intermezzo,” and Mr.
‘Whittier one on * St. Martin's Summer,” both.

notably good

poems.

Considerable

space

is.

given to literature, as the season demands ,—
there being admirable critical papers on “ Old
Creole Days, and other Novels;” Webster's

Speeches; Mr. Gilman’s new edition

of Chau-

cer; two new French Novels; and a long and
attractive list of “ Holiday Books.” An arti-

cle on “ The

Hunt

Memorial

Exhibition”

Boston, and. The Contributors’ Club,

a capital number of this sterling

in

conclude

magazine,—

Houghton, Osgood & Co., Boston, Muss.

The January Scribner opens with acomplete :

and spirited account of the * United States
Life-saving Service,” the text of which
is
written by Capt. J. H. Merryman, Inspector

of United States Revenue Marines; the drawings, which are remarkuble for their vigor and
correctness, are by au artist new to Scribner,
Mr. M. J. Burns, and effectively represent the
methods and hardships of the brave patrolmen
of the coust, whose perils, as recounted by
Capt. Merryman, possess a decidedly romantic
interest. The efficiency of the service is fully
set forth in figures. Another paper deals with
the means ‘for the destruction of life, viz.,

‘ Americah Arms und Ammunition,” by Col.
W. C. Church of the Army and Navy Journal.
Another paper by an expert is Mr. E. P. Roe’s
third paper on Strawberry Culture, with large

sud brilliunt illustrations by

WwW.

H.

Gibson,

including pictures of a lurge number of varieties, in which the distinguishing features are

carcfully preserved, the berries

being

drawn

life size. Mr. Roe here discusses the kinds to
plant, cultivation, ete., with clearness and
practical suggestions.
The paper on the tech-

nical methods of the art-schools of the metrop-

olis, printed a year ago in Scribner, 1s now
supplemented by an account of *“ Young Artists’ Life in New York,” by Mr. W. H. Bish-

op.

A fifth illustrated paper is “The Acadians

of Loulsiana”—more familiarly called *Cujuns
—a simple people, having much
in common
with their congeners described in Longfellow’s
poem.
* A Revolutionary Comgressman on

W.

extracts from the journal of
M. C., in 1777-8, which show

way some of the difficulties

Higginson,

gives

William Ellery,
in a bhumorou

of getting

seat of government a century

ago.

to the

I'he

sec-

ond paper from the journal of Henry J. Raymond deals with the disastrous Fredricksburg

campaign of 1862-3. Mr, Raymond was with.
the Army of the Potomac after the first defeat,

and his memoranda shed new light on the
causes of Burnside’s failure. Lincoln,Hooker,
McClellan, Jefferson Davis, Smith, Franklin,
Wadsworth, and others are also mentioned

interestingly in these extracts.
The poetry of the number is contributed by
R. H. Stoddard (* Hymn to the Sea”), Julia
Ward Howe, R. W. Gilder, Henry Terrell,and
*
:
Julie K, Wetherill.
Dr. Holland, in his department of “Topics,”
discusses “ British and American Farming”
and * Fiat Money,” and under the caption
‘ From Country to City,” replies to a typical

request for information about the prospects
for young men in New York. In‘ Home und

paper on the * General
Society,” the second,
Principles of Cookery” deals with ¢‘ Stewing
und Muking Soups,” and there ure practical
* Culture and Proghints about decoration.
ress,” contains an important review of ‘Ar-

nold’s ¢ Light of Asia,” with a vocabulary for
the use of the reader; besides notices of the
Dickens.
German

* Letters,” 'I'aylor's
Literature,” Furrar's

in
** Studies
* Life of St.

* The World's
Paul,” recent fiction, ete.
Work” includes accounts of ‘“ New Drawing
‘ New

Apparatus,”

Pavement-rammer,”

Tube-cleaner,”

* Electric

* Steam

ance,”

* New Uses for the Flexible Shaft,” * New
Method of obtaining a Temporary Blast,” etc.
character
humorous
hy Bric-a-Brae” has ‘a
sketch and the’ usual variety of miscellaneous
verse.—New York: Scribner & Co.

lost, when all is gone, when no other stay

four charming crayons by Miss Lathbury.
Another capital Christmas'story of school life

Yet (strange contradiction) she had
is by Eleanor Putnam, * Bob’s Breakin In."
a half fancy that it betokened weakness or lack Lovers of art will enjoy Mr. Benjamin’sg paper
+
of some kind in the very content with hich (the XI1Ithof his articles on ** Qur American
) about J. 8. Hartley the sculptor, 1t
he seemed to go about his daily duties, Alas Artists”
hus some good illustrat

women.

for consistency! We preach ardently from the
pulpit on Sunday, and on Monday glance with
quiet contempt on our plodding neighbor, who
can commune with the, daisies by the

wayside,

while there is gold lying untroubled -in desert

have published

Taxidermy.

Company

u volum3

It

(New

entitled

is written

by

York)

Practical

Joseph

H,

Batty, who was the taxidermist for the - Hayden expedition, and who has bad considerable
experience in‘collecting and mounting birds

and animals for exhibition,
~

.

The hook is freely
»

the
the

Peri.” The new Serials promise to be capital,
* Five Little Peppers” is by Margaret Sidney,
and has four beautiful illustrations by Jessie
Mrs.
Curtis. “The Two Homesteaders” is by
Theodora Jenness, whose article

Lewis.

Judd

ions, among
them
(
hirlwind,”
and ** Paradise and

‘much attention.

[

The Orange

famous *

Atlantic on the Indian Territory

‘

:

gulches.”

re-

lief. While any other
hope is left, we
are apt to trust that hope, -and we look
not toward the secret hand by which we
are fed and supported; but when all is

Etta soon

“ bundy-volume

D. Appleton & Co., New York.

back ; I wish to go on a short errand.”
least worthy of thought.
The January Wide Awake comes to us in
The proposal was gladly accepted.
We have spoken of the suggestive nature of
fine array, with enlarged puges, fine paper,
The old man was gone so long that the Miss Douglas’s stories. Here is a quotation shining ink, beautifu
lly printed and stuffed
young man began to get impatient. from puge 58, where Miss Barry’s opinion is with pictures as a Christmas pudding is stuffed
Meanwhile the fish snapped greedily at "given to Jack who after his father’s death stays with plums. It opens with a story by Eliz:
the baited hook, and the young man lost uthome with his grandmother and invalid beth Stuart Phelps, * Us Boys and the other
mother, and is called *“ a good, honest fellow,
Boy,” and hus a frontispiece and three smaller
all his- depressionin the excitement of
;
but no push in him”;
illustrations. Sara E. Chester gives a genuine
pulling them in; and when the owner re- ,. ** She honored him sincerely for giving
up Christmas story, entitled “ Dear Jane,” with

“1 fulfill my promise from the fish youn
cheering, sympathetic word from a coms
panion in the work-room—a meek, gentle have caught to teach you whenever you
see others earning what you need,’ to
woman on the shady side of life, who waste no time in foolish wishing,
but cast
still continues
her stitching on mattress a line for yourself.”—Sel,

covers with the resignation.

The Alpenstock is the title of n small book.

inthe

gested by its perusal which come back to the
mind, inciting it to effort to work out vexed
society problems. “Such a book especially is - Horseback,” by Col. T.

Nor could Mr. Lawrence's

>

antlers, are so plainly described in the book
will find it a helpful guide.
that amateurs:

of sights and scenes in these grandest mountof time.
»
ails of the world, make a volume of dramatic
2. That baptism and the Lord’s Supper are
rites, the observance of which is of great im- pind unusual interest. The price in paper is
portance to the spiritual welfare of all the
only 20 ots.
faithful, and that these rites are so intrusted to
* The Junuary Atlantic opens a new volume
this same perpetual corporation, that in order
that any believer may receive from the obserwith several features that claim special attenvance of them the benefits they are designed to
tion. It has at least sixteen pages more than
confer, they must be exhibited by a ministry
in average numbers heretofore, is printed on
deriving its powers®and functions from the appointment of this corporation.
new and larger type, and also contains the
3. That the whole Christian church or kingtwo opening chapters of “ The Undiscovered
dom of heaven, as Jesus conceived of it, was
Country,” Mr. Howells's new serial story,
intended to present a visible organic unity
under the government of this sacred apostolic
which will run through balf the year or more.
corporation.
~
1
Dr. Holmes contributes a characteristic poem

prayer. A short time before death sealed
her lips she thanked her friends for their ‘ Hope Mills.” It deals with one of the most
kindness to her, and especially her lady important questions at present before the
How shall capital and
physician, a noble-hearted woman, and American people,
labor be
known as the friend of the poor. More results? united to produce for each the best
- The co-operative method is the one
tenderly still did she express her grati- succedsfully employed at Hope Mills. Aside
tude to the companion of her walks, with from the free discussion of this question there
the request that he would accept her little

All boanches of the taxidermist’

art from the preparation of reptiles or the
skinning of a small bird and stuffing the skin,
to the mounting of a buck’s head or a set of

Dillingham,

.

kins Institution for the Blind, South Bos- |
CAST A LINE FOR YOURSELF,
ton,to be educated,and remained there till
‘A young man stood listlessly watching

of this [iw hom she misses sorely, bows with

salvation

rolled from her sightless eyeballs..

‘Bridgman, whose patience, perseverance
and achievements have proved a help to
‘“ Well, now, did you ever catch a fish many of the sightless, and stimulated
without bait P”
|
them to exertion in their various lines of
“Yes,” said he, “I was out last year, work.
Her communion of thought and
and one day when I was fixin’ my line, sympathy was especially helpful to Etta.
the bare hook fell into the water, and the Nor was friendship confined to her own
fool took hold of it, and I drew him in.”
sex ; she found a brother in one of the
‘“ Now, sir,” -said I, I. have often workmen.
He boarded at the same
thought that Satan was very much like a house, they walked together to their
fisherman. He always baits his hook daily labor, made light by pledsant interwith that kind of bait which different course, The ocean was dear to her, and
sorts of sinners like best; but when he she frequently SRE
A
would cateh a profane swearer, he does beach with her friend, charmed
with the
not take the trouble to put on bait at all, play of oars from the boats and the sound
for the fool will always bite at the bare of the waves. One day while standing at
hook.”
:
( the water's edge, a little girl came boundHe was silent. His countenance was ing over the sand, blithe as a bird earolsolemn ; and after a pause, as I turned to ing, und elated with something in her
go away, I heard him say to one standing apron; she stopped in front of these two
by him, *‘ I guess that's a minister.”
r friends ; she opened her treasure and disPP EN
played some pebbles and shells, and then
+0
+9
held them up for admiration, calling out,
LENGTH OF THE DAYS,
** See my shells!” Both were mute.
At London, England,
and Bremen,
*¢ Etta, are you sorry you can’t see?”
Prussia, the longest day has sixteen and
a half hours.
At Stockholm, Sweden, the said her friend, with sympathetic tenderlongest day has eighteen and a half hours. ness. ‘ Why did God make me blind?"
‘We can't tel the why
At Hamburg, Germany,
and
Dantzic, she answered.
Prussia, the longest day has nineteen por the wherefore, Etta, but one thing I do
hours and the shortest five hours. At know; that the blind were the objects of
Borneo, Finland, the longest day has the dear Saviour's tenderness and comtwenty-one and a half, and the shortest passion when he was on earth. We must
two and a half. At Wardhuy in Norway, trust him. *God is his own interpreter,
the day lasts from the 21st of May to the and he will make it plain.’ And perhaps.
23d of July, without interruption; and everything will appear all the brighter to
at Spitzbergen the longest day is three us hereafter.”
The heart knows its own bitterness,
months and a half. At New York, the
longest day, June 18, has fourteen hours and there was a period in this blind girl's
and fifty-six minutes; at Montreal, fifteen life which she would gladly have forgotand a half hours. But the longest day. of ten; when fora brief space she was an
all, though one never seen by a civilized inmate of an insane asylum, Just when
person, is that at the poles where it lasts the poor girl felt her utmost helplessness,
six months, and is succeeded by a night the world appeared cold, unfeeling and
as long.
icy, and with the dread of eating the
bread of dependence her reason became
| dethroned. But her recovery was rapid.
ETTA, THE BLIND GIRL.
For the last few years she appeared very
THE STORY OF A GRADUATE OF THE
happy,and by close application at her sewPERKINS INSTITUTION AT SOUTH BOSTON.
ing machine and with strict economy she
Some weeks ago in this city, a blind saved sufficient to carry her along Wig
girl, named Henrietta Spencer, died from’ business was dull.
She became a gentle, enduring woman,
pueumonia, after a few days’ illness. A
brief sketch of her life will show how a possessing an extraordinary amount of the
brave woman under adverse circumstan- spirit of seli-help, patient purpose, issuing
ces fought courageously a hard battle in the formation of a true womanly charwhile deprived of sight, and supported, acter under the most adverse circumstanherself heroically
and independently. ces, by her example teaching others how
come to-all those who are
Etta, as she was familiarly called by her opportunities
friends and acquaintances, was a native willing to seize and profit by them. She
of Garland, Me. She lost both her parents met with many devoted friends in her
when four years old, and was adopted by brief illness. She was fally resigned to
own child. One day her adopted brother,
in an attempt to amuse his sister, was the
innocent cause of the misfortune that
proved her long sorrow. The boy had a
percussion cap, and, not having a pistol,
placed it on a mound and struck it with a
stone.
:
Little Etta was watching with childish
interest when the cap exploded, a piece
entering one of her eyes, and destroying
the sight. This was not her sole calamity. Shortly after, from the death of her
foster parents, she was again an orphan

- Hiterary” Bebreto,

her hands, und then sat down, while tears

Among

and while mourning her late associate

---0
4-0

the room, sang snatches.ofsongs, clapped

sis.”

said Martha, whose | tive to renewed action. So in like manner the sightless girl toiled on with a

kind, skillful nurse was arranging her
for sleep, Martha said, ¢ God forgive me
for despairing.
Tll never say again,
‘ Who cares?’’—7The Sheltering Arms.

DECEMBER 31, 1879.
wild with delight; she pirouetted round

I was some time since walking upon
the wharf where a fishing boat lay, writes
a Christian traveler, and as I was passing
and repassing, the master was uttering

tears of joy would not let her say more.”

e minutes’ nap: But her head, resting life; earnestly for what may be helps to
ainst

STAR,

4

.

THE MORNING

L}

There

in

a ‘recent

attractedsso

It is illustrated by Robert

are

wany

other

stories

and

oems : ¢“ Fred's Mother,” by Mrs. 8. M. B.
iatt; *¢ Miss Lollipop’s Moods,”’ by M. E. B.;

“ The Frost EIf,” by F, 8. Saltus; * Ned's
Soliloquy,” by

A. G.

Under the Svow,” by
Shoes,” by Amanda

Plympton;

* Children

David Ker; “ Dolly’s
B. Harris; ‘.The Christ

mas Pie,” by Palmer Cox, with two" ef his
jolly illustrations; etc., etc, Boston: D: Lothtop & Co.
3
:
4
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wo

v

*

which can

to die.

*

*

*

0

*

nature

*

More than blest the poet's ¥ision

*

Not to idle dreams and trances,
Length of face and solemn tone,
But to faith in daily striving
And performarce shown.

if we will

but stop a momentto think of it. The
real value of a present, as every one

vital motto, ** Watch and Pray.”

A sen-

tence in the Christian Union touches

up-

on this same aspect: ‘If God does take
partin human life, for the sake of shaping it, and directing it, and utilizing
it, he certainly
does so by controlling
and disposing the individual circumstances and events of life; and it requires an
incessant watchfulness and a sober judgment to interpret the divine mind as expressed in such-forms.”
But we are so
apt to forget that there is a sacredpess
about circumstances.
It is more to the
liking of human pride to entertain a half-

out regard to his present

surroundings,

and, what is of equal importance, without

* regard to keeping the door open to future
insight.

We

often plan our lives

pzebably imagine that no

can

and

circumstances

change the attitude of the soul.

A

person may cling to a certain theory with
no attention to tse things which the morrow reveals to him—this is the prerogative of the mind—but he does it at the
peril of soul-growth. We need not be
afraid of letting the light of each new
day shine into our hearts, for then, seeing

clearly the half-growths, we shall be
willing to nurture the more perfect purposesas the less perfect ones are forgotten inthem.
Lhe good purposes of the
soul are never eliminated but only developed, and this is just as true, although
e nothing more
_ the two forms seem to
rub and the butterin common than the
fly.
Ln
*

»

*

|

Od
>

Golden Rule: ** There should be but
one will with a married couple who
are truly mated, and that should be the
will of both.”
«The moral ruin caused by iniudicing
impure, deceitful, and wicked servants
into families where the/e are children
would 'appall parents could they but
know its extent.”

homes, a revival of business in the

A

tory which enthrill and captivate the people, and yet these sublime passages become as tinkling cymbals when calmly
compared with the simplicity and unobtrusiveuness of words which interpret the
law behind nature and men. Take such

a passage as the following from a recent Boston ~ .onday Lecture:
We are agreed that the highestin each individ
ual is the conscience. We are agreed in our serioue solitude that the highest in history is Christ.
Now I ask: What is the fair inference from these
two propositions ? That the man who means to be
natural, that the man who intends to harmonize
his being with these irresistible powers of the
infinities and the eternities about as, absolutely
must harmonize himself with the highest outcome

of them-—that is, with conscience in himself and

with Christ, man’s climax in history. Task you
to believe nothing as to his deity. His character
may lead you to take his own testimony as to

took

you down

three

years

old,

window

A saloon

keeper,

ness in a place

made, asked
do with the
¢ Oh,” said
T to D, and

having

where

AMIE
10, aged

the

draw

annually

from the budget of the French
Fine Art,

to

dramatic

authors

except one,

and

medica-

I thought I
and

us and with

The saying of Wordsworth

man's

climax

sions will divide the Republican

party!

titute of provisions for weeks,except the scrapipgs of birch bark roots, and

as he could secure

those

who

do

not

enjoy

back, is commending

himself to conserva-.

The

Springfield Republican

gives a

rosy picture of the advance in public sen-

conviction in ‘the Atlanta courts of Nat
fellow. ‘who shot

the black scamp followed
that a few negro because
it.

Soc.

of the
judgsouls are to be

léaves, and

in the forest.

such

With

ax in

a

him about

in an

insulting

a

fashion . and

that such a verdict would have
possible ten years ago. But

Begins

Term Begins August 25,
7, 7679.
Spring
ns Nov.

of

Cowlesville,

N: Y.;

H.

W.

of Johnson & Richardson, cheese manufacturers, at Bast Aurora, N. Y.; Levi Richardson,
of Iowa; Mr. F. L. Richardson, of Brant, N.
Y.; Mr. G. W. Richardson, of Wales, N. Y.;
besides those residing in his immediate vicinity, many of whom, with bis wife, were with
him, and comforted him in his last illness. As
a citizen, he was called to offices of trust, discharging all the «duties devolving upon him
with ability and integrity. LHe experienced
religion
in early life, and was
baptized
by Rev. R. M. Cary, uniting with the West
Concord K. Baptist church at its organization.
He had over 60 years of church life and faith-

-

passer-by stopped and said: * ’Pears to
me your corn is rather small.” ¢ Certainly,” said the boy.
¢Itis dwarf corn.”
“ Bat it looks yaller.” = ¢¢ Certainly, we

been imit ought,

perhaps, to have been expected of a State

>

Not a Drug.

The public have. suffered long
from drug poisoning; and have

afraid of pill aud potion.

enough
become

‘/ Compound

Oxygen” is not a drug,and
does not cureby

the substitution of one disease for another,

as when drugs are taken, but by an’ order-

ly process of revitalization. See what.
heen said before in this paper,

for

our Treatise giving

It will be mailed free.

and

has

send

full information.

Drs, Starkey

Palen, 1112 Girard St., Philadelphia.,

&

Pa.

A Hint to Workingmen.
The Lonest workingmen of the country,
many

of

whom

have

large and

increasing

families to support, have been the chief
sufferers from the great financial pressure

family might be kept together, gave away her
possessions and gave directions about her buri-

al, called her children to her one by one, and
gave them her parting counsel. She sought in
vain for a substitute—a mother to her helpless
little babe of four months—and died not knowing in whose hands it would fall. * Now,” said

she, “I have

family;

am

dene the best I could

tired

and

worn

down;

for my

am

not

afraid to die; the rest looks sweet over on the
other shore; should be glad to live for my fatnily; am in a strait betwixt two, having

a de-

sire to depart, and to be with Christ, which is
far better; .to die is gnin.” She was often heard
singing the Scotch song, ¢‘ But these sights and
these sounds will as nothing be to me, when 1

hear the angels singing in my own countrie.”
The foretaste of the rest that remains, and the
singing of the angels as it echoed over the bat-

tlements of glory on her approach, left a smile

on her countenance, saying to her friends looking at her remains, “ I'have found the rest my

soul longed for and needed.” She was a very
faithful companion and a most devoted mother
~—had acquired the science and art of & successful minister's wife, making much of a little.
Five children are left to mourn the loss of one
of the most thoughtful, wise and devoted
Com.
mothers.
Dea. JouN Horrr died in Lowell, Mass.,
Nov. 27, 1879, in'his 80th year. He was con-

verted and united with the 1st F. B. church in
Dover, N. H., about the year 1831, In 1849 he
was chosen deacon, and “faithfully served the

the

denomination,

our

al

general

Sermons.

A volume of 300 pages, containing twenty-three
different F. Baptist’ Minis.
ters. Price $1.2 including postage.
The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year!
meetings, with their statistics; the names ot al
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account 01 our
literary institutions. obitoaries of deceased min
isters, &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.

. Summer Term begins
Apr. 19, 1880. Summer Term closes June 26. Send
for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
Keb. 2,1

sermons, by as many

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof, JOHN Ful.
LONTON, D. D., Lewisten, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
REEN MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY,
WATERBURY CRNTER, VT.
Courses of study are English, Scientific, and
Classical, Three terms per year of twelve weeks
each.
Board, and rooms
or self-boarding, at
reasonably low rates. Pupils taking the courses
of the lower
ahove the English, have ihe ivi
he influences
Son
, without ‘extra charges.
ro ughout the community are wholesome. Extra
care will be taken in the general culture of the
young. Competent assistants, For further information

ad

8,

;

F. GARVIN,

The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and ev
Christiars
would be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage
3 ets.

Minister's

A. B., PRINCIPAL.

N. H. Three te: 18 per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of
Sept., Dec., and M arch. -J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants.
‘Students fitted for busi ness
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. S. Tasker, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, July 30, 1879.
ST

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

Taylor Co., West Virginia.
This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advanta.
es. For particular information, send for a circu.
r to Rev. W COLEGROVE, LL. D., President.

ARSONFIELD
Scientific

nice paper, for the records

of study for both

Board, including

room

Winter term Nov.

25.

rent,

Biographies or
- Geo. T.Day,
William

sexes.

from $2 to $2.50

per

AYES,

Sec. Trustees.

or

15,

“

02

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel.
lent book for all who would ‘search the Seriptures.” Twenty-two lectures ou the most important points of Bible

study,

1.00; postage,

9

ots.

Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last tew
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
cts. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred,
On Denomination, which contains
ical statement, avd a brief notice of

ELIHU

au historour doc-

trinal basis.chureh polity ano institutions,
On Faith & Covenant 18 a confession of 17 articles of faith and w desirable church covenant.
Printing Establishment is a brief historical
statement, &c. Pubnehed hy order of the Gen
eral Conference, and fr gratwtous disterbution.

W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio

estion Books

WONDERFUL Works of Jesus,

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi
ness, scientific schools or the be st cell
J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal. For further
principal,

”

05

»

70

Lectures

Address; D. M. BENNER, A. B,, Principal.

the

a

nT

-

are tor adults and children.
LESSONS tor Every sunday, ,18, postage ,02
STORY of Jesus.
nd,
te
S02

ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil
ton, Muscatine Co., Towa. This Institution
is in an unusual flourishing condition with a much
increased attendance. Prepares Students for ColElective
lege, Normal Institution a specialty,
studies, Music and Drawing, receive speeial atthorough.
Location
tention.
Religious
and
healthful. Expenses moderate. Send for Cata.

address

-

Burr,

Sabbath School

.

For further information address the Principal.

articulgrs,

Price

05 »
”
Daniel Jackson, - - -_B0
04 ”
*
John Stevens, - - - - 50
Christian Baptism
a book of 113 pages, Price’ 25 cts.; postage:
| cents.

Tuition
week. Rooms from $2 to $4 per term.
and room rent free to thos: preparing for the
ministry.
Summer term begins May 6; Fall term Sept. 2;

logue.

of the church.

$3,00, including postage.

SEMINARY.

course

al

for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers,
Sabbath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Members, and abont 200 pages of very

Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with competent
assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical

and

Manual.

t issued,
designed especially for
isters.
Da
for all’ church int og It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty ‘different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten ‘or a dozen
different mestigs ; Formulas and Suggestions.
Tke Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well aisanged; stating in fl fteen
ages all the important, parliamentary,
8 of deeather, 7
iberative bodies. Price, Flexible
cents;
Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
Church Records
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables

ORTHWO®D SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College ce
courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific-

Richardson and P. C. Richardson, of the firm

re-

Fall

Winter Term be,

tiful surroundings,
was secured for himself and
family.
He was early identified with the dairy
interest, and was the manufacturer of the celebrated Hamburg cheese; so famous from western New York.
He was one of the largest
manufacturers of maple sugar in this part of
the country; it is estimated that from his sugar
orchard nearly one hundred tons of sugar were
Produced by
him.
He was a man widely
nown and highly esteemed. He raised a large
family of sons and daughters, to whom he was
strongly attached.
Among them was Hon. D.
Richardson,

Ministry of

each.

1879.

Term

R&S

M. Richardson, of Detroit, Mich.; Rev. A. M.

francs

of 10 weeks

hand, acre afer acre of the sturdy forest disappeared,
and through untiring energy and perseverance a large farm was ¢ Phi up and im-

proved, and thus a pleasant home, with beau-

and

by

usages 10 churehsbuilding. Iv 18 publiehed
by anthority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
Lage, 1 oent.
Butler's Zheolony
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal theology, and the author's. views
are those generally accepted by the denominauon.
$1.60 postage, 13 cents,

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Hampton, N. H..
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph,
D. Butler's Commentary
ht associate teachers. Regular
the same author,—Protf.J. J. Butler, con.
or both sexes. Connected withn | tainsby two
volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
the Institution 1s the -best commercial college i
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It 18 ao
Best
New England.
Tolegraphy a specialty.
cellent
help
for Sabbath schools and family
Xpenses
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
ading.
$1.0); postage, 12 cents,
grade.
Four
terms
less than in any other of like

before,

Pec. 30, 1795, came to New York State in 1815
from Huberton, N. H., where he had resided
for a few years, walking the whole distance to
the place of his late residence, near Morton’s
Corners, bringing his entire effects in a pocket
handkerchief.
Arriving at his place of destination,he had ten dollars in money with which
to start in life, in the forest, as there was not
an acre of cleared land within five miles of the
lace which he selected for his future home.
¢ endured many privations and hardships incident to pioneer life. He related that during
the celebrated cold season of 1815, he was des-

A small boy was hoeing
corn by
the
roadside, up near Bethel, Indiana, when a

reviled Anderson’s mother. The
fice for our guidance is a platitude to finally
Atlanta Constitution is moved to remark

‘rates
discourising
iment after death when,

Germanflats,

4, 1879, aged 83 vears, 11 months and 5 days.
‘The deceased was born in Newport, Mass..

been

pra’rs.”

Meanwhile Senator Bayard, by vigorously pressing his resolutions for the repeal
of the legal-tender quality of the green-

Anderson, a white

plain rules and a few simple instincts suf-

in

The - Christian Union goes on the principle of giving credit where creditis due:
such a record, and few were so widely known,
the crab up the stairs
at the rate of a
It would seem that the average Ameri- ‘mile a minute.
To a crab such a rate of and so highly esteemed and appreciated among
A. F. BRYANT.
can politician can never learn that courage speed must have appeared something un- his acquaintunces.
is politic. The Republican leaders in the usual.
MRS. ADRIANNA TARBOX, wife of Rev. M.
: H. Tarbox, died in Burnham, Me., Aug. 12,
Senate are reported to be, with one ex“ Sambo, Parson Jonsing says dere’s 1879, aged 41 years. At twelve she began to
ception—Senator Morrill, of Maine—in nuffin’ borned’ ceptin’ for a good pu’pose; wear
the yoke of Christ, was baptized by Rev,
favor of ignoring the financial recom- now how kim dat yer tatar bug in de A. Hutchinson,
and united with the Freewill
mendations of the President and Secretary worl?’
* G'long, Clem, how yo’ specs I Baptist church at Sabattisville. In her first
of the Treasury, not because the present knows? I ain’t ’quainted wid the family!” sickness a conviction came that death was near,
anomalous condition of affairs really is “ Jesso, Sambo, but den you ’'m unac- and she began at once ‘‘to set her house in
asked her husband to pray for her
satisfactory or seems safe to any one, but quainted wid the Lor’, too, an’ yet you's ord®r,”
preparation for that event, selected the cemebecause they are afraid financial discus- mighty liberal ob info’mation to 'm in yo’ tery in which to be buried, requested that her

timent towards a humanitarian standpoint in one of the Southern States:
The advance which Georgia has‘ made
dream; and if we are scientific, if we are in earnest, if we are men and women, and not dreams or in tole!
n and an impartial
administra* fools, it is time for us to seek similarity of feeling ‘tion of law was illustrated
ted in the recent
within

died

CAPTAIN JEREMIAH RICHARDSON died at
his residence in Concord, Erie Co., N. Y., Dec.

tive financial men throughout the country as a man of rare courage of convicthe present regarding the whole topic from the tions, not afraid to avow them
‘¢ But it looks
though planted the yeller kind.”
point of view of mere reason. I gaze back across they endorse those of a politically oppos- .as if you wouldn't get more than half a
the
that
say
I
and
climax,
man’s
the centuries to
ed administration and differ from those crop.” ¢ Of course, not,” said the boy.
climgx ‘within us, and the climax without us, of a large fraction of his own party.
|
We planted her on shares.”
to the

with the God
without us.
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J. L. Phillips,
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Board,
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per week.
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to A. A, MOUL
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$2 to
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to 75 cents a week.
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arship for Commercia: couise, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,
‘D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

or on
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- the books.

Send your

orders to

I. D. STEWART,

Dover, N. H.

For sale also by
f
FAIRBANKS & Co., 46 Madison St., Chicago,Ill.
PENFIELD & CoO., Hillsdale, Mich.
" D.
Mass.

Hillsdale, Mich.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better condi. |
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With th ree carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue. |
address
the Principal.

LotHROP

&

CO.,

82Franklin St..Boston,

{

IRVING B. SMITH.

YNDON

INSTITUTE.—J.

8.

BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent
sistants.
Winter term begins December, 2, 1879.
Spring term
beging March 9, 1830.

LITERARY

as-

large revolver, pointed it at the head of ful labors. He was a subscriber for the MornStar from the commencement of its publithe collector and hoarsely asked: ‘“ Won't ing
all term begins August 24, 1880.
cation.
In a record kept by him itis found
you pass me?” = Perfectly unmoved, the. that. including money given to Rev. David A first-class school. Three complete conrses of
Dutchman said: ¢ Oh! no.
We eats dem ‘Marks und to carry on Christian work, and by
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English an d
Classical.
Send for Catalogue.
Address,
tings here.
Two tollars, plegge.”
adding the interest, the whole would amount
:
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & T'reas.,
to nineteen thousand dollars, His house has
Lyndonville, Vt.
A Bridgeport cat was in the cellar one been from the commencement of his religious |
day, and seeing a crab went up to examine
life a home forsministers and Christians of all
WW HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—This Institution
it. A moment more the cat was helping denominations.
Few men have lived with
is one of the largest and best in the State.

many points of doctrine which he taught; but, for

point to the same duty of self-surrender
universal haymonization
moral law, requiring
with the divine ought, reverberating in the intonations ‘of the unseen from all quarters approachable by the human faculties. ‘We have been born;
we can not escape from existence; we are here
awake or asleep, and one day shall cease to

has

postage, 9 cents.

The Treatise
containg a brief statement

principal, with e
courses of stud

was

e was a reader of the Morning Star for forty

busi-

he, drawing

She

years.
He was the last but one of 11 children,
and had been blind 10 years. Oh, may the living prepare to meet their God.
RUTH GIFFORD.

ceive a cent.—7'he Parisian.
A Dutchman, the proprietor of a Colorado line of stages, was collecting $2 apiece
from the passengers, by way of fare.
All
had paid

Me.

her piety

age, with a hope of meeting those gone

like-

not

TEMPLETON died in Milo, Me., Dec.
21 years and 7 months.
In early life

Herkimer Co., N. Y., in the 73d year of his

mouth

do

and

W. T. SMITH.

WILLIAM

He be-

3,857,930

cold

his wife and four children

permanent in principle: and purpose.
It supported her in her last sickness, which was very
severe, but she endured it with patience, trusting in her Redeemer for strength.
Her loving
and amiable disposition won her friends wherever she went, but she has passed on to meet
mother, sister and brother, and together they
are waiting on the shining shore to greet her.
None but the pure in heart shall see God. That
was her aim in life.
F. A. PALMER.

lieves the mouth of the river may be regularly reached from Russia and America,
and with a view to this end proposes the
establishment of life-boat and hospital
stations on the Siberian shore.
When Senator Thurman found a bouquet
on his table as he entered the Senate, the
other day, he said to Senator Eaton, who
will also retire from office next March,
Eaton, they have already begun decorating our coffins.” Eaton sald he believed
that was so.—Peck’s Milwaukee Sun.
It is an eloquent fact that while painters, sculptors, engravers, architects, composers, musicians,
actors, singers and
dancers

came and took him over the

F. Baptist church at Biddeford,

establishment

of the river Jenisei in’ Siberia.

grumbling.

for Missions, or any

she gave her heart to God, and united with the

A Berlin dispatch states that Professor
uf a regular navigation line to

without

ever loved it and its work, and

a friend what he had better
old sign, ‘¢ Trunk Factory.”
the friend, ‘just change the
it will suit you exactly.”

“Tordenskjold advocates the

money

:

sky

had

till

other relatives to mourn their loss, hoping to
meet again in the better land.

chawings.—

trunks

member

He was firm and stable as a rock,so
his pastors,as well as others, knew

river, leaving

a few

started

for

senger Death

had

some of the fruit, but is aw

of eight

brother was sick some length of time, but wus

be

who

for

ly as not to pelt you with the
Jersey City Journal.

coun-

medicine,

not

LINE

patient and resigned to God’s will till the mes-

It is so in politics, business and everywhere else in life.
The man whom you
boost up the tree not only forgets to toss

on hand, remember the inscription on the
tombstone of a well-meaning citizen who
I

must

PER

Whete to find him in times of war as well as
of peace, prosperity, or adversity.
Our dear

to

pd : * Mother, look how sore the poor

Let the financial doctors at Washington, who have sv many currency schemes

would be better.
here I am.”

little boy,

been looking out the

The politicians, with a few notable exceptions, are afraid of touching the financial question. Some of the very ones
who have been known to express doubts
as to the structure of the President's backbone are now in precious need of that
same physiological necessity themselves.

to excessive

question

Spiriaslly,

asked

cated.
that all

minutes at a beautiful red sunset, exclaim-

but are

The St. Louis Globe-Democrat tries
help them out after this manner:

This

CENTS

cents;

CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
tory, Normal, Classi
Maine. College Pre;
cal, Scientific courses 0 study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low. Fall term
Yopins Aug. 18, 1879. Winter term begins Nov.
3, 1879. Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1880. Sum.
mer term begins Apr. 1, 1880. Anniversaries,
atalogue address K. Bachel+
June 17, 1880. For
der, A. M. Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
Pittefield, Me., Aug. 2, 1879.

benevolent object, he never stopped to debate
it, but immediately gave what
he thought to
be duty. He had u great love for the church
and denomination of his choice, and for the
Morning Star, which he took for many years.
Its principles he heartily endorsed and advo-

Free Press.

The Congregationalist mentions a distinction that can be appropriately remembered the year round:
«Jt is one thing: to be glad,” said
a Boston preacher in an
excellent
sermon
preached
on Thauoksgiving
day,
‘‘and perhaps quite another to
be thankful,” We are glad to have happy

tion: *“ I was tolerably well;

When

answered too hastily. Let us consider
whether we can rob him most effectually
as a citizen, an alien or a ward.—Eimire

The Christian raises a warning voice:

try, and a good place to work;
we thankful for these things?

Times.

FOUR

a consistent and worthy

ly as- well

‘Love is an internal transport!” exclaimed an enthusiastic poet. ‘So is a canal.
bas. said a practical
old forwarding merchant.
.

York

of

A. L. Mowe.

AINE

death.
His uniform Christian life was such
that none brought an accusation against him at
any time. He never shrank from known duty,
but was always ready to do his part, temporal

‘‘ How is your husband this afternoon,
Mrs. Jones?” ‘ Why, the doctor says as
how as if he lives till this morning,he shall
have some hopes of Lim, but if he don’t he
must give him up.”
* Is the Indian a citizen?” asks the New

i

bor)

The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ve the rise and progress of this
body ot
| Christians in New York, till the time of
r
ion
with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00,
The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
1 of every session, and the
hound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sescions. 75

Educational.

VERSES are inadmissible,

tinued

sent

learn to fan a young lady so as not
muss her bangs.—Cleveland Herald.

rate

grace, and we trust now sing with the an-

a

JouN DoLLy died in Gray, Me., Dec. 18,
1879, aged 88 years.
The deceased experienced religion and united with the F. B. church
in Gray nearly 50 years ago, of which he con-

It takes a gentleman about three years to

GLANOES AT THE PAPERS.
« The world over,” say the Alliance,
*¢ the amiable offender is the most exas-

had fallen a victim

There are wonderful passages in ora-

words.

them to mention the fact.— Puck.

he should be above them, should make ance, in the use of sanctified common
them his slaves and not himself be a slave sense obtained by devout study of God's
to them. There is something of truth in Word, can engage in business pursuits of
all this kind of talk, but it tends to ob- the largest or the littlest kind, and mainscure that infinitely larger truth that cir- tain his integrity not only, but his spircumstances are of God, and that it is pre- ituality.”

his life with-

at ‘the

char-

were

X

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that CASH- should accompany the copy

Mr. Wendell Phillips thinks that newspapers oughtto be abolished, and requests

in the intonations of the unseen”, etc.

perating offender.”

dollars

|e

from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$0.75; postage, 10 cents.
.

member of Mrs. Morey’s Sabbath-s<hool
lass, and early showed signs of devotion to
hrist. ‘Though young in years, she was rich

|

a ator

to Ireland from New York during November through the Irish Emigration Society.
:
A statistician computes that 2,500,000
watches and 4,000,000 clocks are annually
turned out in different parts of the world.

The. Christian Weekly has no doubt
defined belief in the ignobleness of listening to the voice of circumstances. A about it: *“ But a Christian man, with
man should conquer his circumstances, daily earnest prayer for the Divine guid-

sumption in man to order

whose

‘

@bitwaries.

PARAGRAPHS,
Thirty-five thousand

There is certainly something in words
like these
which we have quoted from
give on the part of the person making
‘| Whittier and Socrates, beside which the
the present. Hence, the cold and repul- paragraph from Mr. Cook seems cheap ; and
sive formality of so many presents because this notwithstanding, and perhaps partly
they are the mere result of convention- for the very reason that, it contains such
al begging.
ear-catching words and phrases as ¢ thesé
*
*
».
irresistible powers of the infinities and the
eternities
”, *‘ climax”, * self-surrender”,
Watchfulness and insight are both essential to every-day life; to observe the ‘“ universal harmonization”, *‘reverberat-

circumstances in the middle of which we
areput and to interpret them. And
where is there such an interpreter as
prayer ? Thus we come around to the

ure. .

acter and life give assurance that they
will earry these principles into effect.

knows, is in the spontaneous desire to

ing

Youers, and all ata very slight{expendi-

it must continue to have a bold, pos-

| its candidates mustbe men

at the Charles St. church where be | sively need

Soni: postage oun. Vroer mectngs

itive and progressive platform, consisting
of principles to which the best conscience
of the party and the country adheres, and

And without with tireless vigor,
Steady heart and weapon strong,
In the power of truth assailing
Every form of wrong.

There is something incongruous in be-

ing asked to make a present,

ure,

Earnest toil and strong endeavor
Of a spirit which within
Wrestles with familiar evil
And besetting sin,

*

se

inspite of the fact that the Democrats had
used their little opportunities zealously to
draw the censure of the country” upon
themselves and their party.” The Republicans have now one more epportunity to
place themselves right before the country,
and they can do so only by recognizing the
controling force ofthe great principles on
which public faith and
justice
rest.
Thanks to the President and his faithful
counselors, the Republican
party has
taken. no backward step during his administration. To insure success in the fut-

*

less in the world.”

of the

Besides,

lost ground wholly in 1878,—and all this

Not to ease and aimless quiet
Doth that inward answer tend,
But to works of love and duty
As our beings end,—

you may be sure that there is one rascal,
*

outward nature taught,—

Light and wisdom as from heaven
To the seeker came,

would do well to listen to Carlyle:
+t Make yourself an honest man, and then

values

Speaking of the coming Presidential
contest, the Boston Advertiser remarks :
But there are issues staked upon this canvass of vastly greater moment then mere
personal preferences. = The Republican
party has passed through a season of
abasement. After the election of 1872 it
fell into
great discredit. It was roundly
defeated in 1874; it achieved only a partial victory in 1876 ; it did not recover the

Of a calm and waiting frame

Not a few of those who entertain elaborate plans for reforming the world

the total taxable

mile for the children of ex-slaves down
here. »

Only in the gathered silence

those whicli they really have.”

under which we have labored for the last

provision for educating
any class than is

*

«t men are vainer of those qualities which
they fondly believe they have than of

church as such for about fifteen years,
al ways
apes
nl Series, for or both a adults
a good, reliable mem ber, snd oneHo waa
P
few ' years: * Diminished wages have not
burdon-besrers.
.
He
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for
4
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time
in
$50
children,
are
printed
monihix,at therate.of
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For || ;J°viii’be
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Proc
workingman needs. Rents, fuel, food, and several weeks before he passed away, he was 8 | men In advance.
Drscontinned
a
clothing, are cheaper, but these do not great sufferer. He was ready
to
I | pires. Sample
copies sent free.
;
constitute all his neeessities. It is somereba ver Lol ve
Ln
mod
times necessary for him to employ a lawyer rp
H
Book, exten:
sively used. Large book.in
$1.00; Morocor a physician, yet the fee rates of physihad
worshiped
so
long,
which
was,
done,
co.
$1.10;
Morocco
Gilt,
1.57;
Galt,
2.00,
cians and lawyers are as high as they were Words of consolation were spoken upon the Postage § cents each.
mall, Morocco,
cts;
in ¢ flush ” times. Yet cheap medicines are occasion by the
postage
4
cents,
, from the words of the
as necessary as cheap rents or fuel. Cheap apostle, *
is swallowed up in vietory. | Te Racred Melody
*
medicines are not necessarily poor medi- O death, where is thy sting? O grave, where mW
small book o 3% hymns and severs!.
Hoitt was a worthy
cihes. It must be obvious to every intel- is thy victory?” Bro.
es]
or
prayer
.
Christian man,a kind father and husband, s
ligent person that medicines, compounded
and put up at whdélesale, can be sold at a respected citizen, He leaves a widow, one Choralist
and five sons, who feel most deeply
much lower rates than when retailod from daughter
A few copies left, cents 20, Postage 6 cents
their loss, which is his gain.
the doctor’s pill bags.
Dr. Pierce's GoldThe Book of Worship
E. W. RICKER.
en Medical Discovery and Pleasant Purgaonly a fow S0pies left, All gilt edge, $1.00.
MABEL BATCHELDER, daughter of Asa and
.
ce!
.
tive Pellets have completely restored perSarah Batchelder, of Lancaster, died Nov. 12.
sons who had spent hundreds of dollars in She was 18 ‘years, 4 months and 8 days old. The History of the Freewill Baptists
vainly seeking relief from private practi- Born and always living in Lancaster, she was
covers the first halt century o! our existence

the

Georgia supports schools for the blacks
in every county, gives $8000 yearly to
their university (they have five colleges
built or under way in Atlanta), and it is
the pardonable boast of the Atlanta Constitution that no city or State makes better

‘Or the sage’s thought.

when he declared that

*

More than

that

State fell off about $1,000,000.

But his earnest spirit needed
©

Whatever else may be said of Voltaire,
he certainly showed unusual insight into

human

Foperty valuation to $5,182,398, al-

Even as the great Augustine
Questioned earth and sea and sky,
And the dusty tomes of learning
And old poesy.

1 will not wake the sleeping lyre;
1 will not strain the cords of thought:
The sweetest fruit of all desire
Comes,its own way, and comes unsought.
*

their

though

And, to the utmost of my power, I exhort

* Mr.
William
Winter sings, of ‘¢ The §
Golden Silence” after this manner :

show

oes have added 89,309 acres to their
ssessions within a year and increased

Early hath life’s mighty question
Thrilled within thy heart of youth,
With a deep and strong beseeching :
WHAT and WHERE is TRUTH ?

:

tion is a sort of ingratitude.”
*

the official : ures

Or this from Whittier:

The keen-witted Frenchman, Rochefoucauld, discovered the fact that ¢ to
make too much haste to return an obliga*

we

all other men to do the same. And, in return for
your exhortation of me, I exhort you also to take
phrt in the great combat, which is the combat of
life, and greater than every other earthly conflict.

*

Philosophy is the guide of life just so
far as ope is waster of philosophy.
*

their merits, says:

Now I, Callicles, am persuaded of the truth of
these things, and I consider how I shall present
my soul whole and undefiled before the judge in
that day. Renouncing the honors at which the
world aims, I desire only to know the truth; and
to live as well as I can, and, when the time comes,

only be learned from re-actionary moods.
*

31, 1879.
-
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now ready to fill orders for the
which contains the calendar and
denominational statistics.
It
than this; it gives the annual

reports of the Foreign Mission,
Home
Mission, and Education Societies, also the
report of the Financial Secretary, which

is mostly statistical, showing what each
church and each State has done for the
above causes during the year, and so
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not only a Register but altogether it is a
YEAR=BOOK.
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The old price of the Register'has always
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pages, embracing
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It is able, literary and profifty-third volume.
All communications, should be adgressive.
dressed to Dover, N. H.
2.50
Terms per year «
=
2.90
REET
TT
i
Postage is paidby the publisher.

Whe Little Star and Niyrile
are Sabbath.school papers, princed alternate
beautifully illustrated
ks, on superior
paper,r,
oth papers are of de e same gize, but the LITTLE
STAR ie for an older class of reasers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms : single copy, each, «
305 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, 95 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time expires, and no commission Allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free.

THE

ISSUE,

An Address before the Iowa Yearly Mout}
by
Rev. O. E. Baker, upon the issues
between
;
tists and Pedo-Baptists; between KEvange
Baptists and Campbellites; and between Free and
Close Baptists nu n the Communion Question.
tion.
Price 10 Cents.
Address R. A. COATS, Mitch.
ell, Iowa, or REV, 0. E. BAKER, Wateriao,
Iwa.
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Music

22

praise

New Year 4 N

E

100

Moral

vs.

association

profligate

116,

137,

140

Numbering Israel 233 Need of the hour 348
CONMUNICATIONS.
Our country’s need 60 Old and new 212 Our
A persecuted people 10 Anti-slavery remin- | returned missionary 316 Our denominational
iscence 17 Appreciating veterans 41 An” expe- centennial 388 Open field 404
Probation

178

Brittania

73

Education

teapot 314

of laymen

Ed

Soc

412

Experience

and

Ask &c 30
gingerbread
my brother’s
A flat 246 A
Bitter nut

After Christmas 6 A lesson in

FAMILY CIRCLE.
Awful tempers 78 Arithmetic of
160 A mother's lessons 168 Am I
keeper 214 A caterpillar story 232
tired mother’s victory 358
102 Bostonian 174 Boy’s sermon

174 Bob's dinry 294 Brave Major
son 384 Boy's leisure hours 398

131

334 Baron’s

Carried his own bundle 70 Church bells 94
Christianity in Am and Britain 118, 134, 142,
150, 158, 166, 174, 182 Child-dike 158 Charley’s
chance 318 Conspiracies 350 Chronometer of
God 398 Corny’s Christmas 414
Deacon’s story 166 Disobedient chicken 302
Dust and ashes 358 Delaware and Iroquois
Indians 390
Everything went wrong 398 Etta 422
For thine is the power 62 The Blacksmith 86
The powder-play 158 Five little stitches 174
Fanny Hilton’s heathen 3(2
Good tor nothing 38 Goud advice 134 Grandmother’s birthday 240
Hark’s preaching 22 Hostler’s story 406
Home of Tom Thumb 406
Is it well 30 I wish he had lived 270
Jackets abroad 6, 14, 22
Kearney’s promise 33 King Alfred’s lantern
62 Heart’s ease 134 Katie’s long night 190 Kissing better than scolding 190
d
Little brown tag 70, 302 Love for love 214
Lan of the Mohicans
222 Lost gun-fittings

testimony

practical considerations

238 Ques-

Y M C asso 164,356 Y M echoes 230

For Christ's sake 1 Forgiven 9 Feed my
. Sheep 18 F B in Dover 52 Family reunion 76
Face to face 106 Free communion con 113 For‘giveness 170 Fathers and sons 201 From the
gallows 315 Future punishment 330 Family

reading 885 Few

212

Week of prayer 4 Work and pay 12 Working men’s savings60 Wrong impressions 172
What is the field 244 Wishes and wishes 412

retribution 237, 243 Ed Soc 393 Eng Bap Union
418

Public

132 Prayer-,

284

Even benevolence 164
Educational 201, 258,
266 Early breeze from the ocean 227 Endless
361

unbelief 44

Q M clerk’s duties. 220 Questions

Baptist history 346, 354, 362,"378 Baptism and
the Lord’s supper, 236, 258, 266, 274, 370, 378,
394, 402, 410, 411 Better do something 362
Bates 364, 412 Beginning right 377 Burmal’s
tiger 390
“Consistency in temperance work 2 * spiritual things 9 ** temporal things 25 Christian giv
ing 33 Consistency 588 Christ baptized 105
Chureh discipline 82, 90, 98, 418 Christian
growth 122 Consistency 122
Criticism 129
Chris, courtesy 130 Cure for drunkenness 146
Concerning dreams 161 Chureh extension 186
Care for the young 209 Chicago 235, 241 Coming
in his kingdom 241, 249 Chautauqua 370 Ch
- discipline 394, 402 Come and see 3338 Ch fellow
ship 394 Characters in travel 401, 409
Domestic thraldom 34, 42, 58, 113, 130, 146,
154, Deeper acquaintance 41 Divinity of Christ
106 Darwinism 138 Duty to missions 146 Decline of piety 155 Doctrinal doubts 177 Dot and
Daisy 202 Debts 266 Denominationalism
at
Chautauqua 273 Denominationul literature 282
Dean Stanley on baptism 853 Dead line in

ministry 385
Explanation

of

tion that will not down 268
Russian situation 164 Reform 182 Rev C
Purington’s case 396 Reasoning together 404
Rev J Phillips’ death 404
2
8 8 reporter 4 Sensational preaching 36 Some
HM
needs 44 Sunday evening concerts 68
Socialism 116 Second veto 162 Smith George
252 Sunday Question 348 Significant and hopeful 356 System or no 330 Selected articles
380
Treatment of insane 52
Tenements
and
homes 76 The personal antidote 92 Theoretical
credulity 156 The church and missions 196
Truth greater than men 204 To be alive 220
Two foundation books 276 The devil’s fun 824
Thanksgiving 372 Two cases of clericalism
372 Taught by experience 420
A
Unknowable 316 Unspeakable words 364
Veto of army bill 148 Vehicle and freightage

I

Blue ribbon Con 43 Baptismal regeneration
b0 Baptisteries 57 Benevoleat funds 97 Bro.
Curtis’ appeal 121 Believe 138 Best seats for
best clothed 154 Baptist Union of Scotland 161

Being a missionary

Phases

meeting manners 132 Political situation
Prayer-meeting 252 Ponca Indians 396

403

Fifty cents a member 418
Grande Ligne Mis 34 Gift of Holy Ghost 58
Gleanings of travel 156 Great missionaries of
Europe 171, 187, 263, 219, 237, 259, 275, 291.370,
387 Graduating exercises 249 Gone 315 Good
work and salvation 418
Hopgr
to whom 17 Home
Miss Treas 33
Home®nd S 8 43 Herd’s grass 49, 65; 89, 113
Hand in your letters 130 Hereditary descent
154 Harder than bard work 210 Hillsboro 269
Home protection manual 321 How much give
385 Humility—pride 402
Inner life 49 Immoral influence of church
154 Ideals 162 Influence 170 Inspiration of the
Bible 228 In a hammock 236 Indian Falls 253
Is it tenable 395, 403, 411

Man’s strength weakness 46 Making the best

62 Michaels triangle 94 Mother ioose 142 Max
Jessie’s sin 50 Jottings from N Y 105 Joan of "262 Miss Ruth's eXPerians 310 Mind in a
Are 107 John
papers 143, 159, 407 Johnson hill broken body 318
Morning-glory 326 Men’s
252 Jesuitism
Jottings from Boston 369
names 326 Miss Shipley’s thanksgiving 374
Keeping the Sabbath 10 Knowing too much
on Vining to do 214 Nat’s prayer 334 No friends
evil 315 King Thee Baw 394
Old meeting-houses 46 On the verge 54 Only
Letter of Facts 4 Life concealed 65 Little by
little 66 Lowell club 73 Literary and impulsive
fifieen 278 Qil on the waters 286 Out in the
rain 342
113 Laberty or license 133 Little children 250
Petting the tiger 198
Labor and compensation 314 Life insurance
322, 854 Love of Kindred 386 Leaving the
oS oun brought to justice 110 Quiet house

chureh 402
My position 5 Making

3
the Worst

198

of

it 25

Red balloon 6 Rag-bag party 78 Rescue of J
Wesley 182
Spool family 6 Something for plain girls 190
Sammy Snapple 254 Spider and butterfly 254

Ministers’ salaries 73 * My saryant Dore” 1065
Ministerial fellowship 114 Man’s moral change

131 Marriage relation 186 Main St ch 239 Marcy

Sociuble rooms 302
i
Two wides of a story 118 The girl to get 134
Talking ¢hip 174 The condemned sentinel 206

Avenue church Maine 8 8S 377 Moody and San.
key 385 Miss Helper 385
Nebraska 9,52 N E FB asso 148 Notes 210,
313, 361 New Mis epoch 258 Newmarkec 269

XN Carolina 269 N H 3 8S Asso 361

ove

New

Two young heroes Tommy 270 The melancholy
of the age 334 Three children 358 That dreadful boy 366
Unconscious farewells 46 Unconscious sermon 350
J
Value of little things 366
;
Wharf merchant 86 What the saw did 222
What Trot didnt get 294 Whittling school - 350
Witches’ night 366
Young merchant 102 Young ourang-outang

Songs

%

Our salvation nearer 1 Odds 83 Objects of
charity 74 Our home work 121 “Our weak
churches 220 One lack 255 Odds and ends 266

She sermon or two 314 Our

educational

work

uel

Pustorless ehurches 4 Public men 34 Preaching gospel 50 Preaching an srt 73 Primary and
‘secondary. 74 Politiciens of Mich 81 Probation

178 Pocket diary 186 Pray for him 210 Piety
:

Recollections 10, 58, 90, 98, 131] 138, 202, 242,
282 Railway in India 74 Reflections on Chris.
unity 81 Reproved 82 Rutherford 115 R I Asso
169 Rights 194 Rio Grande 205 Religion® and
childhood 250 Round lake 312 Reminiscence—
Round trip 854 Romanism 369 Revivals 386

- Rev C Purington’s case 396 Register for 1880,
412.

Second coming of Christ 10, 18,26 Superan-

uation 26 Sunday periodicals 66 Stray thoughts
66 Storer Col 116, 129, 189 Sources of unseltishness 130 Self-sacrifice 146 Saving faith’ 154
Strengthen things which remain I86 Sabbath
day’s journey 188 8 W Penn 197 Student
preaching
Spiritual jewels 228 St Johns-

bary 231, 253 Savage religion 242 Summer days
on the lakes 273, 281 Sabbath by

the

lake

274

Six principle Baptists 330 Sewing 66
Theological rooms 4' Thoughts 10 Temper=
ance 26, 42, 115, 345 Truth expressed 50
The

man for the room 89 The religion of giving 90
The third president 122 The early Cpristians
122 Then and now 132 True greatness 138 Tol-

eration

145 Travel

sketches
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Theory

vs,

practice 102 Travel sketches 169, 185 Two ques-

tions 170 The inscrutable things 178 Theo
dent’s faith 193 Teloogoo King

stu-

218 Temperance

and theological schools 235 The promise fulfilled 257 That worm hole 258 The centennial 277
Tendency of the Bible 314 Theism 362 The
heresy 370 Thanksgiving in history 377 Test of
character 394 Timely example 401 The way
and will 418
i
Up. higher 298
Voice from South 25, 34 Value of church
life 250 Vacation notes 235 Visit to Mt Washington 328
hy not now 1 Woman’s work 33 West
Notes 28, 36, 44, 52 What is the reason 58
Work 66 What can we do with them 105 What
to read 81 Wayside sketches 82, 146 What is
the church 98 Woman at work 99 Where are

the nine 106 Wall ‘of defense

121 Words

122

‘Who can depose from the ministry 132 Work
helpers 242 Woman’s Mis Soc 257 Woman suffrage 265 Whitefield 269 Weak hearts 306 Weak
churches 322 Waifs from Lewiston 345 Where
is our Arthington 346 Woman of this world
386 Where is your heart 394
,
Year’s work 26
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EDITORIAL—230, 238, 244. 252, 260, 268,
284, 292, 300, 308, 316, 324, 329
ENGLISH-201, 209, 217, 313
GERMAN--241, 249, 265. 304
INDIA==17, 129, 153, 185, 235, 260, 297,
369, 409
MAINE—40, 203
NEw YORk—1, 57, 177, 198, 209, 227,
264, 281, 304, 312, 828, 385
ORCHARD BEACH—264, 273
ROUND THE WORLD=218, 228, 242, 266,
290, 306, 385, 391, 399
RHODE ISLAND—193
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305, 813, 821, 846
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EDITORIAL.

Abolitionist old guard 52 Advice wanted 76
As other people see us 132 A ‘potent element
592 A great ‘work 840 A strange view of

Christ 348
.
Boston anniversaries 180 Bible readings 188

Baptism

and the Lord’s supper 204 Bates

364 Bummers 244 Bernhardt 8 260

212,

Consecrated life 12 Cash dealings 36 Chinese
41 Church records 44 Christian warfare 108
Convictions

and

preferences

LITERARY

Artistic
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MISCELLANY,

copyright

135

Adventures
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Eoglish name 135 A life of adventure 233
Byron and Wordsworth 270
Congressmen as men 191 Charm of true
marriage 215 Conquest of Germany 240 Concerning marriage 343 Captain Dodge 808
Deiusions of courtship 335
. English Catholicism 302 Egyptian wateringplace 835 English women 366° Evangelical literature 367 Editors and contributors 374
Famous dispatch 167 Facts about women
167 Fountains in the wilderness 819
Grant 215
with poems 241 He traveled
Her whole life a failnre 314

Immigration 297 In the

for

Louisiana negroes
Libby prison tunnel
Lace making 319

263

land of peaches 803

Invalidism 327

Japanese art 345

pleasure

127 Literary
167 Lund of
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g

property
the lotus

Doctrinal

doubts 180 Denominationalism 196 Doctrine
212 Divorce 220 Dr Boyd's case
and polity

340
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rm 108 Excursions pg poor children 244
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156 F Baptists 188 Few
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pews 412

212
t
‘in’ Christians
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260 Issues of the hour

172 Kalloch affair 284

h church 86

Lutest emigration

rship 172 Large bit of worldly

A queen 278

1)

question

Crowded street 11 Chamber over the gate 78
Calling the angels in 102 Christian workers 209
Chance 240 Carest thou not 315 Christ and the
little ones 326 Contentment 334 Christian where
art thou 363 Comfort 385 Christmas 409 Christ-

mas carol 414

Dear old faces 198
Evening of life 294 Everlasting memorial 331
English sovereigns 342
¥
Faith 51 Father at play 102 Fiddler man 206

Fisherman’s widow 222.

232 Four leaf clover 286
Gate beautiful 27 Gold

For love’s sweet sake
and

silver

locks 30

Good night 62 God’s care 194 God’s saints 302,
366 Going to sleep 360 God liveth ever 855
Happiest life 153 He that cometh 254 Huguenots 270 Hope 321

If we knew 78 Imitation 97

Infinite love 139

In his vineyard 163 I’m growing old 198 Immor-

tality 214 In silentio 358 In the city of God
John Alchohol 38
.
LoIam

with

you 19

Land of Nod 30

398

Look

forward 78 Loss 120 Land ahead 134 Light in
darkness 211 Little brown seed 302 Little Elsie
My little brother 6 My cup

runneth over 105

Merry heart 120 Memorial day 169 Mea culpa
182 Mt Desert 190 Mountaineer’s prayer 294 My

mother’s prayer 3938
>
Not in vain 3 Noen-day 121 Not far 179 No
collection 355
J
Old Basin 22 One request 150 On low levels
241 Over and over again 374 Old house 406 Of

little faith 406.

Sea’s answer 166

Song of

Ilion 195 Summer 201 Sweet surprise 222 Shuping the future

Fire

Sunday

a fire began in the Miller building on Federal
street, occupied chiefly by Rice, Kendall & Co.
as a paper warehouse.
This was entirely de-

stroyed, and Cathedral building, occupied by
the great publishing
house of
Houghton, Osgood & Co.,

8. D.

National Bank, and a

Warren &

Co.,

the

North

general express

from Cambridge and Chelsea was called.
d Congress has adjourned

till

ays.

after

the

holi-

Sunday, in Scotland, while a railway train
was crossing a bridge across the Frith of Tay,
the structure gave way; precipitating all the
passenger: coaches into the water.
It is feared
that between 150 and 200 lives are lost.

Dispatches from Los Pinos,

Colorado,

McKenzie, have been ordered

to

attack

by

the

In-

dians.
Reports were current in Bristol, England,
Sunday, that the steamer Arragon from New

York fof Bristol had foundered in the

little boot 262 The present 273, 318 The cloud
286 True blessedness 326 The monition 322
Two things 329 Touched with frost 350 The

:

it is 4 great thing to have what is called

nerve,

and nothing contributes more to the power of
physical control thus named than Warner's Safe
relieves

all

fe

:

A

great

Adamson’s

kinds

of vain, and

ee

discovery of more
Botanic

Balsam

value than

gold—

for all diseases

of the

It seldom fails to cure.

Price

Vacant places 35 Valley of'silence 161 Voices
of the night 232 Visit to Cowper’s grave 374
Wonderful gift 1 We come and go 8 Whit-

throat and lungs,
35 cents.

tier to Garrison 117 Why 214 Wonderful child
214 Write them a letter 240 Wonderful gift 246
Wet the ropes 855 Working for God 401
Yearning 369

ORGAN.
See the advertisement: of a good
church organ in another column; be sure and

eH

A REVOLUTION

in France

204

Breadth of the truth

question

FIRE-ARMS.

Shooters,

as

numerous

Targets

and

Out of
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oning

94

0.

On_London

$16

testimonials

attest. They are offered at the low price of $4.50
simply to introduce them, and the price hqlds good
only for a short time.
3
‘
Every sportsman should own one.
They are
one of the nicest, best made, and most accurate
Rifles in existence, and are worth much more than
the price asked, The Chichester Rifle Co. have
certainly been the first to get up a first-class Rifle
for a price within the reach of all.
53

Spiritaal manifestations 70 Six little rebels
126 Sixteen Saviours 166 Studies on baptism

234 Summer

vacations 254 Snow Hill girls 286

Stories of Old Dominion 842 Seal
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Safe Ki ney and Liver Cure for Bright's

Digs

ease, and
she is now entirely recovered.
en
all physicians’ remedies failed, she was indueced to try your remedy, and received beneficial
bottles she was entirely

made. .......,

Wisma akadeiivdds

<B, I8180d,
00 000er0eian.

COMMOAL.

by certify that my wife has been using Warner’s

results from the first

winter

10

New York City, June 16, 1879,
H. WARNER

Vt.

Choice New York dairies. «ibd cvii,.l

or

ENTIRELY RECOVERED,
H.

+ +s ay s sas dons»

Ww York, tll made. ar

-8t Lawrence
221 Susquehanna 221

Vassar Uncle John 206 Vagahonds 406

Zophiel 150

CEMONE ARITY«
k

op

Washburn Ichabod 46 Walks to Emmaus 182
‘Winter and its dangers 358 Worth keeping 384
What is a gentleman 393 Wood engraving
406
Yensie
Walton 182 Young Joe 374

Ohio 204+ Ohio '& Pa. 221

bottle,

After taking four

cured.

OBERT

Yours truly,

B. FITZGERALD
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HOGS.

City dressed, 6)

Western,

dressed,
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PULMONARY
ELIXIR

~ FAMILINE.

we

|,

ness, Numbness,

Swelling of the Joints,

Pains

in

used or applied that will relieve

pain

and

subdue inflammation as quickly as FAMIYY BAL-

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

FAMILINE

its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for

Lung and Throat Affeetiors.

for Pimples, Itching, Dry, Scaly Eruptions of the
Skin, Old Sores, Scald Head and Outward Humors
of any kind. It heals where other ointments and

THE

salves fail.

FAMILINE

BALSAM

is 25

and 50 cents

DOGBERRY

per

BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

Cloth, 16me, : Price $1.25
4t33eow

ALL

This merry story of seven plucky ehildren who
would hang together, come what might, is by all
odds the best story published this year for the
young folks of the family—boys and girls, father
and mothér,
grandfather and grandmother, will
all unite in this verdict.
Bosten: D. Lothrop & Co., Publishers.

PERSONS

wishing to sell the

New-Hampshire Register
FOR

BUNCH

BY MARY HARTWELL CATHERWOOD, :
Thirty
Illustrations by Miss
Lathbury.

bottle.

“SOLD

===.

And other Lung Affections,

the Back or Shoulders, Spinal Affections, Deepseated Pains, Galls and Callouses.
There is no
remedy

FOR

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,

FAMILINE for Lame Back, Stiff Joints, Stiff
‘Neck, White Swellings, Rheumatic Pains, Lame-

Yeirwin tne [RATERAEGTONG MANUAL
Thoughts,

1880

Year with the
Containing a Theme with References.

are requested to send in their orders immediately,
in order that they may be sure to secure as many
as they want, and also in order that we may ship

and an & prin

all advance orders on the same day.

St, Philadelphia, Pa.
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ear.
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Pages.

for
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atled free. P. GARRETT & Co., TOS Chestnui

edition
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BEST FAMILY PAPER. |
THE NEW YORK]
OBSERVER

I"

BIW cor Tenth and Arch Sia Ppa fa MuLEm M.D.

isthe BEST FAMILY RELIGIOUS and SECU.
LAR PAPER.
It hes five working editors and a
large corps of contributors.
It contains all the

>

religious and secular news suityble for family
reading ; vigorous editorials, foreign corres yondence, youths, Sunday-school, literary, agricaltur-l
and business departments, with a choice selection
free.

Terms $3.15 post paid.

Address,

YORK

Everywhere known and prized for
Skill and fidelity in manafacture,
Tasteful
and excellens improvements,
Elegant variety of designs,

|

yd

OBSERVER,

;

Yielding unrivaled tones.
INiustrated Catalogues sent Free,

37 Park Row.

J.

|

A YEAR

and expenses

to agents.

Free. Address P. OQ. VICKERY, Augusta,

ne.

DIPHTHERIA!

BY W. HOWARD

Pre-

vention is better than cure. Sold Everywhere.
X, S. JOIINSON & CO., Bangor, Maine.
i
:
1y27

$3

ot plelnute, young

vertising and printing.
i&c,, for § stamps, |

or old.

ol

18 larger sizes
ry

your

own
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DOANE.

HIS BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS CANTATA can
be produced with or without costumes, and
will prove a most attractive Evening Musical Entertainment at the Holiday
Season.
Over 20
Songs, Duets, Choruses, ete.
Fall directions for
most effective rendering.
Sent Postpaid on receipt of 25 Cents.

Printing Press
Prints cards labels &c, (Self-inker $5)
Fer Busiugte

CO.

SANTA CLAUS,

Johison's Anodyne Liniment
will posi-

tively prevent this terrible disease, and will positively
curk nine Cases inten. Information that will save many

Don’t delay a moment.

&

Everybody Should
See

1y19

lives, sent free by mail.

ESTEY

Brattleboro. Vi.

Outfit

BICLOW & MAIN,

ad~

WoL gp cards,

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

3 YMYER MF

PLYBFII.st C0,

Church, School,
Fire-alarm,Fi
‘ed. Catal g with 1500
i
a

Blymyer Manufacturing

low-priced, warrant
re

Cos,

Cincinnati,O,

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. FULLY
WARRANTED,
name sent Free,

VANDUZEN

& TIFT, Cincinnati,

| Pathos! Humor!

O.

Fun!
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WHAT A POSTAL CARD WILL BUY.

g# Send for Pamphlet
und Testimonials,

TO SUNDAY-8CHOOL WORKERS.
From 20 to 100 sumple copies ‘of the NORTHERN MESSENGER and.
SABBATH-SCHOOL C0
\NION
(assorted numbers)
will be’sent free tt any Sab.
through one of its

pifivy I8 by Postal Card or in other manner; the
mber to be asked for corresponding to the numr of families in the sohool.
i
JOHN DOUGALL & SON,
452 |
Lil
:
Montreal.
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, GOLDEN

THOUGHTS

on

THE MORNING STAR
TERMS:

$2.50

per year; or, if paid within

the first two months, $2.20; and for $2.00 received we will send the Ntar one year.
For 2b cents received we will send the Starhree months on trial,

Each subscriber will please notice the date
.of payment oi the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.

Phe Star is not discontinued when’

expires for whieh it is paid unless

quest it; and:it is diswnjinved

Western factory,
{air to good, 10 @. 11; Western
conimon, 7 g 9¢.
EGGS.
Kastern........ecuvinniiiiin
99
Western.

Mass.

DR. N. 6, WHITE'S

@ 6;

been mowe than one

year

.

the time

persons:

when

in arrears,

:

re-

it has

after

due

notice and time Shall ve been given,
REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or-bunk-checks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.

CHEESE. Northern factory, ehoide, ¥ 1214 @ 13c.
Northern factory, fiir to good 10 @'11k%c¢; ae

NoOYthernec
usc aviviasiivivassesevarsivn. ii 01

Boston,

@ 6%oc.

Sarl

§

Satisfactory.

v

bath-school making Application

¥

made

P. 0. BOX 2063,

6:0; Old,quartered and

50,

111

Bali

bridge

of Payment
ADDRESS,

BEEF.
Western
Mess, # hbl, $11 @ $1150;
Western extra, £11 75 @ $12; Extra Plate, $12 50 a
$13; Beef Hams, $17 50 @ $13; Beef Tongues. $26
27.
!
HAMS.
Western Smoked, 9% @ 9%c¢; Boston,
9 @ 9c; Fanoy, in bags, 11 @ ke.
LARD.
Western, kettled rendered, 8) @ 8c;
Western, steam, 8 @ 85¢; City, rendered, 3 @ 8% ¢;

THE MARKETS.

24.0

Terms

new

Sev-

bility in Europe 367
;
verts 81 Homiletical idea 201 Hospital ChrisOur nation’s example 228 Organ grinders | tiams 211 He leadeth me 323
327 Old settlers’ festival 343
d Mormonism 11
Phillips Brooks 175 Philosophic peddler 811
New faiths and creeds 210
.
Practical education 399 President’s message
On the choice of books 206 Opensgommunion
399
251 Old school hero 335
;
An Important Personal Item.
Questions of church and school 241
Parish clergyman 59 Pastor at work 139 PulSome later English writers 7, 23, 81, 39, 47,
pit
266
Protestantism
in
Bohemia
284
PreventCharles 8. Prentice, of Toledo, O., went to
ba, 63, 71, 79, 87, 95, 103, 110 Significant quesable lapsings 299 Positive belief 347 Power of Paris and thence to England to be treated for
tion 175 Study in poeiry 359 Shelley’s mystisympathy 411
Bright's disease, and after tbe best physicians
«ism 135 Six German
posers 263, 271, 279,
Railway boy’s mission 285 Religious art 363
287, 294, 311 Socialism and communism 367
Stories about Lamb 169 Something more 267 "of both. countries had done what they could
Texas as it is 183 Too handy pistol 835 The
for him, gave up in despair and returred to
Sabbath at Urbana 299 Sermon spoiled 838
chameleon
335 Talleyrand 375
The horizon of duty 27 Temperance 168 The
America to die. Here he received further
V attemore’s library scheme 326
cost 282 Too much defense weakens 163 The
treatment from other skillful physicians withWomen's lying lives 167 Women lawyers 199
Jews 170 Taking root 307 Touching incident
Western harvesting 251 Womans
work in
out benefit, and while *¢ listlessly lingering in
33
Paris 282 When
men write 294 Work and
pain and anguish,” as be says, heard of the
Unnaturalness in preaching 195
wages 335 What nine presidents
sy 414
Work and workers 27 Women’s work 35, 833
Safe Kidney and Liver. Cure, took it, and was
Whitefield
and
Randall
43
Windows
in
serLITERARY REVIEW.
completely cured in a few weeks.
He gives
mons 51 Work of women 202 Walking by faith
circumstantial details of his painful experience
267 When it rains let it rain 807 What is in
At the back of the moon 86 Am. health primthine hand 3823 Waiting for the coming 347
ers 126 At Mrs. Price’s 342 Alpine flowers 850
and astonishing cure, in a long letter to H. H.
‘Wreckers of Christianity 371
;
Am. revolution 390 An earnest trifler 390 Art
Warner & Co., which will be forwarded on apin the nursery
390
RURAL AND DOMESTIC:
plication,
Bryant W C 150 Butler Gen 150 Breathings
Ashes 258 Autumn seeding 343 Apples 344.
of the better life 342 Bible for the young 414
Blackberries 72 Butter 96, 216 Beet 144 BanBelle and the boys 414
tams 243 Beeves 267 Buildings 267 Beef tea 280
Calvary songs 38 Commentary
on Psalms 62
Cholera 72 Colds 128 Crackers 128 Cabbage
Critics and authors 158 Cyclopedia
254 Cultiva-~ 128 Cooking 128 Chickens 208 Cats 291 Cattle
tion of memory 286 Cookery 342 Castle foam
291 Carpets 544
18
390 Camps in the Carribees 406
Eggs 168
Boston Produce Report.
Dictionary of Eng. language 174 Dickens’
Fertilizers 242 Fence 328
>
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
dictionary 174
(ireen tea 80 Grapes 120, 304 Garden 128
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
Eye-sight 334 Evenings with the doctrines Grafting 176 Greenhouse 360
;
eggs, ' beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
8568
Elsa 384
Quincy Market, Boston.
’
!
Horses 56, 184, 229, 312, 360, 876 Health 160
Firebrands 78 Franklin Square library 254 Hay 208
;
.
BOBTON, Saturday, December 27.
Footprints of races 286 Friar Anselmo 358
Insects on trees 408
FLOUR.
Spring +wheats. . Western superfine,
Fool’s errand 398
Mules 243
$525 @ 8575; Common extras; 60V @ 659; WisGrammar of Eng. language 246
4
Orchards 229
conein, 6 0v @ 6 75; Minnesota, bakers, 650 @ i 5 ;
Hastory of N Y 54
llistory of Germiny 62
Mipuerola and Wisconsin, fancy 775 @ 950. Win.
Plants 8, 852 Polish 176 Pigs 208: Plowing:
ter wheats.
Patents, choice$850 @ $900; Patents,
How saved farm 70 Hearing 182 Half Hour SeRemedies 120, 242 Raspberries 368 Rest 33
common to good, 750 @: 310; Ohio, Tw ¥ 750;
ries 254 History of Warner 278 Howson’s St
Stock 8, 250 Soap 83 Stomachs 96 StrawberMichigan,
700
725; Indiana, 700 @ 7 50; &llinvis
Paul 334 His honor the mayor 358
ries 136 Shall we starve 156 Sinks 184 Salt 288 700 @ 7 75; St. aLouis,
725 @ 8 25; Southern, family
Irving Washington 54 Infidel silenced 174 In Sheep 312 Shorthorus 860
=
700 @ 800; Corn Meal, ¥ bbl, 2390 @ 280; Rye
the volume of the book 206 Impressions of &c.
"Trees 104, 200, 242 Tools 184 Tubs 184
Flour, 5 25 @ 575; Oat Meal, good Western 6 50 g
254 Ingersoll and Moses 390 Island of Cupri 406
. Unprofitable arming 243
6 55;'0Oat Meal, fancy brands, 700 ¢ 750; Buckwheat, ¥ 100 bs, 2 50 @ 2 62.
3
Jaunt through Old World 286
Ventilation 40 Vegetables 307
5
yo
.
NEW.
, OuD.
Lady of the Aroostook 86 Locusts and wild Workshop 16;
.CORN,
Yellow
and
extra
do.63%
@
64 66 @ 67
honey 166 Lessons of trust 206 Long life 206
{ EARLY MEETINGS,
Nol
Miked....................08
@
634
65%
'@ 6
Little Rosebud’s menagerie 406
4
Central N.Y. 230 Central Ill, 808
NOB Mixediiuiviclivoreesesass
Motley J Li 14 Matviage 150 My daughter SuGenesee 280
1
!
Oxrs. Extra White
san 286 Mr. Phillips’ Go neness 342 Magellan
Holiand Purchase 230
;
BTS, scpsrmimumsimninons a mom ne
"
Himais Southern 197 Illinois 205: Iowa 245,

No ordi oe

Northern

A good Organ for a small church,

2th3eow

the best material, finely finished, handsomely designed, black waluut Stock, pistol grip, embodying many new and practical ideas, and elegant

803 Criticising ministers
847
3
Do our churches work 195 Did what he could
823 Diseased church members 331 Dwight and

New York, quartered, 68

NEW

These Rifles (which have been in csurse of man.
ufacture for over a year and are now first offered
for sale) are first-class in every respect, made of

416 Convert nobody 179 Cure for drunkenness

and

12 STOPS, 286 PIPES

sliced. 4 @ 6c¢; Evaporgged, choice new,
15 @
16c; Evaporated,
go d, 12°@ 14e.
:
HAY® AND STRAW.
Eastern and Northern, ¥
ton:
Choice, coarse, #16 @ $17; Ordinary, $14 @
$15; Poor, #11 @ #13; Western Timothy, $18
814; Swale, #11 @ $12; Rye Straw, $24 @ $35; Oat
Straw, 810 @ $12.
PORK.
Extra prime, # bbl, $12 @ #13; Mess
£14 @ $1450; Boston clear, 815 @ $16; Backs, $16 a

Samples

The Chichester Rifle Co. offer in their new
en-shot Repeating Rifle a wonderful bargain.

Jos. 8, 83, 43, 89, 73, 876, 892, 400, 408,

91 Commercial lying 194 Communion

IN

Kastern,

of miscellaneous reading.

<i
>

conversions
genuine 229 Answer to prayer 330
Artistic falsehoods 331
;
Bates student 61 Bridling the tongue 283 Bibliomania

cua

examine it before making a purchase.

SELECTIONS.

Act of Baptism 128 Arnold's poetry 169 Aie

APPLES.

CLAREMONT

It also

For Sale Cheap.

Houlion Rose, # bu......50 ”

Address,

cures headache and neuralgia.

Under orders 310

Drieb

Atlan-

NERVE:

Nervine.

bu, Wc
@ #100:
@ 85 (Green Peas

sliced,¥ 1b, 7 @ 74;c; Eastern and Northern quartered, 6. & 6%c; New York, new sliced, 7 @ 7c;

that all on board had perished.
———

again 190 The lake 201 The children 254 The

@

West

Houlton Jackson Whites
Maine Central ROS@..covviviianens o +3
Do
JACKSONS evr erensnisanss @4H
Vermont ROSC.sseiassssesssssssassnsny 45
JACKSON
.evvvennns Ssassssnresass 50
Peerless. . .iovrsnrnanss tesssasernres i
Prolific. sscsassssasanaes Serene ernane 4H a
P. E, Island, Chenangoes
40
@ 4
GREEN APPLES. No 1Baldwins, # bbl, $2 00 @
$2 25 ¥ bbl.; Common to good $1 25 @ $1 75.

rep-

resent the Indian situation as very serious.
General Hateh is reported to have abandoned
all hope of obtaining possession of the Ute pris‘oners and is to leave Cline’s ranch on Tuesday
for Alamosa.
This movement will be considered tantamount to a declaration of war, and
much anxiety exists in consequence of the precarious condition of the troops.” Cavalry, un-

313 Story of mousey 318 Shared 323
The end 14 Time is short 388 Too late 54 The

robe of white 54 To the work 57 There is no
death 59 The safeguard 78 Thou dost ahide
with me 110 Tired mothers 94, 182 The river of
life 118 Two lights 158 The man 174 To meet

$180

Pea

office, SAM FAMILINE.

met a like fate. Other property
adjoining
was also
damaged,
the Franklin
building
suffering somewhat in the rear. The entire
loss was about $1,000,000, a little more than
balf being on merchandise and machinery.
A
general fire alarm was sounded, and assistance

tic and

246 Satisfied 289 Sleep of years

$160 @ $1 5.
Poratoes.

in Boston.

before midnight

to co-operate in case of an

Questionings 342
Richest and poorest 33 Remember me 361 Song 14 Silent 25 Snow-bound 70 Service 139

Spinning song 142

Destructive

«+«+ About an hour

make a forced march from Fort Garland, but
it is doubtful if he can reach Hatch in season

out of the depths 250 Parable of life 281 Prayer 339 Perfect through suffering 384
5

PEAS.
Choice,
Canada, #
Common,
Canada, ¥ bu, 80

of the legality of his acts to the Su-

der General

Peace 22,110 Passing of cloud 17 Placeto hide
me 41 Patience 49 Phantom flowers 174 Prayer

¥ bu,

Yellow Eyes. Choice, 210 @ 220; Yellow Eyes,
improved, 2 2) a 2 30; Red[Kidneys, 175 @ 1
85.

Fraud.

preme Court, and the indications are that the
counted-in members will attempt to take the
seats that do not belong to them at the session
of the legislature the first Wednesday in Jan-,
ugryIt is as dastardly an outrage as has
ever been commited in any State,

By the dead 9 Blind 142 Baby by-lows 246
Burning bush 297 Baptist papers 356 Baby
looking out for me 366

French factory ga 19 Found Christ at eighty
Motley 190 Musical culture 214 Mrs Jas K
¥ew or many 298 Faithful ministry 298 Fate
Polk 215 Medizval virgil 262 Mysterious dis- | 91
of the
earth
appearances 358
Garrison’s flight 177
2
asby 191 Newport 247 Nude in art 281 No-.
How secure revival 19 Hundred dollar con-

148 California's

100

‘grief 278

135
Dennie 847 Daily prayer meetings 205
223 |
Emotional life of Jesus 363

ution 166 Corrupt’ Christianity

Discouragement

A forewarned

Autumn anniversary 334 Argument of example

Hardening 119 Homeless girl 207 Half-hour | 830-Cook

tidn life. 308 Christian
1st 14 : 27-29, 220 C
workers 824 Christianity in U 8 356 Common

fenders 92

him 267

Ultima veritas

01d Fre
Kees 240] Ol Sends
172 Cor | 166
new 350
us
Poems of places 22 Prof, Loomis’
tour to, Ens
824 Pledge and eross 398 Poets’ homes 414
le’s education 388 Christ the Saviour 388° rope
Resargit 102 Romun empire 110 Rev J HenFaret fairs 404
174 Ruth KErskine's crosses 286 Room for
Doctrineof weakness 68 Dealing with of- son
one more 350 Roderick Ashcourt 374

"col

life 46 Asleep

in Jesus 113 At the bedside 120 A little girl’s
wonder 166 Auld lang syne 232 A wanderer’s
prayer 262 A little while 265, 349 A place with

clay and rose 384

in

medieval churen 220 Premillenniul 282
Q M licentiates 245

240

Maine

spensi®s®

things to all mien 354 A strange scene 410

28

education84 Prayer for missions

P,

Be

3 ged

man’s death 154 Abide with me 186 Atonement
194 A picture 227 Among the boys 280 4 June
meeting 290 A sacrifice 322 Anniversaries 329,
337 Acquaintance with God 354, 362, 3536 All

The

Harper's Ferry 28,

-

Him

H

HP, 175 @ 185;

hand picked, 1 60; Medium, choice screened, 150
@ 155; Medium, common to good, 140 @ 145;

To summarize briefly, at the State election in
Maine last September there was no election of
36, 84,194 Help for mother church 36, 44, 84
Can there be help 172 H M Soc. and its work
Governor by the people, but in the legislature
116 H M debt 121 H M ink 129 Ways of helpin | there was an unquestioned Républican major132 Freedmen 149 Significant incident 161 Loea
ity of seven in the Senate and twenty-nine in
and State 293 A H M church 297 Myrtle hall 388,
the House. After many evasions
Governor
404
os
Garcelon and his Coungil, who are all DemoMission Work—1,
9,17, 33,49, 65, 73, 81,
89, 97, 113, 121, 129, 137, 1563, 161, 169, 177, 185,
crats and Greenbackers, have replaced eight of
193, 201, 209, 217, 227, 235,241, 249, 257, 273, 281,
these Republican
Senators and twenty-nine
28 ,
297, 305, 313, 821, 345, 353, 361, 369, 377, 385,
Representatives, conceded on all hands to have
393, 401, 409
been elected by the people,by eight Democratic Senators
and seventeen Representatives,
OBITUARIES OF MINISTERS.
thus giving the Democrats and Greenbackers
Bowden Steplien 42 Beede Hugh 91 Barlinmajority, and securing for them the election of
game M W 123
:
the Governor, clearly
thwarting the will of
Clough Jere. 306
the people.
The popular indignation bas been
Davis
HB 274
3
expressed
by
mass
meetings
in all the princi
Fletcher Jabez 410
Hecox Luther 2 Hallenbeck Jos 50 Haning I pal cities, at which the outrage has been denounced,
and resistance advocated, but it is
Z 67 Harper W V 194, 202 Howe L D 322
hoped that peace will prevail, at the same time
Jeakins Wm. 106
that the people’s rights are maintained.
On
Marmon A P 403
S Quinby Hosea 2, 50, 58, 67, 74, 83,90, 99, 107, Christmas day an agent of Gov. Garcelon attempted
to
remove
a
large
quantity
of
arms
p
123, 181,189, 147
and ammunition from Bangor'to Augusta, thus
Ross D V 10 Rogers C 403
indicating the dark designs that the Governor
Straight FF W162 Shaw Samuel 410
and his party have in view, but the removal
Toothaker Edward 139 Tyler d C 346
was prevented by the citizens. Up to MonWilson Joseph 18 Wing Amos 346
day
the Governor had refused to submit the
'
POETRY.

HomE—Minn. 29, 84, 116

Pen, Western.

ern. common to good, 16% @ 1 70; Medium, choice,

Ebi £R

the

$190;

&

Awong

layas 82, 98 An open Bible 97 Aluskd 123

BEANS." Pea, Northern,

© Helos Summary.

sion £0 nis or that 89 To friend in Vt 97 Glorious tidings 99 Prayer for 100,103 Finances 108
Happy reunion 129 Bible school 132 June remittunce 172 Mrs P’s ragged school 265, 346
That last remittance 893, 8335 Next remittance
372

©e6eese®ae®

rience 42 A defaleation 57

CHURCH CRGAN

r

and

i Ek

LIV.

eco

INDEX TO VOLUME

BY REV.

THEO,

In Elegant Binding

L. CUYLER,

n writing to this office, persons will please
| desi gnate their STATE, as well as town, and

D. D,

Illustrated, $2.76, Morocco,

5,

E. B. TREAT, Publisher, 805 Broadway,
New
York.

49e0w

ANTED—salesman—for each State,

Salary $75

to $100 and expenses. Goods sold by samples.
LABELLE MANU¥’G Co., Chicago, 111.
3t51

wind i
gh

give both the old and new address when they:
order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star
goes to press Tuesday morning,
and communications

here on Saturday

Addres 2

for insertion

previous.

ought to be:

. 1. D, STEWART,
y
DOVER. N.
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:

